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The effects of changes in engine geometry on the breathing 
and combustion processes in a spark ignition engine have been in-
vestigated. 
It has been shown that a survey of engine geometry can 
readily illustrate design limitations in three areas : Fluid 
dynamic, Mechanical and Thermodynamic, and so reduce the extent of 
investigation available to the designer. 
The induction performance has been analysed mathematically 
and comparisons made with experimental work. 
The results indicate that an assessment of the effect of 
changes of geometry can be made using empirical relationships with-
out complex mathematics. 
An attempt has been made to relate the turbulent to laminar 
flame speed ratio to the engine's physical parameters. These 
results compare well with previously published work by other 
workers. 
Aim of the programme: 
The aim of the programme was to investigate the effects of 
engine geometry changes on the breathing and coRbustion efficiency 
in a spark ignition engine. 
The work is intended to indicate the relative benefits or 
penalties of changes in engine geometry with the object of assess-
ing the requirements for lean burn operation. 
Proposal: 
The current emphasis on engine fuel economy and exhaust emiss-
ions have emphasised the need for a deeper understanding of the 
combustion process in the S.I. engine. 
1 
It has been shown that combustion chamber surface to volume 
ratio is a major factor when considering hydrocarbon emissions 
(Ref. 7, 57, 58). 
Burn rate, and hence NO emissions, are a function of the x 
inflamed volume characteristics of the combustion chamber. 
(Ref. 20, 5), 55). 
A detailed knowledge of the chamber geometry is essential if 
the emission characteristics of a design is to be assessed. The 
burn rate will also be influenced by the turbulence in the com-
bustion chamber as indicated by the turbulent burning velocity, UT' 
The dependence of the burning velocity on the turbulence level is 
usually related to the turbulent intensity u' (Ref. 4), 44, 49). 
This, however, is an internal characteristic of the in-cylinder 
conditions and not within the designer's ability to predict. 
As all pre-igni~ion turbulence is a function of the induction 
system and engine cylinder geometry in conjunction with the piston 
motion, it should be possible to relate the burning velocity to the 
engine geometry. Under this premise an attempt has been made to 
investigate the breathing and combustion characteristics of a spark 
ignition engine as influenced by changes in engine geometry. 
Programme objectives: 
The project was approached with certain objectives in mind, 
namely: 
(i) In the geometry and breathing analysis, special reference 
be made to the" 4 valve/cylinder configuration and the input 
data to the programme be kept to a minimum to enable a true 
comparison to be made. 
11 
The result was to input three items of data, the bore/stroke 
ratio, the valve included angle and the swept volume. 
(ii) The results of the breathing performance analysis should 
be useable, and not rely entirely on complex computations. 
To attain this end, the computer calculations were validated 
experimentally and then the results related to those pre-
dicted by empirical expressions developed by other research 
workers (Ref. i), 14). 
(iii) The prediction of the combustion events should be related 
to geometrical data to enable a broad survey to be made. 
(iv) Validation of the results of the combustion calculations be 
made by comparison to work done on the CFR (Co-ordinating 
Fuel Research) engine. 
As this engine has a zero squish and low swirl combustion 
chamber, use of the spherically radiating flame front inter-
secting with a right cylinder would be applicable. By this 
means the range of experimental evidence to compare with the 
theoretical predictions could be broadened beyond that 
possible for an individual worker. 
111 
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CHAPrER 1 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
1.1 Effects of engine geometry on engine performance: 
The geometric configuration of an engine will control all 
aspects of its performance, including the mechanical effic-
iency, thermodynamic efficiency and specific power output. 
The term 'geometry' will include major design features such 
as the swept volume, number of cylinders and more detailed 
considerations like the combustion chamber shape and induction 
system detail. This work deals with geometric effects on the 
ability of the engine to induce charge and the possible effects 
on its subsequent combustion characteristics. 
The major reference work on engine configuration is by Taylor 
(Ref. 1), who calls on many sources to give a broad based 
discussion on the influence of various engine geometry changes 
on performance. Much of the discussion is related to the 
effects on volumetric efficiency, and by using an analogy with 
the steady flow process and the principles of dimensional anal-
ysis, Taylor produces a relationship for the volumetric 
efficiency. 
{
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where, ~v = volumetric efficiency 
u = a characteristic velocity 
P = exhaust pressure e 
Pi = inlet pressure 
a = sonic velocity at inlet 
f = inlet density 
f = inlet viscosity 
Ti = inlet temperature 
T = coolant temperature c 
S = stroke 
F = fuel/air ratio 
Qc 
= heat of combustion of fuel 
The ratio u is termed the 'Mach index' and 
aLf 
the a f 
Reynolds number. 
The terms R1 --- Rn are engine design ratios related to the 
gas flow through the engine and will include such things as 
the compression ratio. 
As no account is taken here of the inlet valve timing and valve 
lift, the~e quanttties must be incorporated into the character-
istic velocity u. This is done using the mean inlet flow 
coefficient which is a function of the inlet tract design, 
valve lift and valve opening period. 
A new dimensionless group is derived, still termed the 'inlet 
Mach index' or Gulp factor, and is defined as: 
= 1. r!!12 Vp 
Z n LnJ 2Cma 
where, B = cylinder bore 
D = inlet valve diameter 
n = number of inlet valves 
Vp = mean piston speed 
em = mean inlet flow coefficient 
The parameter Z is suggested as a design tool and it is stated 
that "engines should be designed, if possible, so that Z does 
not exceed 0.5". 
This is because, as Z exceeds 0.5, the volumetric efficiency 
falls rapidly due to pressure loss through the inlet valve. 
It should be noted that the analysis of Z is related to 
operation without dynamic effects in the induction and exhaust 
o process, and with small valve overlap, 20 or less being stated 
as normal. This is certainly not the case with high speed 
engines using dynamic effects. 
The Reynolds number, being a measure of the relative inertia 
and viscous forces, has little influence on the volumetric 
efficiency as the viscous forces are too small to affect the 
flow under normal operating circumstances. This was confirmed 
using three geometrically slmilar engines. 
An attempt to take into account the dynamic aspect of the flow 
processes in the engine was made by King (Ref. 2). 
Several assumptions are made in deriding the use of 'inlet 
mach index', but the basic point that is missed is that in the 
derivation of Z no attempt is made to include inertia effects 
and hence it cannot give an absolute comparison of breathing 
capabilities under true operating conditions. Its value lies 
in determining the relative operating condition of an engine. 
A refinement to the use of the Gulp factor was suggested by 
Fututani and Watanabe (Ref. J) who suggested the introduction 
of volumetric efficiency and valve opening period. 
deflni tion of a mean inlet mach number, 'Mlm', was 
Mim = 180 rtv • Z. 
9ic - 9io 
Their 
This, however, cannot be used as a design tool as ~v is 
unknown. They suggest that with "Lv = 100% the value of 
Mim so calculated is a better index for predicting engine 
speed at which volumetric efficiency decreases. 
The relationships between combustion characteristics and the 
engine configuration are far more complex and interrelated 
and it is unlikely that any simple expressions can be found 
that will give a true indication of the combustion character-
istics. 
It is apparent from the observations and experience of very 
high speed engines, Nakamura (Ref. 4) that the burning 
velocity in an engine can be related to ~he engine rotational 
speed. Exactly what the intermediate relationships are that 
bring about this phenomena are difficult to assess. 
In addition to engine speed the burning velocity can also be 
influenced by the combustion chamber geometry in the form of 
squish areas and chamber compactness. 
Use of a simple dimensionless group like the Reynolds number 
in the intake pipe to relate engine speed to burning velocity 
proved to be inadequate as shown by Taylor (Ref. 5) and some 
additional information related to the combustion chamber 
geometry should be considered. 
Actual combustion performance must include thermal efficiency 
and exhaust emissions. Combustion chamber surface_to volume 
ratio will become an important consideration in this respect 
as it directly affects the hydrocarbon emissions and thermal 
efficiency as shown by Siewert and Scheffler (Ref. 6, 7). 
5 
References to further work on combustion characteristics is 
given in Chapter 6. 
1.2 Poppet valve steady flow 
The analysis presented in this thesis of the intake and exhaust 
events is that of a quasi-steady condition, where pipe and 
cylinder states are assumed steady for a finite period, usually 
one or two degrees of crank angle rotation. 
In order to be able to detennine the increment of flow during 
this period, the characteristics of the valve and port at any 
given valve lift and pressure conditions are required. This 
infonnation is usually presented in the fonn of a discharge 
coefficient. This discharge coefficient Cd is defined as the 
ratio of the 'effective area' of a frictionless nozzle that 
would pass the same flow under the same conditions relative 
to a datum area. This datum area is arbitrary and care must 
be taken when comparing results to make sure that the same 
reference area has been used. 
Various reference areas have been used (Ref. 8, 9, 10). The 
three most common being: 
(i) A fixed reference area, either the valve curtain area 
at a lift of one quarter the valve diameter or the 
valve throat area. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
A varying area equal to the valve curtain area. 
A three stage area related to certain intervals of valve 
lift as defined by Kastner et al (Ref. 8). This has 
been done to relate to the three states of flow through 
the valve as the valve lift is increased. 
6 
Woods (Ref. 9) investigated the flow through dual, vertical 
exhaust valves and the reference area used in this analysis 
was the area at the minimum port diameter. 




Ae = effective area 
n = number of valves 
D.r = Valve throat diameter 
A review of the results of tests on various inlet and exhaust 
valve arrangements is given by Annand & Roe (Ref. 10). 
These results have been related to the valve curtain area and 
illustrate the flow regimes more effectively than when a fixed 
reference area is used. The effect of pressure ratio on the 
discharge coefficient is demonstrated in the paper by Woods 
and Khan (Ref. 11). An approximation to this can be obtained 
by use of the expression derived by Armand (Ref. 10). This 
has been corrected for use with a fixed reference area and is 
given in Chapter 3. 
Comparison of the data presented by Woods and Khan on inflow 
through an inlet valve and outflow indicate very little change 
in the effective area, and it was decided to use the same 
characteristics for inflow and outflow for both intake and 
exhaust valves. 
1.3 Wave action in the intake duct 
There are basically two approaches available in determining 
the effect of induction pipe dynamics on the filling of the 
7 
cylinder (i) treatment of the system as a resonator and 
(ii) a solution to the momentum and continuity e~uations 
describing the condition in the duct. 
The first of these presents a simple useful way of determining 
peaks in the induction performance if a suitable model can be 
described. 
The work by Vorum (Ref. 12) treats the induction cycle as two 
distinct parts. Firstly, with the valve open the system acts 
like a Helmholtz resonator with the kinetic mass of gas in the 
pipe reacting with the static mass in the cylinder. Secondly, 
when the valve is closed the pipe is isolated and resonates as 
an organ pipe. The concept of the organ pipe resonator is 
used by Yagi et al (Ref. 13) with claimed success if synchro-
nization of a pressure pulse, with top dead centre (t.d.c.) in 
the valve open period, is achieved. This is discussed in 
Chapter 5 where some doubt is thrown on the selection of t.d.c. 
as the synchronization point. 
The series of articles on induction ramming by Broome (Ref. 14) 
attempts to derive design relationships that will predict peaks 
in the volumetric efficiency curves due to wave effects in, 
and the inertia of, the induction pipe air mass. Two para-
meters are produced, the wave ram parameter Qt' which is half 
the period of the intake pipe expressed in crankshaft degrees, 
and a dimensionless inertial ram parameter ~t which is related 
to Qt by the expression 





Vcyl = swept volume 
Vpi = intake pipe volume 
Design graphs are given indicating areas of optimum wave and 
inertial ram conditions. The concept of an inertia ram 
parameter is also used in Ref. 1J, and is termed the 'inertia 
supercharge index'. 
The two papers by Broome and Yagi et al are further discussed 
in Chapter 5 and form the basis for comparison with the 
current analysis. The more detailed computational analysis 
giving a pressure-time history of events in the induction pipe 
and cylinder is based on work by Benson et al (Ref. 15), and 
are described in the paper by Blair and Coulburn (Ref. 16). 
Boundary conditions, when the intake valve is open, are as 
derived in Annand & Roe (Ref. 10) and used by Prosser (Ref. 17). 
The derivation of the equations and the method of solution by 
the method of characteristics is given in Chapter 5 
1.4 Combustion modelling 
The increase in activity in mathematical modelling applied to 
internal combustion engines in the past 10 - 15 years has been 
a direct result of the exhaust emissions legislation and press-
ures for increased fuel economy. The largest category of 
models has been termed phenomenological models and can be said 
to be composed of separate physically based submodels of 
important identifiable phenomena. These models are built on 
a 1st Law of Thermodynamics formulation, where time or engine 
crank angle is the only really independent variable, and as 
such are sometimes referred to as zero-dimensional. This is 
9 
to be contrasted with the detailed multi-dimensional models 
which attempt to give detailed geometry - d~pendent, spatial 
resolution of state variables such as fluid velocity, temper-
ature, species, etc. 
Within the main model, sub-models are required in order to 
describe. the following phenomena, (i) turbulent flame 
propagation, (ii) heat transfer, (iii) hydrocarbon emissions. 
and (iv) knock. Within this thesis an attempt has been made 
to relate the first phenomena to engine geometry. 
One approach to modelling of burnrate can be expressed as: 
dmb = 
dt 
where f is the unburnt gas density, Af is a flame front 
area and U
T 
is the turbulent burning velocity. 
The assumptions required here are: 
(i) An assumed flame front geometry, and, 
(ii) specification of UT' 
A spherical flame front is commonly employed and UT has been 
related to the laminar flame speed by a constant, i.e: 
where K is often directly related to engine speed. This type 
of expression is consistent with the observed linear relation-
ship between turbulent intensity and engine speed, and has been 
used successfully by many research workers (Ref. 18, 19, 20). 
This technique does, however, require a value of K to be 
determined for a particular engine by tests and it does assume 
constant turbulent intensity during compression of the unburnt 




, This model has not been found to be very 
successful during the ignition delay period or for variations 
in spark timing, 
An alternative approach to burnrate modelling has been the 
turbulent entrainment model developed by Blizard & Keck 
(Ref, 21) and later extended by Tabaczynski et al (Ref, 22), 
The original proposals, later modified by McCuston, Lavoie 
and Kauffman (Ref, 23), assume that the turbulent fluid is 
composed of a ~eries of discrete eddies of characteristic radius 
i . that are entrained by the flame front at an entrainment 
e . 
velocity U , 
e 
The eddies burn at the laminar flame speed U
L 
in a characteristic eddy burn-up time. Jib = le~ 
II 
A more detailed eddy struoture was proposed by Tabaczynski 
which envisaged an individual eddy to be composed of dissipat-
ive eddies of the Taylor microscale (1\) order, where laminar 
combustion dominates, separated by rod-like, stringy regions 
of a highly dissipative nature, of an order defined by the 
Kolmogorov scale (~). Within these very fine structures 
burning is assumed instantaneous and the rate of propagation 
of ignition sites is u ,. + U
L
, where u' is the turbulent 
in tensi ty and U L the laminar flame speed. 
A relationship between the turbulent scales and the turbulent 
intensity for isotropic turbulence is given by Andrews et al 
(Ref. 24) as:-
'A 2 = 48.64 V 
T ur 
e 
where ~ is the kinematic Viscosity. 
11 
This reference also defines a Reynolds number, based on the 
Taylor micro scale (R~ ) and an expression for the 
Kolmogorov scale 1 . 
U ' A R", = f\ 
)) 
All L = {\ 15~ R 1\ Z 
Representative values are shown in Fig. 1.4/1. It is also 
stated that the large eddies are of a size comparable to that 
of the width of the flow and are anisotropic, which has 
important considerations when considering chamber height 
and compactness. 
Changes in the eddy integral scale artd the turbulent intensity 
are accommodated in the combustion model by use of the density 
changes and the results gave the correct trends in combustion 
duration and ignition delay period. 
This work was developed by Tabaczynski, Trinker and Shannon 
(Ref. 25) who attempted to provide a smooth transition between 
the ignition delay period and the fully developed turbulent 
burning region. Assumptions were made relating the turbulent 
intensity to mean piston speed and experimental verification 
carried out on an engine with a 4 valve/cylinder configuration. 
Discrepancies were found between theoretically predicted mass 
fraction burnt plots and experimental results. This was 
explained as being due to the assumption of the flame front 
area being generated spherically from a point of ignition in 
a cylinder having a right circular cylinder geometry. 
12 
This approximation is acceptable with long duration combustion 
but will cause discrepancies when the duration is short with 
relatively small piston movement. Accurate prediction of 
laminar flame speed is another area of difficulty. 
Further development of the turbulent entrainment model was 
carried out by Hires et al (Ref. 26) who developed expressions 
for ignition delay period and combustion duration. The ex-
pression for ignition delay is derived from the assumption 
that it is proportional to the time to burn a turbulent eddy, 
expressed as the characteristic eddy burn-time Jrb . 
The expression derived is given in Chapter 6 and contains a 
constant which is stated as unique to an engine geometry but 
independent of engine operating conditions. The expressions 
developed in the reference were related to the laminar flame 
speed U
L
, the turbulent intensity u I, the integral scale e e 
and the Taylor microscale A. To investigate geometry changes 
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2. CHAPI'ER 2 INVESfIGATION INTO THE GEOMEl'RY OF THE 
4-VALV&(CYLINDER CONFIGURATION 
2.1 Introduction: 
The 2-inlet/ 2-exhaust pent-roof combustion chamber 
design dates back to 1912 and has since then been mainly 
confined to racing engines. A historical review of the 
design is given in Appendix A1. 
The adoption of the design for racing purposes is mainly 
due to the excellent breathing capabilities of the design 
which are necessary in order to obtain a high b.m.e.p. 
The design has additional advantages beneficial to oper-
ation at high speed, exhibiting a high burn rate. It 
has a compact combustion chamber with a centrally located 
spark plug. 
The ability to produce a high burn rate is one that is 
now becoming increasingly important in production engines 
when operating with a lean mixture. 
It is possible that the economic disadvantage of the 4-
val ve design could be outweighed by its thermodynamic 
performance. 
2.1.1 Discussion of 4-valve!cylinder configuration 
Benefits from the use of the pent-roof configur-
ation are evident in four areas: 
1) Air consumption 
2) Thermal loading 
J) 
4) 
Valve gear dynamics 
Thermal efficiency. 
16 
The most obvious benefit of using 2-inlet valves 
as opposed to a single valve is in the potentially 
greater inlet flow area available. 
Taking the dimensions given in three references 
gives the following relationships between inlet 
valve diameter Dr and the cylinder bore B. 
(i) Taylor 
(Ref. 5) 
2.. valve 4-valve 
Dr = O.44B 
% increase in 4-val ve curtain 
area over the 2-valve = 13% 
(ii) Barnes-Moss Dr = 0.4gB 
(Ref. 27) 
(iii) Annand & 
Roe 
(Ref. 10) 
% increase = 8% 
% increase = 29% 
These figures assume that the valve lift/diameter 
ratio is kept constant. rf the lift is maintained 
at that for the large valve the figures become even 
more beneficial, being 50%, 47% and 61% respect-
ively. This comparison is purely based on the 
flow area available. An added advantage occurs 
when the mean discharge coefficient is examined. 
The 2-inlet valve configuration exhibits, an en-
hanced mean inlet discharge coefficient over the 
case of two isolated valves of the design. 
Reference to the results in Section 3.5 shows that 
with a maximum lift set at an L/D ratio of 0.25, 
17 
the dual-valve layout gives an improvement of 11.e% 
over two isolated valves. If the L/n ratio is 
increased to 0.3 the benefit is now 12.9%. Thus 
the effective inlet valve area available is in-
creased by this amount over the figures previously 
quoted, making the dual-inlet valve design more 
a t tract! ve with regard to air consumption. In 
this context the 4-valve pent-roof chamber also 
benefits from the use of dual-exhaust valves, since 
smaller valves represent shorter heat flow paths. 
Cooling of the exhaust valves is further enhanced 
by the fact that the perimeter available for heat 
transfer is increased in the same ratio as the basic 
flow area. As it is estimated that about 75% of 
the heat loss from the valve is through the seat, 
this is particularly advantageous. 
The final benefit resulting from the use of dual-
valves comes from the dynamics of the valve train. 
Whilst the use of dual-valves does not necessarily 
lead to a reduction in valve gear mass, it does 
reduce the valve gear characteristic speed (Sy)' 
This is defined by Taylor (Ref. 5) as: 
S =~ v F 
where: 
y = mean piston speed 
p 
Q = bore/stroke ratio 
n = number of inlet or exhaust valves per 
cylinder, whichever is less. 
18 
Hence for the same bore/stroke ratio and piston 
speed, the valve characteristic speed of a 4-valve 
design is 0.7 of that of a 2-valve. 
Alternatively, the piston speed can be increased 
without reaching dynamic limitations on the 
valve gear. 
Apart from the multiple valve aspect, the pent-
roof chamber also has advantages for thermal 
efficiency. 
The research done by Yagi et al (Ref. 13) on small 
displacement engines attempts to determine the 
'actual combustion efficiency' of several designs 
of combustion chamber. Actual combustion effic-
'*' ency Y) is defined by Yagi as the factor by 
L c.o ... b 
which the air standard efficiency must be multiplied 
in order to obtain the actual indicated thermal 
efficiency. 
The data presented shows that the pent-roof chamber 
is comparable to the hemispherical chamber, having 
-t Y\' between 74.5 to 76.5%. The wedge chamber 
L. c.o""b 
is shown as 73 to 75% and the bath tub 70 to 71.9,% 
This is almost certainly due to the excellent sur-
face to volume ratio of the pent-roof and hemi-
spherical chambers. 
19 
2.2 Modelling of the combustion space and spherical 
flame front 
2.2.1 Cylinder head configuration 
The basic model for the combustion space was 
developed after considering several existing 
cylinder heads of the 4-valve/cylinder configur-
ation and attempting to incorporate the common 
features. 
The basic model consists of two intersecting 
planes, one containing the inlet valves and the 
other the exhaust valves. It was assumed that 
the inlet and exhaust valves were arranged in the 
fore and aft direction and had a relative included 
angle, ¢, which was one of the basic design para-
meters (Fig. 2.2.1/1). The angular displacement 
of the two valve planes was calculated using a 
ratio of inlet to exhaust valve insert diameter, 
and assuming that the width of the valve planes 
was proportional in this ratio. 
The actual space occupied by valve inserts is re-
lated to the valve plane width by a stated amount 
and the valve inserts are assumed to be arranged 
at the top of the planes to provide as much free-
board as possible to minimise the interference of 
the valves with the piston. The actual spacing of 
the valves is controlled by the limit placed on the 
size of the bridge pieces between adjacent inlet 
20 
and exhaust valve seat inserts and between the two 
inlet and two exhaust inserts, and cylinder bore 
clearance. 
The size of the bridge pieces that is acceptable 
under normal conditions has been determined from 
manufacturing and operating experience and is 
quoted as a function of inlet valve seat insert 
diameter (Table ~·1) The value used was 0.07 lID 
(Inlet Insert Diameter) which is conservative and 
allows the use of a 14 mm plug. In the case of 
a racing engine, in order to maximise inlet valve 
area, the bridge piece can be reduced to 0.055 lID, 
but this is an absolute minimum and would probably 
entail the use of a 10 mm plug. 
Using this basic data, the size, position and 
angular displacement of the inlet and exhaust valve 
seat inserts can be determined. The volume con-
tained by the two included valve planes, the bore 
and the cylinder head face can be calculated and 
is the basic combustion space. 
In order to produce a realistic combustion chamber 
it is necessary to allow for the curvature round 
the perifery. The radius of this curvature was 
assumed to be the height of the sloping plane at 
that point on the bore, measured from the cylinder 
head face. The equations used for determining 
these basic volumes and surface areas are given 
in Appendix A2. 
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The two other constituents of the combustion space 
are the piston top to cylinder head face volume 
and the valve pockets in the piston crown. 
For all the analysis of the 4-valve/cylinder engine 
configuration, only flat-topped pistons were con-
sidered. The main reason for this was 
mathematical convenience. Allied to this was 
the fact that it has proved to be a satisfactory 
design in practice and allows a full range of com-
pression ratios to be obtained with satisfactory 
inlet duct geometry. The piston top to cyl-
inder head face volume presents no problem, 
requiring only the constant K2 to be defined for 
the clearance at TDC. This can later be modified 
to allow for piston movement (K22). 
The valve pocket volume presents more difficulty 
as the pockets, if they exist, can be either, 
(i) full valve cutouts, where at the maximum prox-
imity of the valve and piston the full valve head 
is recessed into the piston crown, or (ii) partial 
cutouts, where only a part of the valve interferes 
wi th the piston crown. The cutouts for both inlet 
and exhaust can be any combination of these three 
conditions and this must be determined before the 
correct routine can be used in the analysis. 
The condition at the maximum proximity of the 
valves and piston is determined by the piston 
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movement and the cam characteristics. The 
equations used for determining the valve ~cket 
volumes and surface areas are shown in 
Appendix A2 . 
The valve and valve port geometry for both the 
inlet and exhaust sides is based on the empirical 
relationships supplied by Weslake and Company Ltd., 
of Rye, Sussex, hereafter referred to as Weslakes, 
which have been derived from their extensive 
experience of 4-valve/cylinder designs. 
2.2.2 Flame front geometry and associated burnt and 
unburnt region surfaces and volumes 
In order to use a burn rate combustion model with 
the expressions 
S R = U dt and 
T 
where UT = entrainment velocity; 
5Vf = incremental increase in enflamed 
volume due to bR, 
it is necessary to be able to determine the 
enflamed volume at any flame radius. 
The most common flame front geometry used in burn 
rate models is that of a sphere radiating from the 
point of ignition, the flame front being that area 
cut off by the boundaries of the cylinder head and 
piston surface. Justification for the use of this 
model can be found in work done by Curry (Ref. 28) 
and James (Ref. 18), using ionization probes and 
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Rashidi (Ref. 29) using photography. Both Curry 
and Rashidi used the CFR engine which has a zero 
squish combustion chamber with low swirl. The 
Renault engine used by James is also zero squish 
with little swirl. 
The flame pattern indicated from these tests is a 
circular one radiating from the point of ignition. 
The ignition point in these engines is located to 
one side of the chamber. As the flame approaches 
the far side of the chamber there appears to be a 
flattening of the flame front and a deviation from 
the circular pattern; this is probably due to 
non-uniform compression of the unburnt charge ahead 
of the flame and the proximity of the bare wall at 
the edges. In the case of a centrally located 
spark plug this would not occur and the 'assumption 
of a spherical flame front would be applicable up 
to the chamber wall. Data on the flame progress-
ion in engines of the 4-valve!cylinder configur-
ation is limited. 
The experimental work of Kumagai and Kudo on flame 
studies in high speed spark ignition engines 
(Ref. 30) and Nakamura (Ref. 4) both used small 
displacement 4-valve!cylinder engines. The flame 
progression was monitored by ionization gaps placed 
on the central plane along the apex of the valve 
planes. 
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The ignition point was varied in Kumagai et aI's 
work, being at the side for the engine speed 
tests, and then central for subsequent mixture 
ratio and ignition timing tests. 
Some anomilies exist in the relationship between 
total flame travel time and engine speed. The 
initial results indicate a reduction in terms of 
degrees of crank angle with increasing speed, 
whereas the latter results show an increase in 
travel time. This could possibly be related to 
the differing enflamed volume characteristics of 
the two spark plug positions. An example of this 
effect is shown in Fig. 6.6/1~ which is for a cyl-
indrical chamber. Together with this difference, 
the characteristics of the burnt volume surface 
area should be studied. 
Nakamuras work used a central ignition point and 
as such is similar to the previously discussed 
paper. 
Harrow (Ref. 31) produced some flame speed results 
but there is no indication in this, or in the two 
previous papers, of flame front geometry, and hence 
no indication that deviation from a spherical geo-
metry should be considered for this type of engine. 
All the above work was of an experimental nature, 
with no attempt at a theoretical analysis. 
However, Tabaczynski et al (Ref. 25) used a 
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turbulent flame propagation model to predict events 
in a 4-valve/cylinder spark ignition engine. He 
did however assume the flame front (enflamed volume) 
characteristics to be those of a central plug 
located in a cylindrical combustion chamber, as 
used by Blizard & Keck (Ref.21) given in 
Appendix AS. The difference between this and the 
characteristic for a 4-valve geometry based on 
the present assumptions are shown in Fig. 2.2.2/1. 
The difference between the two characteristics 
could result in the discrepancy shown in ~he 
theoretical and experimental curves of mass 
fraction burnt, this would be most evident in the 
results relating to the effects of equivalence 
ratio. 
The flame front area characteristic affects the 
rate at which unburnt charge is engulfed, 
i.e. 
where, m = mass engulfed into the flame front 
e 
tJ = density of unburnt charge 
/ u 
Ae = area of the engulfment front 
u = turbulent intensity 
U
L 
= laminar flame speed 








= burnt mass 
J = characteristic eddy burn time 
i.e. J = 0/ 
UL 
1\ = Taylor micro-scale 
So the effects of equivalence ratio appear in the 
laminar flame in two regions, (i) the characteristic 
eddy burn time and, (ii) the rate of engulfment. 
The flame front characteristic has a direct effect 
on the rate of engulfment whereas the laminar 
flame speed's effect is only in relation to its 
contribution to (u ' + UL). Thus, accurate pre-
diction of Ae is, in this case, more important 
then UL . 
2 .2 .2-1 Basic geometry df the enflamed volume 
The basic geometry used in determining the en-
flamed volume is shown in Fig. 2.2.2/2. The 
computer program uses the nomenclature indicated 
in the figure. There are three limits at which 
the equations change:-
(i) Intersection of the flame with the piston 
crown R>Rl, 
(11) Intersection with the radiused edge R >R2, 
(iii) Beyond the extent of the valve planes R>RJ. 
Of these limits R2 and RJ are fixed at any set 
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geometry but Rl is dependent on the piston 
position. 
The equations used for determining the enflamed 
volume at any given radius are shown in 
Appendix A3. 
2.2.2- 2 Interaction with the valve pockets 
Determination of the flame front area associated 
with valve pockets at any radius entailed some 
simplification of the geometry. The area is also 
dependent on the type of pocket, i.e. full or 
partial. 
The areas for inlet and exhaust sides are cal-
culated separately and consist of the product of 
an arc length and a mean height. The basic geo-
metry and nomenclature are given in Fig.2.2.2/J. 
The flame front area in the valve pocket is only 
calculated if the radius is within the correct 
limits. These limits called R5 and R6 in the 
program are determined dependent upon the type of 
val ve pocket. For example, if CaDI> a an inlet valve 
pocket exists ~ If PIN:::> IID i t·~ is a full pocket and 
R5 and R6 are calculated on this basis. 
The equations used are shown in AppendixA3. 
2.2.2- 3 Burnt and unburnt zone heat transfer areas 
The heat transfer area of the burnt gas region was 
determined in order to achieve a more accurate 
assessment of the heat loss, this should be 
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reflected in thermal efficiency comparisons with 
differing geometries. 
The basic burnt zone area is circular where the 
sphere is cut by the valve planes. The limits 
of the radius are the same as those used for the 
flame front calculations. 
The equations used are shown in Appendix A4. 
2.3 Results of computer calculation of engine geometry 
The general opinion amongst research workers (Ref. 7. 
57. 58) is that the production of hydrocarbons is due to 
flame quenching in the proximity of the combustion 
chamber surface and the crevice regions around the piston 
top land and any squish areas present. Some reduction 
of these hydrocarbons occurs due to oxidation in the 
exhaust process and some due to secondary reaction. 
The split between quench zone hydrocarbons and crevice 
region hydrocarbons depends on speed and load and com-
bustion chamber geometry (Ref.58). However the quench 
zone hydrocarbons present an area where very little can 
be done to effect a reduction per unit area. 
From work by Daniels (Ref.57) the thickness of the quench 
layer can be expressed as:-
q = 
where K is a constant and P and T are the cylinder press-
sure and temperature. 
Hence the quench zone thickness can nominally only be 
2.9 
reduced by an increase in the pressure and temperature 
in the cylinder. Both of these effects would tend to 
increase NOx production. 
In addition the quench effect will also be a function of 
(a) the combustion chamber surface temperature, (b) the 
heat transfer coefficient between the gas and the 
cylinder walls and hence the cylinder turbulence. 
However, little can be done to reduce the actual thick-
ness of the quench zone. 
The fractional emissions in the exhaust gas is, therefore, 
a function of the ratio of the volume of the quench zone 
to the volume of the combustion chamber, i.e. the sUrface/ 
volume ratio of the chamber. The surface/volume ratio 
also influences the thermal effiCiency in that percentage 
chamber heat loss will be related to the mixture and wall 
temperatures, the heat transfer coefficient and the heat 
transfer surface. 
The variation of surface to volume ratio with the main 
chamber geometry parameters is shown in Figs. 2.3/1, 2.3/2 
and 2.3/3 for swept volumes of 250cc, 375cc and 500cc 
respectively. 
2.3.1 Effects of engine geometry changes on surface to 
volume ratio 
Referring to Fig. 2.3/1-3 reinforces the conclu-
sions of Scheffler' (Ref. 7) that to design for a 
low surface to volume ratio requires a low com-
pression ratio, a low bore/stroke ratio and a 
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large cylinder displacement. 
What is perhaps not so obvious is that the relative 
improvement in the reduction of surface to volume 
ratio is dependent on the bore/stroke ratio. 
For instance, increasing the cylinder size from 
250cc to 500cc gives a reduction of 21% on Sly 
ratio at a bore/stroke ratio of 1·4, whereas at 
0.8 the reduction is only 18%. However the 
higher percentage figure is the result of the 
Sly ratio falling by 0.1, whereas the lower per-
centage figure is a fall of only 0.058. Thus 
even though the percentage savings are of a sim-
ilar order, the higher bore/stroke ratio saving 
represents a bigger improvement. These results 
are indicated in Fig. 2.].1/1. 
Changing the cylinder size without reference to 
total engine capacity is not truly representative 
of the actual situation and Fig. 2.].1/2 shows the 
benefits of reducing the number of cylinders and, 
effecting an increase in cylinder size on a 2-
litre capacity engine. The surface to volume 
ratio in this case, with a fixed compression ratio 
of 12:1, can be reduced by 20% when changing from 
a 6 to a 4-cylinder engine. Another aspect of 
the changes in geometry on Sly ratio occurs when 
considering the increase in compression ratio. 
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With the current trend towards high compression, 
high turbulence lean burn engines for economy 
purposes, this could result in high surface to 
volume ratios and hence high H.C. emissions. 
However it can be seen that with this configuration 
a 2-litre 4-cylinder engine, at a compression ratio 
of 10:1, would have a valve included angle of 260 
and a S/V ratio of 0.298 l/mm at a bore/stroke 
ratio of 1·4. 
For the design of an engine of the same configur-
ation and capacity, but with an increased com-
pression ratio of 12:1, and without detrimental 
effects on the S/V ratio, this could be achieved 
by decreasing the B/S ratio to 1.03 and increasing 
o the included angle to 24 . It is true that this 
would result in a reduction of valve curtain area 
2 2 
from 8200 mm to 6800 mm or 17%. But at this 
reduced valve area the pent-roof cylinder head 
valve area is only slightly below that for a 
hemi-spherical head at a bore/stroke ratio at the 
original 1.4 value, Fig. 2.3.1/3. 
This illustrates the ability of the pent-roof 4-
valve configuration to provide a compact chamber 
with low S/V ratio wi thou t the penal ty of poor 
breathing performance. 
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2.).2 Effects of engine geometry changes on breathing 
performance 
A measure of an engine's ability to consume air 
can be obtained from a study of the "Mean Inlet 
Mach Index" or Gulp factor, as defined by 
Taylor (Ref. 1). 
Specific design limits are indicated, Fig. 2.).2/ 
1-), if the inlet Mach index factor is plotted 
against bore/stroke ratio for a constant compress-
ion ratio. 
Engine speeds can be plotted for a limiting inlet 
Mach index of 0.5, above which there is a consid-
erable reduction in volumetric efficiency as shown 
by Taylor and Fukutani (Ref. 1,)). 
The above results use a mean inlet discharge 
coefficient of 0.)81 as determined from tests, 
Fig. 2.).2/2. 
If it is desired to design an engine of 500cc 
cylinder capacity with as compact a combustion 
chamber as possible, to minimise the surface to 
volume ratio and to run at a maximum speed of 
8000 rev/min, the minimum bore/stroke ratio is 
0.8. At 10pOO rev/min, this minimum becomes 1.1), 
and for 12POO rev/min about 1.5. However, if the 
mean inlet discharge coefficient is reduced, 
perhaps as the result of inducing more turbulence, 
a 10% reduction changes these bore/stroke ratios 
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to 0.94, 1.32 and in excess of 2.0. Similar 
limitations can be determined for other cylinder 
capacities. 
Another limitation on bore/stroke ratio is mean 
piston speed. If 4500 ft/min (22.9 m/s) is taken 
as a maximum limitation on a production engine, 
the bore/stroke ratio at this limiting piston 
speed can be expressed as follows:-
Q = 6.28 x 10-8 [v" N3/ 2 
where, Q = bore/stroke ratio 
V = cylinder capacity (cc) 
N = engine speed rev/min 
hence, limits of bore/stroke ratio can be calcul-
ated. These are shown on the bottom of Fig. 2.3.2/3. 
With a discharge coefficient of 0.381, the limiting 
bore/stroke ratio on volumetric efficiency at 
8,000 rev/min for a 500 cc cylinder is 0.8. 
With regard to piston speed it is 1.0. So piston 
speed is the limiting factor on the design bore/ 
stroke ratio. However, if the C is reduced by 
m 
more than 14%, the volumetric efficiency becomes 
the limit on the selection of bore/stroke ratio. 
This change over between the two limiting conditions 
can also be seen with the changing cylinder volume. 
For example, at lQOOO rev/min the cylinder of 500 cc 
capacity requires a reduction of 13.5% in Cm' the 
375 cc capacity needs 11.6% reduction and the 
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250 cc only 8.1% reduction, so the smaller the 





CYLINDER HEAD DESIGN RELATIONSHIPS 
At = A/0 . 77 
dt = d/ 0.77 
d = d + 0.025 dt v t 
t = 0.055 d i * 
At = valve throat area 
A = port area at upstream p 
d = port diameter p 
end 
dt = throat or min. seat insert dia. 
d = valve head diameter v 
di = valve seat insert dia. 
t = bridge between adjacent valves in same plane 
c = centre distance between adjacent valves 
* This is an absolute minimum and would probably dictate the 
use of 10 rom spark plugs. 
t = 0.07 di would be a more conservative value. 
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3. CHAPTER 3 STEADY FLOW TESTS ON CYLINDER HEADS 
3.1 Introduction: 
When considering the effects of various changes in cyl-
inder head geometry on engine performance, it is necessary 
to be able to predict accurately the flow through the inlet 
and exhaust valves at any instant. If this can be done, 
a 'quasi-steady analysis can be made of the cylinder fill-
ing and emptying abilities of various induction system 
geometries. With this in view it was decided to carry 
out steady flow tests on several cylinder heads of pent-
roof configuration. 
The major geometry difference in the pent-roof design is 
the valve included angle, and the cylinder heads available 
did exhibit differing values of this parameter, as can be 
seen in Table 3.1. 
3.2 Theoretical model 
The model chosen was the constant pressure model as used 
by Woods and Khan (Ref.ll). This enabled a comparison to 
be made between the results of Woods (Ref. 9), on dual 
poppet valves, with the current experimental results. 
The paper by Woods was the only one available on flow-
through dual valves. 
The model presumes isentropic flow from upstream conditions 
to the valve throat, then if the flow at the throat is 
subsonic the static pressure remains constant from throat 













The steady flow energy equation gives:-
2 
where the suffix 0 indicates stagnation conditions. 
Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, 
(1) 
T the absolute temperature and ~ the throat velocity. 
but, a1 
= J /(RTO 
0 




Substituting and simplifying leads to:-
(2) 
The continuity equation gives:-
= M (3) 
fTuT 
With isentropic flow from upstream to throat:-
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fT · flo [:~~ 1/~ 
2 
[:~J 
~ - 1 
and, ~ = (S 
UT = J 
2 [l02( 1 -[~ Y] y:-T 
which reduces to:-
M~ J U- l)R . 0 
P1 2t 
AE = 0 
l;~~ 
1/'t Jl G8 
(S - 1 
~ 
where AS is an effective area at the throat. 
The valve discharge coefficient or non-dimensional 
effective area can be defined as:-
c = d Reference area 
The reference area used in this expression is arbitrary, 
but once chosen must be adhered to rigidly and care must 
be taken when comparing results that the same reference 
area has been selected. 
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The reference area used can be complex, such as that used 
by Kastner, Williams and White (Ref. 8) who used three 
regions of L/n and defined separate areas for each 
region. A much simpler approach is to take either a 
varying area, such as the valve curtain area as did 
Annand (Ref. 10), or a fixed area such as the valve 
diameter as used by Watson (Ref. 36), or the minimum port 
area or throat area as used by Woods (Ref. 9). For the 
purpose of comparison, the throat area was used as the 
reference area. 
3.3 Apparatus for steady flow tests 
A diagrammatic arrangement of the steady flow test rig is 
shown in Fig. 3.3/1. The rig consisted of a 100 mm bore 
heavy duty plastic pipe through which air was drawn, using 
initially a positive displacement blower attached to a 
diesel engine and subsequently to a centrifugal fan. 
The main length of the pipe was fitted with a bypass valve 
which could be opened for initial start up of the engine 
and subsequently used as a control to maintain the pressure 
downstream of the cylinder head. 
Flow was measured using an orifice plate designed to 
BS 1042 (Ref. 59), placed in the pipe at a distance greater 
than 16 diameters downstream of the cylinder head. 
Pressure downstream of the cylinder head was determined 
using a water manometer, as was the pressure drop across 
the orifice plate. 
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The maximum depression across the inlet ports used in the 
tests was 30 cm of water (11.8 in H20), which was suffic-
ient for most flow work on inlet valve arrangements. 
It was found however that when the centrifugal fan was 
used with the valves fully open, in some cases only 
5 cm H20 pressure drop was available. 
The effect of this low pressure ratio on the mean dis-
charge coefficient can be determined using the relation-
ship given in Ref. 10. 
Here the discharge coefficient at a pressure ratio 
can be expressed in terms of the discharge coefficent 
under incompressible flow conditions, or with a pressure 
r~tio close to unity, the pressure ratio Vr and the 
cri tical pressure ratio l/Ic :-
= Cd. + 0.7(1 - Cd )(Cd - O.l)(Vr - l)(Vrc - 1) 
1 i i 
and. 1/I
c 
= (6' ~ lr/~-1 
The discharge coefficient here has been related to the 
valve curtain area, so the expression must be modified 
when applied to the valve throat area discharge 
coefficient. 
= 
where, = discharge coefficient with curtain 
area as reference. 
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Cd = discharge coefficient wi th throat area 
t 
as reference 
LV = valve 11ft 
DV = valve diameter 
Taking a particular result on the Ford B.D.A.head. 
D.r = 27.71 mm; 
Cd = 0.6211; 
LV = 8.5 mm; 
1/1 = 1.0047. 
DV = 33.2 mm; 
t 
However, at 1 mm valve 11ft 1/1 = 1.0153. 
If the discharge coefficient is corrected to this 
pressure ratio. 
= 0.6800 x 0.6211 + 0.625(1 - 0.6800 x 0.6211) 
(0.6800 x 0.6211 - 0.1) x (1.0153 - 1) 
= 0.4241 
= 0.4241 x 4 x 8.5 x 33.2 = 0.6235 
27.712 
i.e., a difference of 0.38%. Hence it was concluded 
that the variation in pressure head across the valves at 
different openings would not significantly affect the 
results. 
Flow was measured using an orifice plate designed to 
BS.l042, with an area ratio of 0.0992. The mass flow 
is given by the expression:-
W = 2.379 ZR· e .d
2 Ff 
where, W = mass flow (Kg/Hr) 
~ = Reynolds number correction factor 
e = expansibility factor 
5G 
d = orifice diameter (cm) 
H = pressure drop (cm H20) 
f = density 
The Reynolds number correction factor and the expans-
ibility factor were calculated using curve fits as shown 
in Figs. 3.3/2-3. 
The pressure drop across the orifice plate and the down-
stream pressure were measured using water manometers. 
The downstream temperature required a mercury-in-glass 
thermometer. 
Valve opening was achieved by specially designed fixtures 
for each cylinder head. Care was taken in the measure-
ment of the valve deflection. This is especially imp-
ortant with high speed engine cylinder heads as they 
require large valve spring forces to retain cam contact 
at the point of maximum deceleration. 
For example the Weslake WR275 springs have a pre-load of 
524N with a spring rate of 123 N/rom giving a maximum 
spring force at 10 rom lift of 1.75 kN. 
To eliminate the effects of flexure in the valve operating 
fixture, the screws were centre-drilled and a steel rod 
passed through to rest on the valve opening block or cap. 
The displacement was recorded using a dial test indicator. 
3.4 Experimental procedure 
The experimental procedure was relatively simple, the 
greatest difficulty being in the adjustment of the 
pressure ratio across the valves. 
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When using the diesel driven blower for the initial tests, 
the pressure ratio could be kept reasonably constant and 
adjusted by a change in engine speed or the by-pass valve. 
However, with the adoption of the centrifugal fan, no 
adjustment was possible, but as previously mentioned the 
variation of the pressure ratio should have very little 
influence on the results. 
In order to compare the results with those of single 
valve configurations, a series of tests was carried out 
with unequal valve openings. 
3.5 Experimental results and discussion 
The experimental results were processed using a computer 
programme. (Appendix A6.) The results of the tests 
on the four cylinder heads are shown in Fig. 3.5/1-4, in 
which the discharge coefficient Cd is plotted against the 
valve lift/valve diameter ratio. 
The results are very much as expected, three of the 
cylinder heads showing virtually identical performance. 
The fourth, the twin-cylinder head, performs less well, 
for two reasons. Firstly, the design has a considerably 
greater angle between the port axis and the cylinder axis 
(Table 3.2), which would contribute to the losses, and 
secondly, the port was ini Hally damaged by machining and 
the repair, perhaps, did not reproduce exactly the original 
profile. Very little data is available for comparison. 
Woods (Ref. 9.) carried out tests on twin exhaust poppet 
valves, but these were only for normal out-flow conditions. 
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The results he obtained for a cylinder-to-pipe pressure 
ratio of 1.2 are replotted on Fig. 3.511. A comparison 
between the normal inflow conditions on the inlet valves 
and the results of Woods' exhaust flow tests is only 
made on the basis of the work by Woods and Khan 
(Ref. 11). 
At a pressure ratio of 1.4 the results they obtained for 
single valves show little difference between inflow and 
outflow. The reduction of Cd by blockage due to the 
proximity of the valve to the cylinder wall, as illustr-
ated in the graph, is not relevant when using inclined 
valves as in the pent-roof configuration, in which the 
valve moves progressively away from the wall. 
The work on small displacement Honda engines (Ref. 13) 
suggests some mean discharge coefficients for inlet 
valves, varying from 0.3 to 0.45 and, as the Lin ratio 
is not specified, nor the presence of any dwell, a 
comparison is not possible. Comparison with the flow 
from two single valves is also difficult, as identical 
conditions upstream of the valve are not possible. 
Woods quotes a progressive improvement in effective area 
of dual valves over that of two single valves above a 
Lin ratio of 0.18, with about 13% improvement at an Lin 
ratio of 0.4. However, this is with outflow with one 
valve shut, in which upstream conditions are identical to 
the dual valve case. 
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With inflow with one valve shut, losses are bound to 
occur at the point of division between the two inlet 
ports when one channel is stagnant. As an attempt to 
overcome this, tests were carried out with unequal valve 
openings, as shown in Fig. 3.5/5. The tests consisted 
of fixing one valve at 1, 2 and 3 mm lift and determining 
the discharge coefficient with the other valve opened 
progressively over the normal range 0 to 9 mm. 
It was hoped that by extrapolation the discharge co-
efficient for a single valve only could be obtained, but 
as can be seen from Fig. 3.5/5, the result by extrapol-
ation gives a lower coefficient than when one valve is 
shut, so those tests were inconclusive. 
The results with two single valves, compared to dual-
valves with equal opening, are shown in Fig. 3.5/6., and 
indicate a progressive improvement over the whole range 
of L/D with a gain in effective area of 18% at an L/D 
ra tio of 0.2. 
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TABLE 3.1 
COMP ARI SON OF CYLINDER HEAD GIDME:rRY 
Engine Bore Inlet Exhaust Inlet Valve Cylinder 
valve valve throat included capacity 
mm dia.mm dia.mm dia.mm angle cc 
We slake 86.0 33.5 31.8 26.9 400 500 
WR 275 




Cosworth 85.7 33.2 28.5 27.7 400 400 
Ford BDA 
We slake 82.5 29.0 24.5 25.5 300 375 
2-cylinder 
TABLE 3.2 
COMPARISON OF INLET TRACT GEOMETRY 
Cylinder Port Port/valve Port/cylinder Distance of 
Head length angle angle separator upstream 
mm from valve 
mm 
We slake 74 42° 63° 67 
WR 275 
Dolomite 125 40° 59° 100 
Sprint 
Cosworth 113 40° 59° 93 
Ford BDA 
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FIG 3.5/ 2. 
Cm (LID-= 0.25) = 0.386 
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4.2 Determination of valve train stiffness 








4. CHAPI'ER 4 CAM DESI GN 
4.1 Introduction 
When considering the merits of a cylinder head induction 
configuration, relative to either volumetric efficiency 
or to the combustion process, it is essential to be able 
to predict the valve motion accurately. The limitations 
imposed on the valve gear by its physical size and oper-
ating limits should also be considered. This must be 
allied to a method for producing a practical cam within 
the limits of the manufacturing process. 
With respect to volumetric efficiency, the valve lift is 
usually set at one quarter of the valve diameter in order 
to equate the valve curtain area at full lift to the 
throat area. It is rarely worthwhile to exceed this 
value in production engines as the curve of discharge 
coefficient flattens off in this region (Fig. 3.5/1). 
This lift can be accommodated with an acceptable valve 
timing, without excessively high accelerations in the 
valve train and the attendant high loadings. Possible 
loss of contact at the nose can also be avoided. 
The valve lift appears in the expression developed for the 
flame speed ratio (Section 6.3.2) as it has been related 
to the integral turbulent scale or characteristic eddy 
size. 
The valve opening characteristics also affect the quality 
as well as the quantity of mixture entering the cylinder 
as encompassed in the mean discharge coefficient, which 
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also appears in the flame speed ratio expression 
Section 6.3.2. 
The cam used in the Weslake WR275 engine was designed 
(by the author) using the polydyne method which is 
described in Appendix A 7. This method requires the valve 
train stiffness to allow for dynamic deflection, and this 
was determined experimentally. 
4.2 Determination of the valve train stiffness 
In order to be able to define the correct dynamic and 
static deflection coefficients for use in the Polydyne 
method it is necessary to determine the valve train 
stiffness. Various values have been attributed to both 
overhead cam and pushrod stiffnesses. 
The need to determine experimentally this stiffness value 
is stated by Watson and Milkins (Ref. 36). Here, a cam 
was designed using an assumed stiffness of 0.8 of the 
push rod stiffness. Experiments later showed it to be 
0.3 of the push rod stiffness. A great deal of the 
difference occurred due to the flexure of the rocker shaft 
fulcrum. This is perhaps an extreme example and is 
aggravated by the fact that the effective rocker ratio was 
1.66 to 1.685, whereas in the Weslake engine the ratio is 
1.115. 
The two-inlet valve configuration does create some problems 
in obtaining the displacements and related loads. There 
is a stiffness between each valve, and it would be in-
correct to deflect one rocker finger only. 
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To overcome this difficulty, the valve train was assumed 
to be made up of the spring elements as shown below: 
K1 K2 





_61 1-0] Deflections 
I 
I p] Forces --
If 0] and p] refer to displacement and force on the 
v v 
valve side of the Fulcrum: 
p] = P + P2 and 1 v 
p] "" P 
]v 
xRR (RR = Rocker ratio) 
p] = (p1 + P2)RR 
if K] = :2 
6] 
6] = 
(p1 + P2)RR 
K] 
6 = RR x6 = 






6 2 = 
P1 + P" +6] ... 
K] v 
= P1 + P2 + (p1 + P2) RR2 
K2 K] 
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and 6 1 = P 1 + (P 1 + P 2 ) 
K1 K2 
if P1 = 0 (only valve 2 loaded) 
1 
if P2 = 0 (only valve 1 loaded) 
Hence, if the valves are loaded separately, and the 
deflections measured at the particular valve and at the 
top of the pushrod to obtain K
J
, K1 and K2 can be 
detennined. 
The loads in the system were determined by attaching 
5mm, 120r2 aluminium foil strain gauges to the pushrod. 
These were then connected to a Tinsley Telcon strain 
bridge. The pushrod was calibrated using a Dartec 1502 
screw driven tensile testing machine. Displacements 
were measured using dial indicators. 
The results are shown in Fig. 4.2/1. 
From Fig. 4.2/1, K
J 
= 15062 N/mm. 
A check with the actual pushrod stiffness can be made:-
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Push rod dia. = 9.525mm _ / 2 E - 7J.5GN m Length = 160mm. 
~= AE = 7J.5 x 1000 xlT 
6 L 160 
= J2,7JJ N/mm 
Thus the cam follower contributes considerably to the 
flexibility from the rocker to the cam. This is one of 
the disadvantages of using a roller follower that prevents 
the cam follower guides extending down to the follower 
base at full lift. 
This is the worse condition where, with the valve closed 
the cam follower extends its maximum distance from the 
guides. 
Loading valve 1 only gives: 
Pl = J,452 N/mm at valve. 
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Loading valve 2 only gives: 
P2 = 4,249 N/mm at valve. 
°2 
But, P2 = 1 
°2 1.11~2 + 1 
15,0 2 K2 
1 = 02 - 1,115
2 
K2 P2 15,062 
K2 = 9.544 N/mm 
--
and P1 = 1 
6 1 RR2 + 1 + 1 
K
J K2 Kl 
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K1 = 18,40J N/mm 
By considering only the torsional stiffness of the rocker 
shaft, the stiffness K1 is }4,4J9 N/mm, so the valve 
operating fingers reduce the stiffness by about 45%. 
Operating condition 
During operation the load on the ends of the fingers will 
be equal, if slight differences in displacement are 
neglected. 
Pi = P = PJ 2 
2RR 
°1 = P,2 +~+~ RR2 2RRK1 RRK2 RR KJ 
~ = [ 1 
01 1 
2 x 1.115 x 18,40J + 1.115 x 6,544 
1 
and 
:J. _ L11..L + 1 




This gives an average stiffness of 4,492 N/mm, which is 
only 0.14 of the pushrod stiffness. 
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4.3 Cam design for the Weslake WRP275 engine 
The cam used in the engine has an 83 degree half period 
angle with a designed maximum valve lift of 10.69 mm 
(0.421") and was originally to be used with a 1.25 rocker 
ratio. 
The rocker ratio finally used was 1.12, which results in 
an actual valve lift of 9.525 mm (0.375"). 
The cam has a 20 deg. constant velocity type ramp with a 
ramp height of 0.265 mm (0.01044") at the valve. 
The ramp velocity is 0.0007 in/deg with an initial accel-
eration of 0.00008 in/deg2 . 
Details of the cam and valve train are given below, and 
the design performance is shown in Figs. 4.3/1 and 2. 
Valve train design data 
Maximum cam shaft speed = 4,906 rev/min 
Valve train stiffness = 4,492 N/mm 
Valve spring stiffness (2 valves) = 123 N/mm 
Design rocker ratio 
Weight of push rod 
Weight of rocker 
Weight of springs (2 valves) 
Weight of valves (2) 
Spring preload (2 valves) 
Cam design data 
Maximum valve lift 
Half camshaft period 
Radius of roller follower 
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= 1.25 
= 1. 797 N 
= 2.993 N 
= 0.628 N 
= 1.232 N 
= 524 N 
= 10.69 mm 
= 83 deg 
= 9.525 rom 
Base radius of cam 
Cam width 
Polynomial powers: 
= 12.19 mm 
= 10.16 mm 
2, 8, 12, 32, 46. 













The master cam is manufactured ten times full size and 
created using tangent cuts. This precludes the use of 
any concavity in the cam profile. 
The angular and radial coordinates for tangent manu-
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5. CHAPI'ER 5 EFFEaTS OF £NGINE GEOMETRY ON lliLET PIPE 
DYNAMICS AND VOLUMETRIC EFFICI£NCY 
5.1 Introduction 
In order to produce an effective model of the engine 
process that will reflect changes in engine and hence 
inlet tract geometry, it was decided to include the dynamic 
effects in the induction pipe. This should also enable 
some future investigations to be carried out into the 
matching of induction performance with the cam character-
istics, especially in the case of inlet valve throttling 
and reduced valve overlap to control exhaust emissions. 
The inlet tract was taken as a straight pipe of constant 
cross-section with no heat transfer and no friction 
(i.e. Homentropic flow). 
The effect of wave action and gas inertia in the inlet 
and exhaust systems can considerably enhance the volumetric 
efficiency of the engine. This is achieved in the case 
of the inlet tract by arranging for a positive pressure 
pulse to arrive during the inlet valve opening period. 
This will enhance the pressure drop across the inlet valve 
and restrict reverse gas flow. Thus a longer opening 
period of the inlet valve may be used with consequent 
improvement in volumetric efficiency. 
The timing of the arrival of the pressure pulse will be 
dependent on the inlet duct length and engine speed. 
Its magnitude will depend on the lin cylinder' conditions, 
valve timing and inlet pipe dimensions. 
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The basic mechanism involved is as follows: 
After exhausting the burnt gases, a depression will 
occur within the cylinder, before t.d.c. if exhaust 
tuning has been used. 
With opening of the inlet valve this will allow a 
restricted flow into the cylinder, with the small valve 
oper-ing. This will result in a depression in the valve 
region of the pipe. The depression will travel along 
the inlet tract and be reflected as a compressive pulse 
from the open end of the pipe. As the valve continues 
to open this procedure continues and builds up a complex 
interaction within the pipe, producing a series of positive 
and negative pressure pulses. 
Enhanced filling of the cylinder can take place without 
reverse flow, if the compressive pulse is timed correctly 
to arrive when it is most advantageous. 
During the period when the inlet valve is closed, the 
wave action will continue. A compressive pulse will be 
reflected at the valve as a returning compressive pulse. 
This will continue whilst the valve is closed, but with 
a steadily reducing amplitude due to losses. 
The period of these residual waves can be calculated from: 
p = (24LN/a ) o 
where p is the period in crank angle degrees, L is the 
effective inlet tract length in metres, N is the engine 
speed in rev/min and a is the local velocity of sound 
o 
in mls. 
The effective inlet tract length is given by the pipe 
length + 0.3 x the pipe diameter. As the inlet pipe is 
taken as constant cross-sectional area and without 
obstruction, the model is only indicative of the likely 
wave action in a real engine with wide open throttle. 
This type of tuning of the inlet duct is sometimes 
called "inertia supercharging" or "induction ramming". 
It is very sensitive to speed and ca~at certain speeds, 
lead to a reduction of volumetric efficiency. 
5.2 Basic equation for Homentropic Flow with constant cross-
sectional area (Ref. 10, 15, 16) 
Continuity eguation: 
Consider a duct of constant cross-section with a local 
fluid velocity of u,for continuity of mass within an 
element of length 6 , the following equation is easily 
x 
derived. 




Eulers momentum eguation: 
= ° 
For the length of gas 6 x wi thin the duct the following 
equations apply: 
Total acceleration 
6u = Ot 
Net pressure force is ~ OP 6 x 
6x 
Mass of element = 
57 
+ U au 
Ox 
Applying Newton's Second Law gives: 
_ 2>P 6 = (f6x)( ~: + u O...2!) Ox x Ox 
0 = 1 OP + Ou OU or + u -
f 6x ()t Ox 
using the relationship fP~ = constant for isentropic flow 
2 ~p 
and a = f ' P can be eliminated giving u and f as 
functions of x and t. 
The equations become: 
a( £.:..J:.) OU + U Oa + O~ = 
2 c>x Ox Ot 
u 6u + 6u + 2.a 










+ u - a 








( compa ti b il i ty 
condi tions) 
Integrating the compatibility equation gives: 
a = (~ ; 1 ) u + n(constant) 
or n = a + ( ~ ; 1) u 
a constant for waves moving in one direction and 
for waves moving in the opposite direction. 
So we have a direction condition that the wave velocity 
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+ is u - a. If we take a set of axes of t vertically and x 





Taking two points on such a position diagram 1 and 2, 
the conditions at J can easily be found. 




(always + ve as a > u). 
( (5 - 1) 
a T ----- U = n = constant 1 2 1 
Along the leftward moving curve 
and a2 +(~) = m constant 
2 













This is the basis of the method of characteristics. 
The curves from 1 and 2 being the "characteristic curves". 
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5.3 Application of the method of characteristics to the 
Inlet Duct 
5.3.1 General equations and method 
The method used to determine the effect of the 
interaction of the pressure pulses in the inlet 
duct, is the familiar one of splitting the pipe 





1 2 3 -------- NNP 
----+- ----1-----1----- -+1--- ----1--
Position diagram 
At this stage it is convenient to make the terms 
in the expressions dimensionless. If the datum -
acoustic velocity a is used, together with the 
o 
pipe length Lp' the equations become: 
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A = a* + u* 
5" 
and ~ = u* + a* dZ 
, for waves moving in one 
direction and, 
(3 = a* - u* 
5" 
and, = u* a* , for waves moving in the 
other direction. 
Here A and (3 are constants and called the 
pseudo Riemann variables. 
a* = a 
a 
o 
u* = u a 
o 
x* = x L 
P 
and z* = aot 
L p 
The physical significance of the equations for the 
Riemann variables is that along the characteristics 
on the position diagram, the values of a* and u* 
can only vary within the restraints of theA and 4 
equations. Hence, if A and f3 can be determined 
at any instant at a particular position within the 
pipe, the particle velocity and fluid properties 
can be found. 
Using the two Riemann equations gives: 
A'-tfJ = a* 
-2-
and ~ (A - (3 ) = u* 
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Using the isentropic relationships: 
Cf - 1 
(A+f3)7 a = (L )zr- p = a P 2 P 
0 0 0 
and (\ ; f3 )2 = T (A ; f3 )5 f = T fo 0 
In order to be able to obtain the values at a 
particular point in the z* - X* field interpolation 
is re~uired using the characteristics generated at 
the previous time. The time increment over which 
a successful interpolation can be achieved is 
limited by the stability criterion: 
6. Z* < 1 
6. X* a* + I u*1 
a* = A + (J and u* = 2.5 (,\ -(1) 2 
6. z* 1 
6.X* 0.5 (,\ + f3 ) + 12 .5( A -(3 )\ 
Considering the mesh shown below, if a value of 
Z* is found that satisfies the above stability 






For rightward moving waves, )\ characteristics 
· · . 
· · . 
Ox 
t::. z· = u* + a* = 3)\ - 2(3 
Ox = 
and for leftward moving waves, (3 characteristics 
· · . 
6 x = t::. z* (3(3 1 - 2 A 1 ) 
(I) (1) 
(3 = (3 + t::. z* (J f) - 2)\ 1 ) x 
2(1) 1 (I) t::. x* IJ 1 (I) (I) 
({31(1 + 1f (31(1») 
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X* 
The initial value of t:. Z* is determined from the 
crank angle interval chosen for the programme 
calculations. 
t:. Z* = ao t:. t 
L 
P 
A check is now made along all the mesh points 
using the current values of A and {J to determine 
the minimum value oft:. Z* that will satisfy the 
stability criterion. 
If this value is less than the initial value, the 
interpolation procedure is carried out using 0.95 
of this value. 
The procedure is now repeated using a new initial 
value consisting of the old minus the increment 
used. If the minimum value is greater than the 
initial, only one step of interpolation is 
necessary. 
o It was found that using 2 crank angle interval, 
a single interpolation was necessary down to about 
4000 rev/min. after which a second or third inter-
polation became necessary. This was with 25 mm 
pipe increments. 
5.3.2 Boundary conditions 
There are three boundary conditions that must be 
accounted for: 
1. Open end of inlet pipe 
2. Closed valve 
3. Open valve 
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Open end 
At the open end of the inlet pipe, conditions are 
atmospheric and a = a 
o 
.. = 1 
= 2 -
Closed valve 
a* = 1 
At the closed valve the particle velocity must be 
zero, i.e. u* = 0 ~(A-fj) = 0 
Open valve 
Determination of the away fj characteristics, when 
the valve is open,is not as simple as the other 
two boundary conditions. 
The conditions at the valve during this phase must 
satisfy two conditibns. (i) They must be compatible 
with the steady flow energy equation, and, (ii) they 
must relate to the dynamics of the induction pipe 
as indicated by the incoming A characteristic. 
Using the constant pressure model applied to the 
pipe and valve throat, the energy equation gives: 
2 2 [a/ ~o2J ut - u 1 E = 7=1 2 
't [P PRJ = ({ - 1 ~ -fR 
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Using the continuity equation U A. £) = C AUf 
P P (P d t t t 
and rearranging gives: 
~-1 11'-1 
~-~1X-· ~25 - 1J~ x 2 . 2 a o 
[ ~r/) [:; r/~ [cN2 - 1  









U = -E ( '6 - 1) and 







incorporating these into the energy equation 
results in: 
2 
A rIo J1/7 x 
l(NNP) ~ [
p l2/7 [E J 2/7 _ -E _ Ji _ 
P J P o 0 
2 
;) - 1 
using this equation with the known incoming ~ 
characteristic and cylinder pressure PH and 
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discharge coefficient Cd, a new pipe pressure 
adjacent to the valve can be determined. 
5.4 Modelling the flow through the engine cycle-
The basic construction of the model used to predict the 
flow conditions through the engine was similar to that 
suggested by Wolgemuth and Olsen (Ref. 37). 
The equations are derived by applying the first law of 
thermodyamics to a control volume consisting of the engine 
working volume Fig. 5.4/1 with the usual assumptions of 
homogenaity. 





If it is assumed that the kinetic and potential energy 
terms can be neglected, and that the energy within the 
control volume is purely internal energy, then: 
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E.v = M e where M is the mass wi thin the control volume 
and e is the specific internal energy, If the charge 





e = C T v 
PV 
and T = MR 
Me = C PV M = vMR' C PV v R 
· c· (PV + vp) v EV = R 
· W = pV 
the equation becomes 
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Q - PV = 
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If flow is to be considered through both valves at the same 
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outward flow through exhaust 
x = mass flow rate 
o 
I o = 
N TR~ 
o 
v outward flow through inlet 
N = mass flow rate o 
Inlet flow through exhaust 
Xi = mass flow rate 
Inlet flow through inlet 
N i = mass flow rate 
The mass flow rates required in the above equations can 
be determined using the flow rate equation derived in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.2. 
MAo J (6'- 12R - P10 2(( 
AE = 





Discharge coefficient Cd = 
% 
~ 
Reference area AR = 
IT DT2 
Cn x 4) 
where n = 2 for twin inlet valves. 
Substituting gives: 
J~/t '6+1 PT -6-
M = CdAR P10 
P10 
j Ct-l)R )Tl0 
20 P10 
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which reduces to: 
is in the form of a function statement (FCTN) , so the 
mass flow equation becomes: 
M = 
This equation must be applied to the particular flow 
situations encountered. 
a) Flow out of exhaust valve (Normal floW) 
In this case the upstream condition is the cylinder 
condition and downstream the exhaust pipe condition, 













exhaust valve discharge coefficient at 
the correct valve lift. 
exhaust valve throat area 
cylinder pressure 
Mass in cylinder 
Exhaust pressure 
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b) Flow in the exhaust valve (Reverse flow) 
Here the upstream condition is the exhaust pipe condition 
and the downstream the cylinder condition. The equation 
for X1 becomes: 
= 
The exhaust p1pe condit1on is set in the programme to a 
fixed state in the absence of dynamic considerations. 
c) Flow through the inlet valves 
There are two inlet normal flow condit1ons that should be 
allowed for (1) flow of fresh charge, and (ii) flow of 
products that have, in previous steps, exited through 
the inlet valves. 
In the programme provision is made for these conditions. 
Flow out of inlet valves (Reverse floW) 
Upstream conditions are cylinder conditions and downstream 
the inlet pipe conditions adjacent to the valve. The 
express10n for N becomes: 
o 
FCTN ~] 
Flow into inlet valves (Normal floW) 
(1) Fresh charge. 
Upstream condit1ons are inlet pipe conditions adjacent to 
the valve and downstream the cylinder pressure. Here 
the expression for Ni becomes: 
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f!ii ~~ Ni (MIX) = C P ~ FCTN Dr ArI P R2 T P 
(11) Products 
§;; ~~J Ni (PROD) = CDr A.rr P p Zp FarN R TEM 
Where TEM is an integrated mean derived from previous 
incremental flows out of inlet valve. 
The E and I valves can now be determined from: 
E = X o A1 TR 0 
[;~ 
?( - 1 
Ei = Xi A1 TE 0 
I = N A1 TR 0 0 
Ii = Ni A1 T ~~ y~ 1 p 
[~ 
;r - 1 
or Ii = Ni A1 TEM 't 
where A1 = R~ 
V 
5.4.1 Determination of valve lift and associated 
discharge coefficient 
By taking the reference area used in the discharge 
coefficient definition as constant at the throat 
area, all that is required to determine the mass 
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flow rates, in addition to the pressure and temp-
erature data, is the discharge.coefficient at the 
particular valve lift. 
The valve lift is determined using the polynomial 
y = 
as stated in Chapter 4. 
Here x is the ratio of the valve opening angle 
to the lift period, measured from maximum lift, 
i.e. at x = 0 Y = Ym' 
In the programme, no dwell in the valve opening 
period has been allowed for and x is derived 
from the crank angle and valve timing data. 
The discharge coefficient is then found from the 
Cd against L/ D curve fit polynomial, where D is 
the valve head diameter. 
5.4.2 Determination of the cylinder volume and rate of 
change of volume 
The cylinder volume at any crank angle is deter-




4 C - 1 - R(1 - cos 9) + L -
eJ L )1 {~ 2 sin 
where B = bore diameter 
R = crank throw 
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L = connecting rod length 
9 = crank angle measured from b.d.c 
C = compression ratio 
Differentiating with respect to time gives I 
. 
V = rr 2B~R [R sin 29 2 2L 
where N is the crankshaft speed in rev/sec. 
With the rate of heat transfer determined, using 
the Eichelburg expression for heat transfer 
coefficient (Ref. 60), the rate of pressure rise 
can now be determined using the 4th order Rung-
Kutta method of numerical integration. 
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5.5 Effects of engine geometry on inlet pipe pressure, 
flow and engine volumetric efficiency 
5.5.1 Introduction 
The processes involved in the inlet tract and 
cylinder, during and leading up to the induction 
period, are complex. Many attempts (Ref. 2, 3, 
12, 13, 14, 38) have been made to present relatively 
simple expressions, as an aid to engine design and 
the determination of operating parameters beneficial 
to inertia and pulsation effects in the induction 
manifold gas. 
All of these attempts must, however, be based on 
simplifications and assumptions and must be used 
with discretion. 
Some attempts contain the results of a great deal 
of experimental work and provide a good indication 
as to the probable effects of design changes on the 
induction performance. 
Of the above mentioned references, two were con-
sidered to present data relevant to the high speed 
engine configuration under consideration. 
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The series of articles by D. Broome (Ref. 14) 
presents two interrelated parameters intended to 
indicate favourable conditions for wave effect and 
inertia ramming. 
The first is the 'wave ram parameter' which is, in 
effect, the half period of the intake pipe expressed 
in terms of crankshaft degrees. 
9t = 12NL = P a 2 
where N = engine speed (rev/min) 
L = effective induction pipe length (m) 
a = velocity of sound (m/s) 
Favourable conditions for wave ram are said to 
occur when 9t is related to 9d , the duration of 
the depression pulse within the induction period 
and one complete engine cycle (7200 ). 
The two expressions are: 
o 
720 > 9t > 9d 
2n 9t ~ 720
0 
and 9t < 9d 
(2n - 1)9t + 9d ~ 720
0 
The value of 9
d 
quoted is 1100 to 1500 , giving 
favourable resonance at values of 9t , as shown in 
Table 5.1. 
The second parameter is the 'inertia ram parameter' 
which is derived by considering pressure rise 
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available due to the inertia of the gas in the 
induction pipe. Several assumptions are made and 
when inlet timing is neglected the expression 
becomes: 
= 9 2 t [~ 
This parameter is not very successful as shown by 
the graphs of the results of Taylor, Livengood and 
Tsai (Ref. 39) which show large differences in ram 
effect at a constant ¢t due to changes in the inlet 
val ve clo sing angle. 
An attempt is made to include the effects of friction 
losses in the induction pipe and a non-dimensional 
friction factor is produced. It is then concluded 
that the mean gas speed is a good guide to the max-
imum performance of the induction system as it 
relates both wave effect and inertia effect. 
= 
where u = mean speed in induction pipe (m/s) 
Optimum and limiting ranges of the ram parameter 
are givan for various inlet valve timings 
(Table 5.2.) 
The results given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are displayed 
graphically and enable optimum values of 9t and ¢t 
to be selected at the desired timing. 
The pipe length is then determined from 9t and then 
the pipe bore is derived from the ratio of V / cyl V • 
Pi 
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An alternative approach is given by Yagi et al 
(Ref. 13) in their paper on small displacement 
high speed engines. 
The characteristic peaks and troughs on the volu-
metric efficiency curves are said to be due to 
synchronising the induction pressure pulsation 
produced at inlet valve closure with t.d.c. in the 
succeeding induction period. A pressure pulse at 
t.d.c. producing a peak and a depression producing 
a trough. 
A term q called the pressure pulsation order is 
s 
defined as the ratio of period between I.V.C. and 
* t.d.c.(g ) and the periodic time of the natural 
frequency of the intake pipe I 
t 




= 360 . N 
r 4L = a 
* or the ratio of g to the pipe period in degrees. 
If this is rearranged, a new term is defined as the 
pulsation matching index K , where s 
A plot of K against q is given and a comparison 
s s 
made with test results which indicate good agreement, 
with peaks occurring for values of qs equal to 2.0, 
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3.0, 4.0 and troughs at 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5. 
The amplitude of the pulsations is said to be 
controlled by: 
(i) the effective inlet valve opening angle 
9 b.t.d.c, ecs 
(ii) the effective inlet pipe length L, 
(iii) the pressure pulsation order qs' 
(iv) the mean flow coefficient of the inlet 
valve C . 
m 
The effective inlet valve opening angle 9 is 
ecs 
the angle at which the valve curtain area is 
0.5 2 cm . The effect of 9 on the pulsation ecs 
amplitude is stated as 'a reduction in amplitude 
occurs when 0 > 9 > JO b . t . d . c ' . ecs 
Large values of L will increase the pulsation 
amplitude provided excessive losses can be avoided 
with very long pipes. 
With a single induction pipe the lower orders of 
qs 2, 3, 4 - will produce the maximum 
amplitude. 
A high value of C will be beneficial to pulsation 
m 
amplitude, whereas a C below 0.25 will damp out m 
any effective pulsations. 
The possible inertia effects in the induction pipe 
are indicated by the use of 'the inertia super-
lit charging index' Z, which is modified to incorporate 
the mean discharge coefficient C to give: m 
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• II !L j Vexl L 
30 a A C v m 
if Av is replaced by the throat area ~, which 
is the reference area related to C in the current 
m 
work. 
z* • IT 1! jVexl L 
30 a A.r C
m 
This can be rearranged to give: 





For comparison purposes, if Ap/~ is taken as 
uni ty and c=::=,0.4: 
m 
* Z 
From Fig. 5.5.1p which is replotted from Ref. 13, 
a 9 of 30
0 
gives ~t = 4743 and a 9 of 600 ecs ecs 
gives ~t = 8883, whilst not being in the optimum 
range quoted by Broome, is within the limiting 
range. 






= rr 30 
is the 
[B r V 
DT 2¢ 
mean piston speed. 
= Z the gulp factor or 
mean inlet mach index, 
and NL 
a 
= 24p where p is the inlet pipe period. 
Therefore z* = 0.117~ 
Hence an engine designed for a known gulp factor 
a t maximum torque and a known inlet valve timing 
* can, from the plot of Z against gees' have 
selected an inlet pipe period and hence length, 
to achieve maximum inertia and pulsation effect 
at the designed speed. 
Plotted on Fig. 5.5.1/1 are lines of constant 
Z value at various values of q the pressure 
s 
pulsation order. 
Table 5.3 shows values of p, the pipe period, 
and associated effective inlet valve closing 
angle * g for optimum Z for various gulp ecs 
factors. 
Other attempts to relate engine geometry and 
volumetric efficiency are rather limited, as 
restrictions are placed that do not apply in 
practice. 
King (Ref. 2) produces many relationships based 
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on his inertia theory, but they refer to the 
effect of changing one parameter, which in practice 
is not usually the case. 
Taylor (Ref. 1) presents data on the effects of 
changes in engine geometry, but the work mainly 
relates to conditions of small overlap and no 
inertia or pulsation effects. 
5.5.2 Theoretical prediction of induction performance 
The effects of engine geometry changes on the 
volumetric efficiency of an engine are extremely 
difficult to quantify to any degree of accuracy, 
due to the large number of interrelated parameters 
and the processes involved. 
In order to obtain some information as to the trends 
involved and compare the variations with those 
expected from previous work, it was decided to 
look at three areas: 
(i) Variation of engine swept volume with 
constant compression ratio and bore/stroke 
ratio. 
(ii) Variation of bore/stroke ratio with constant 
swept volume and constant compression ratio. 
(iii) Variation of inlet valve closing angle with 
constant bore/stroke ratio, constant swept 
volume and constant compression ratio. 
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5.5.2/1 Variation of volumetric efficiency with 
swept volume 
Three swept volumes were considered as in Section 2 
500cc, 375cc and 250cc. 
The compression ratio was maintained at 11.26:1 as 
this represented the basic design of the Weslake 
WR 275 engine. The bore/stroke ratio was main-
tained at 1 and the basic details of engine 
geometry.~e given in Table 5.4. 
The results of the programme predictions are shown 
in Fig. 5.5.2/1. The basic shapes of all the 
graphs are similar, showing the jagged nature due 
to pulsation effects and the peak in the average 
volumetric efficiency due to gas inertia. 
(Note: The calculated points at 500 rev/min 
intervals were connected by straight lines in the 
absence of intermediate data.) 
Looking at the 500cc results on Fig. 5.5.2/1 in 
detail shows that peaks occur at 7500, 6000, 5000 
and 3500 rev/min. The induction pipe length was 
000 
300 rom giving pipe periods of 164.2 , 131.4 , 109.5 
Half these periods agree with those 
quoted by Broome, representing values of n of 
4, 5 and 6 (Table 5.1). 
(Note: 9
d 
was found to be approximately 105
0
.) 
Comparison with the pulsation order qs (Ref. 13) 
* 9 
is less accurate due to the definition of qs as p ; 
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this is derived on the basis of a pressure pulse 
arriving at t.d.c. presuming that the pressure 
pulsations are initiated at inlet valve closure, 
i.e. * Q = ~J,I"\ 1"\ Ji'V - ~cs 
Detailed plots of cylinder pressure and inlet 
pipe pressure Fig. 5.5.2/3 show that at 7500 rev/min 
the peak pressure is not synchronised with t.d.p. 
In fact peak pressure occurs at 200 b.t.d.c., 
and the pressure which is decreasing at t.d.c. 
assists the suction in the cylinder, Prosser 
(Ref. 17). Also the pressure pulsations are not 
initiated at inlet valve closure, the peak occurring 
540 before inlet valve closure. 
If the effective inlet valve angle at valve closure 
Q is taken (10% valve lift point), the peaks in ecs 
the volumetric efficiency curve occur at values of 
of q of J.l, J.87, 4.64 which compare with J, 4 
s 
and 5 quoted. 
However, prediction of the point of maximum inertia 
* effect using the 'inertia supercharging index' Z 
is more successful. 
Effective inlet valve closing angle is 480 a.b.d.c. 
* giving Z = 1.14. 
Valve throat area = 1.271 x 10J mm2 
Mean discharge coefficient = 0.4159 
1.14 rr N = JO 342 106 x 1.271 x 10J x 0.4159 
500 x 0.312 
N = 685J rev/min. 
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The possible effect of changes in swept volume 
can be determined using a constant value for Z* 
wi th fixed inlet valve timing. The expression 
can be derived as: 
= 
which gives engine speeds of 7473 and 8435 rev/min 
for 375 cc and 250 cc respectively. This compares 
favourably with the graph Fig. 5.5.2/1 and with 
the statement by Taylor (Ref. 1) that "engines 
running with the same mean piston speed, same inlet 
and exhaust arrangements will have the same volu-
metric effiCiency". If this is the case, the 
curves should be moved to the right by the ratio 
nV1 V2 leading to peaks at 7542 and 86)4 rev/min. 
This relationship is also true for the peaks, due 
to pulsation effects. As for the same pipe periods 
N x L must be constant, or, as L is related by the 
cube root of the volume change, the same expression 
is true for the peaks. This can be seen from the 
graph. 
5.5.2/2 Variation of volumetric efficiency with bore/ 
stroke ratio 
Three bore/stroke ratios were considered 0.8, 1.0 
and 1.2. The compression ratio was maintained by 
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changing the valve included angle, but the valve 
lift/diameter ratio was maintained at 0.2912 so 
keeping the mean discharge coefficient constant. 
Geometry details are given in Table 5.5,cylinder 
capacity was maintained at 500 cc. 
are shown on Fig. 5.5.2/4. 
The results 
Two points are immediately obVious, (i) the 
improvement in volumetric efficiency at high engine 
speed as the bore/stroke ratio is increased and 
(ii) the shift in the position of peak volumetric 
efficiency to a lower engine speed as the bore/ 
stroke ratio is reduced. 
The changes in peak volumetric efficiency due to 
the bore/stroke ratio variations are difficult to 
relate simply. King (Ref. 2) states that according 
to his theory the maximum b.m.e.p. (which is directly 
related to volumetric efficiency) should change as 
the sixth root of the bore/strake ratio, provided 
the ratio o~ the fourth root of the intake areal 
bore area remains constant. This last ratio does 
remain constant at 0.684 and so the improvement in 
volumetric efficiency expected, when changing from 
o . 8 to 1.2 bore/stroke ratio, should be J%. The 
actual improvement is in the order of 12%. 
The major factor influencing the relative breathing 
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efficiency is the effective inlet area 
2 
C x2xrrxD~ . 
m "-TI 
T 
As C is constant, the area ratio is the ratio m 
of the throat diameter squared. However, changing 
from 0.8 to 1.2 bore/stroke ratio produces an 
area ratio of 1.295, far in excess of the improve-
ment of volumetric effiCiency. 
However, the peak points of volumetric efficiency 
occur at differing mean piston speeds, increas-
ing from 18.49 m/s for a bore/stroke ratio of 
1.2 to 21.29 m/s at 0.8. Taylor (Ref. 1) argues 
that, for an engine of fixed valve geometry, the 
"volumetric efficiency is a unique function of 
piston speed". Therefore, in a model with 
variable bore and stroke but fixed capacity, it 
is reasonable to assume that the changes in vol-
umetric efficiency will be related to the product 
of the inlet effective area and the mean piston 
speed, at peak volumetric efficiency. 
If this product is determined for the three cases 
considered, the results are 1, 1.058, 1.124 
relative to 0.8 bore/stroke ratio. The peak 
volumetric efficiency ratios are 1, 1.0)), 
1.118. 
The relative positions of the peak volumetric 
efficiency points can be determined using the 
* Inertia supercharge index Z • 
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5.5.2.3 
If the inlet effective closing angle is main-
*" tained constant,Z will be constant and the 
relationship becomes: 
Nl~l = Nj Vz r,,2 
a A a A mes1 mes2 
Now ~1 = ~2 and ern = Cm 1 2 
or the relative speeds of peak volumetric efficency 
are directly related to the throat diameter ratio. 
For a bore/stroke ratio of 0.8 the expression for 
*" Z reduces to: 
Z *" = 1. 782 x 10 -4 N 
Now Z*" = 1.14 at effective I.V.C. of 480 abdc 
N = 6397 rev/min. 
Using the throat diameters gives peaks at 6853 and 
7283 rev/min for bore/stroke ratios of 1.0 and 1.2 
respectively. These are plotted on Fig. 5.5.2/4 
and give good agreement. 
Variation of volumetric efficiency with inlet 
valve closing angle 
The effect of a change in the inlet valve closing 
angle can be determined by considering the effect 
*" on the inertia supercharge index Z : 
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* z = J( 
30 
If the engine geometry is maintained constant, 
* Z will be related directly to N, or the engine 
speed at which maximum volumetric efficiency occurs 
* will be determined by Z . 
Reducing the inlet valve closing angle in 100 
increments from 2600 to 250° and 2400 gives effective 
inlet closure angles (10% lift) of 480 , 39.30 and 
30.60 hi h val * w c represent ues of Z of 1.12, 1.02 
and 0.96. 
The engine speeds at which maximum volumetric 




giving peak speeds at 6583, 5993 and 
Zl 
5642 rev/min which are plotted on Fig. 5.5.2/5 and 
agree quite well with the mean line drawn through 
the pulsation effects. 
Use of the inertia ram parameter derived by Broome 
also indicates the relative change of engine speed 
at which maximum inertia effect is achieved due to 
a change in inlet valve timing. Table5'2 indicates 
that a reduction of inlet valve timing from 900 a.b.d.c. 
to 300 a.b.d.c. is equivalent to a change in ¢t 
from ap~roximately 6000 to 4250. As the cylinder 
volume and pipe volume remain constant, the ratio 
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of the ¢t values is equal to the square of the 9
t 
values. This gives the engine speed ratio as 
~~~ : 0.842 which compares favourably with that 
shown. 
If Fig. 5.5.2/5 is compared with Fig. 6.3.3/3, 
which is for an engine with no induction effects, 
the similarity is obVious. The optimum angle for 
inlet valve closing to achieve best volumetric 
efficiency has been shown to be a function of the 
gulp factor. This can be seen from the carpet 
graph Fig. 5.5.2/6, which indicates that an inlet 
valve timing of 800 a.b.d.c. is optimum for an engine 
speed of approximately 7000 rev/min (Z = 0.645). 
If peak volumetric efficiency were required at lower 
engine speed, for example 6000 rev/min (Z = 0.553) 
an inlet valve closure at approximately 620 a.b.d.c. 
would be required. The peak or fold in the carpet 
graph gives the optimum timing value as a function 
of gulp factor. 
The above conclusions assume that the change in the 
valve closure point can be achieved with a constant 
lift and a reduced period. Whether this is possible 
will depend on the valve gear design constraints. 
By reducing the cam half period from 830 to 800 and 
780 equivalent to I.V.C. at SOO a.b.d.c., 680 a.b.d.c 
d 600 b d the maximum cam nose acceleration an a ... c., 





• This mayor may not allow 
the valve lift to be maintained at 9.525 mm in 
this case. 
Conclusions: 
1. Use of the 'inertia supercharge index' as 
defined in Ref. 13 will give a good indication as 
to the probable effects of changes in engine geo-
metry on the position of the peak volumetric 
efficiency in the engine speed range. 
Pulsation peaks can be determined using the inlet 
pipe period, peaks occurring at values of 245, 164, 
130, 109, etc., crankshaft degrees. 
2. With fixed geometry, a reduction. in swept 
volume will increase the speed at which peak 
volumetric efficiency occurs but the peak efficiency 
will remain essentially constant. 
3. Changes to the bore/stroke ratio at a constant 
swept volume will cause a two-fold effect on the 
peak volumetric efficiency - (i) its position in 
the speed range will depend on the relative change 
in throat diameter, and (ii) its magnitude will 
change in relation to the change in product of the 
mean piston speed at the peak and the inlet throat 
area. 
4. The optimum inlet valve closing point is a 
function of engine speed o~ in the case of fixed 
geometry, the gulp factor. 
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Movement of the position of peak volumetric efficiency 
due to a change in valve timing can be found directly 
from the effect on the 'inertia supercharge index' Z*. 
The magnitude of the change in volumetric efficiency due 
to changes in inlet valve timing is not easily determined. 
In the case considered, it was small at 0.225% per degree. 
It is likely that this could not be maintained below a 
gulp factor of 0.5, where little improvement could be 
expected. 
5. If inertia effects are considered 0.5 does not 
constitute a limit on gulp factor beyond which improve-
ments in volumetric efficiency are not possible. This 
is confirmed by this analysis and reference to the 
experimental results presented in Ref. 13. Here peak 
volumetric efficiencies for a 4-valve single cylinder 
engine occur at a Z value of 0.594. 
It is possible that for engines with large valve overlap 
and delayed inlet valve closing, a modified gulp factor 
could be used which incorporates the valve timing 
similar to that proposed in Ref.3. The limits taken 
from this paper are plotted on Fig. 5.5.2/5. 
The 'mean inlet mach index' Mim is not a useful design 
tool, as it incorporates the dependent quantity the 
volumetric efficiency. 
6. The theoretical analysis carried out is in agreement 
with the predictions derived from experimentally proven 
relationships. 
12.2. 
5.6 Motoring tests on the Weslake WR 275 Engine 
5.6.1 Introduction: 
It was decided to carry out motoring tests on the 
Weslake WR 275 engine which has cylinder head geometry 
as described in Section 2. 
This validated the model used in the predictions of 
geometric effects on the engine volumetric efficiency. 
As dynamics in the induction pipe have been considered, 
measurements of induction pipe pressure were taken as 
well as the overall volumetric efficiency. This enabled 
a comparison to be made with the predicted values. 
Various problems were encountered in attempting to mo-!',or 
this engine due to its high compression ratio and large 
bore area. Sudden torque reversals in the drive chain 
to the engine were produced at the start of motoring. 
The engine has no external flywheels, the main inertia 
being in the crankshaft webs. 
To overcome the damaging effects of the torque reversals 
on the variable speed drive, the engine was started with 
the combustion space vented. When sufficient crankshaft 
speed had been obtained, the valve was closed and the 
engine speed could be increased to the desired value. 
WESLAKE WR 275 
Engine specification 
Configuration: Single cylinder air- cooled 
4-stroke 
Capacity: 
2 500 cm 
Bore x: stroke I 86.03 x 86.03 mm 
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Crank radius/con rod length, 0.25 
Compression ratio: 11.26 1 
Lubrication: Total loss 
Inlet valve: 
Exhaust valve: 














72 deg b.t.c. 




84 deg a.t.c. 
56 deg a.t.c. 
A general arrangement of the test rig is shown in 
Fig. 5.6.2/1. The essential elements are the 
2 H.P. 3 phase A.C. motor driving through the variable 
speed unit (All speeds Ltd.) to the engine via the 
DPX 2 Froude dynamometer. 
The Allspeeds unit provides up to a 3 : 1 speed 
ratio and is rated at 1.5 h .p. The unit relies on 
the tilting of the axes of several large steel ball 
elements and the drive on a subsequent wedging action. 
It is not therefore very efficient at transmitting 
drive when the load shaft suffers sudden torque 
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reversals at low speed. 
The motor runs at 1420 rev/min, giving a theoretical 
maximum output speed of 4260 rev/min at the engine 
within the limitation of 2 h.p. 
The units in the drive line are mounted on two 
channel section girders supported on vibration 
isolating units 
The engine is connected to the dynamometer through 
a very rigid rubber flanged coupling. The flange 
adjacent to the engine is drilled at t.d.c. and at 
o 10, 20 and 30 intervals either side of t.d.c. 
The set screws are inserted to provide a crank angle 
marker trace via an inductive pick-up and marker 
amplifier. 
The other flange is scalloped around the six re-
taining bolts and this is used to give a pulse 
output from an inductive pick-up to a counter timer. 
This displays the engine speed. 
The heavily finned cylinder is cooled during pro-
longed running by an electrically driven centrifugal 
fan. 
During the tests the exhaust was open to the , 
atmosphere as no exhaust dynamics are at present 
incorporated in the computer model. 
On the engine intake side a short cast alloy mani-
fold converts the dual intake ports into a single 
circular opening for subsequent attachment of the 
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carburrettor in practice or, in this case, the 
intake pipe. 
A rectangular receiver of 60 times the engine 
swept volume is attached to the upstream side 
of the intake pipe, this being fitted with a U tube 
manometer. 
Flow through the engine was initially monitored 
using a 1 m3 receiver, fitted with a 0.75 in 
BS 1042 orifice. This was later replaced by a 
Ricardo Alcock viscous flow meter, Type 1003H, 
which has a maximum flow capacity of 100 x 10-3m3/s. 
With the 500 cc engine, 4000 r.p.m. would represent 
an air consumption in the order of 16 x 10-3 m3/s, 
hence the meter is operating at the lower end of 
its capacity but has adequate linearity to prevent 
any problems at the expected flow rates. 
The pressure drop across the viscous element is 
registered by a multi-range manometer. 
During the tests, three induction pipe lengths were 
used, a pipe of 1.785 m, used with the 1m3 receiver, 
and two pipes of 0.516 m and 0.3 m length. The 
latter represented the length of the induction tract 
when fitted with the standard carburettor. 
The pressure fluctuations in the pipe were monitored 
by a pressure transducer fitted in the pipe at a 
suitable nodal position. Details of the pressure 




The main instrumentation can be split into two 
areas, (i) pipe pressure measurement and 
(ii) flow measurement. 
(i) Pipe pressure measurement 
The pressure transducer used in the intake 
pipe was an RDP P5/10 121 transducer operating 
as an LVDr. Details of its specification 
are given in Table 5.6. 
The transducer was connected to a Sangamo 
Weston Type C56 transducer meter and the 
system was statically calibrated using a 
Barnet Industrial deadweight tester, which 
had a range of 0.1 to 700 bar. 
The system output was displayed on a Hewlett-
Packard 3465 A Multimeter. An acceptable 
calibration was achieved using a gauge factor 
setting of 2.)8 on range 10 of the C56. 
Linearity and repeatability were good, despite 
operating at the lowest range of the dead weight 
tester. The calibration is shown in Fig.5. 6 .)/1. 
Two methods were used to display and record the 
pressure fluctuations, (i) by passing the 
signal from the C56 to a Bryans tungsten light 
recorder via a Tektronix storage oscilloscope, 
and (ii) by the use of a Gould Type 084000 
digital storage oscilloscope and an Advance 
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HR2000 X-Y Plotter. Details of all these 
instruments are given in Table 5.6. 
(ii) Flow measurement 
Two methods of flow measurement were used 
during the tests, as explained in Section 
5.6.2. 
The 1 m3 receiver was a mobile unit that could 
be fitted with a range of BS.1042 orifices 
according to the flow range required. A 
0.75 in diameter orifice was used for the tests, 
which at 3000 rev/min produced a pressure drop 
across the orifice of 20 mm of water. 
The receiver was replaced by an Alcock viscous 
flow air meter Type 100JH, having a range up to 
100 x 10 - 3 mJ / s . 
The pressure drop across the viscous element 
is measured using a multislope manometer and 
high accuracy can be obtained. 
The meter is calibrated for volumetric flow at 
200 C and the volume of air leaving the meter can 
be determined directly by use of this calibration, 
the manometer reading and a scale multiplier 
related to the manometer slope. 
The free air entering the meter can be deter-
mined by correcting for the pressure drop across 
the unit, which was measured using a manometer. 
The mass flow rate was calibrated by converting 
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to normal temperature and pre ssure of 00 C and 
760 mm Hg, and converting this volumetric rate 
to a mass flow rate. Little trouble was 
experienced with this unit, the main problem 
being air bubbles in the multislope manometer. 
5.6.4 Experimental method 
Operation of the rig was as described in the intro-
duction, the motor ran at constant speed and the 
engine speed was controlled by the Allspeeds unit. 
In practice it was found that a maximum achievable 
speed of 3000 rev/min limited the range of results. 
The tungsten light recorder was used when a suitable 
trace had been obtained on the oscilloscope. The 
maximum paper speed available was 1000 mm/s, which 
gave 20 mm per cycle at 3000 rev/min, which with 
the rapid fluctuations in the short inlet pipe 
presented some difficulties in analysis. However 
repeatability of the trace was good and some useful 
resul ts were obtained. 
The change to the digital storage oscilloscope and 
the X-Y plotter enabled a better display and record-
ing of the pipe pressure to be obtained. 
The Gould 054000 oscilloscope has the facility of a 
roll mode in which the stored signal is continually 
being updated at a selected rate. This gives the 
appearance of the trace moving across the screen and 
the trace can then be positioned before storing 
without a defined trigger point. Triggering 
can be initiated at a set level on a positive 
12.9 
or negative slope. Once stored, the trace can be 
outputted to the X-Y plotter via the 4002 output 
unit. 
The output rate is preset and the X-I plotter can 
be set to reproduce the screen scale as the unit 
produces 100mV per cm of screen height. 
The oscilloscope has two channels and these were 
used for the pressure trace and the crank angle 
marker trace. 
Ambient pressure was obtained on the plot by storing 
the line when the engine was stationary. Adjustments 
to the plot can then be made allowing for the fact 
that the transducer records were relative to the 
mean engine intake pressure and not ambient pressure. 
Theoretical results are relative to an input mean 
pipe pressure. 
Operation of the viscous flow meter was very easy -
requiring only a record of manometer readings, 
ambient temperature and pressure. 
Frequent checks were made to ensure that the multi-
slope manometer zeroed correctly and remained level. 
5.6.5 Experimental results and discussion 
Experimental runs were carried out up to 3000 rev/min 
where it was found that no further increase in speed 
could be obtained with the 2 h.p. motor used. 
At low speeds below 1000 rev/min, the conditions 
were unstable and fluctuations occurred on the flow 
meter manometer. This was because the engine runs 
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with a large valve overlap of 1280 and considerable 
reverse flow takes place through the inlet valve 
at low speed before inertia effects become 
significant. 
The results of induction pipe pressure recordings 
are shown in Fig. 5.6.5/1 and /2. These results 
were at 1500 rev/min and conditions were steaJy. 
The first figure was obtained using the tungsten 
light recorder and the second with the digital 
storage oscilloscope and they show good agreement. 
Both traces were at node 7 of a 0.516 m long induct-
ion pipe, there being 13 nodal points in the theor-
etical analysis, numbered from the open end of the 
intake pipe. 
The intake pipe length is taken as the distance from 
the free end to the valve seat. 
Comparison with the theoretical prediction, using 
the method of characteristics, is shown in Fig. 
5.6.5/3 and two features are evident -
(i) an apparent phase lag of the experimental trace 
over the theoretical, and (ii) an amplitude atten-
uation in the initial period of oscillation in the 
pipe as the inlet valve closes. The comparison 
however shows good agreement with the general 
disposition of the trace compared with the theor-
etical prediction. Good agreement is shown in 
pressure wave amplitude when approaching the inlet 
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valve opening period where the inlet pipe dynamics 
will affect the induction performance. 
The inlet pipe period determined from the express-
ion in Section 5.1 is 54.Jo for the 0.516 m pipe. 
This compares well with the periods from the two 
traces during the inlet valve closure period of 
52.5
0 
from the tungsten light produced trace and 
55.4
0 
from the digital oscilloscope trace. 
The average phase lag in Fig. 5.6.5/1 is ]4.40 
and that in Fig. 5.6.5/2 is 27.60 • This is 
measured relative to the crank angle marker trace. 
The blips on the trace from the inductive pick-up 
are caused by set screws in the coupling flange 
passing the inductive head. These screws have 
4 nun heads, which represent JO of arc on the flange 
so only a slight error is likely from this source. 
The accuracy of positioning the crank angle markers 
has been checked relative to the piston t.d.c. and 
is accurate within the limits of angular measurement 
possible on the coupling flange. An error of 0.5 nun 
on positioning t.d.c. at the piston is equivalent 
to 6° crankshaft rotation. 
The other source of a phase lag is within the instru-
mentation. When the inlet valve is closed the pipe 
period is 54.Jo which represents a frequency of 165.7 Hz. 
The R.D.P. transducer, which is a 1st order system, 
has a frequency response of 500 Hz and is hence 
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operating at a normalised frequency of 0.331. 
Referring to the Bode plots taken from Ref. 40; 
Figs. 5.6.5/4-5, an attenuation of - 0.2 dB and 
a phase.lag of 180 is indicated. This represents 
an amplitude ratio of 0.977. 
The Sangamo transducer meter is a second order 
system, with a damping factor of 1.4 and a corner 
frequency of 500 Hz. Operating at 0.331 normalised 
frequency produces zero attenuation, but approximately 
300 phase lag. 
When using the tungsten light recorder, which has 
a frequency response of 700 Hz, an additional lag 
of 200 might be expected. The digital storage 
oscilloscope has a frequency response of 1 MHz and 
will produce no significant distortion. This leads 
to the conclusion that the tungsten light trace 
could suffer an amplitude ratio reduction of 0.977 
and a phase lag of 10.3 crank angle degrees, 
whereas the digital oscilloscope trace could have 
the same amplitude reduction but a smaller phase 
lag of 7.2 crank angle degrees. These figures 
are based on a single frequency ~nusoidal input 
which is not the case in practice. 
If the engine speed is increased, the results 
change quite considerably - Fig. 5.6.5/6, which 
is for an engine speed of 2000 rev/min. There is 
also a very much better comparison between the 
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experimental and theoretical graphs. The 
experimental amplitude is now greater than the 
theoretical amplitude but is of the same order. 
The phase lag has now been reduced to 12.80 of 
crank angle. 
As the normalised frequency remains at 0.331, the 
amplitude ratio and phase lag previously determined 
from the instrument characteristics is the same at 
0.977 and 480 of cycle. This translates to 0.977 
at 9.6
0 
crank angle degrees lag, which compares 
favourably with the results shown in Fig. 5.6.5/6. 
If the speed is increased further, it can be expected 
that the comparison will become even more favourable 
as inertia effects become significant during the 
valve overlap period. 
An indication of the adverse effects of large 
valve overlap at low speed can be gained by an 
examination of the theoretical inlet valve flow 
during one engine cycle. At 1500 rev/min the net 
inlet valve flow was 4.916 x 10-4kg . However, 
-4 
the gross inlet flow was 7.529 x 10 kg, accompanied 
-4 by an outflow of 2.613 x 10 kg, or the outflow 
was 53% of the net. 
At 2000 rev/min this outflow is reduced to 23% of the 
-4 
net flow of 5.137 x 10 kg. This gives an indication 
of the oscillatory nature of the inlet flow at low 
engine speeds. It is this that is thought to be 
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the main contributory factor to the discrepancies 
shown in Fig. 5.6.5/3 and /6. 
Predicted and experimental results for the 300 mm 
516 rom induction pipes are given in Figs. 5.6.5/7-8. 
Good agreement is shown above a value of n = 5 
for the wave index as used by Broome (Ref. 14). 
After this the engine seems insensitive to 
pulsations of this order. This is thought to be 
due to the progressive reduction of engine speed 
intervals at which peak pulsation effects occur. 
This is combined with the imperfections in the 
induction tract away from the theoretically defined 
pipe, smearing the volumetric efficiency over this 
low range of engine speed. This, combined with 
a certain instability in the wave action calcul-
ations at the large valve overlap and long time 
interval, produces the deviation of theoretical and 
experimental results. This is also illustrated 
by the wave pressure results. 
At higher engine speeds, agreement between experi-
ment and theory is good and the model used produces 





POINTS OF RESONANCE AS DEFINED BY THE 
WAVE RAM PARAMETER St. from Ref.14. 
3 4 5 6 7 8 
Qt degrees 114-120 82-87 63-68 52-55 44-47 38-41 
TABLE 5.2 
OPl'IMUM AND LIMITING RANGES OF THE RAM PARAMETER 
FOR VARIOUS INLET VALVE TIMINGS. Ref. 14. 
Effective inlet valve Inertia ram Mean gas velocity 
closing pcint parameter 
m/s Degrees a.b.d.c. at ¢/t 10% lift 
Optimum Limiting Optimum Limiting 
range range range range 
* * 
30 2500 - 1000 - 15 -
90 3500 6000 60 
60 3500 - tooo - 15 -
90 5000 9000 60 
90 5000 - tooo - 15 - 90 7000 14000 60 







PIPE PERIOD AND ASSOCIATED ~FECTIVE INLET VALVE 
CLOSING ANGLE FOR OPl'IMUM Z FOR VARIOUS GULP FACTORS 
p Inlet pipe period/Q ecs 
effective inlet valveg£losing an e 
q = 1 qs = 2 q = 3 qs = 4 s s 
474 /63 249/38 177 /2 
245 /51 169 / 32 133/ 2 










DETAILS OF ENGINE GEOMETRIES USED IN EXAMINING THE 
EFFECT OF SWEPT VOLUME ON VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY 
Bore Valve Inlet Inlet Mean 
included valve throat discharge 
rom angle dia.rom dia .rom coeff. 
86.02 400 32.70 28.45 0.4159 
78.16 400 29.64 25.61 0.4159 
68.27 400 25.80 22.06 0.4159 
TABLE 5.5 
DETAILS OF ENGINE GEOMETRIES USED IN :EX.AMnlING THE 
EFFECT OF BORE/STROKE RATIO ON VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY 








ratio included valve throat discharge valve 
angle coeff. lift 
rom dia.rom dia.rom rom 
0.8 590 79.86 30.66 26.56 0.4159 8.93 * 
1.0 400 86.02 32.70 28.45 0.4159 9.53 * 
1.2 280 91.42 34.62 30.24 0.4159 10.08 * 








R.D.P. P5/10 121 L.V.D.T 
TRANSDUCER MEI'ER 





- 10 psia (- 0.689 bar) 
OVER PRESSURE 4X RATED. 
SENSITIVITY at 5V @ 5 kHz 
ENERGISING SUPPLY 18 mY/psi (0.261 y/bar) 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 500 Hz @ 5 kHz 
ENERGISING SUPPLY. + 
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT - 0.05% FSDt'C 
TEMPERATURE RANGE -20°C - +100oC 
5Vnns @ 5 kHz 
OSCILLATOR + 
STABILITY oyer 24 hr. - .1% FSD 
T~ERATURE COEFFICIENT OF SPAN 
- O.l%,t>C 
ACCURACY OF GAIN better than 3% 
MAXIMUM GAIN 0.4mVrms INPUT, 5V d.c OUTPUT 
ACCEPTABLE GAUGE FACTOR OF LVDT 
OPERATING CONDITION 
+ 2 psi (: 0.138 bar) 
ENERGISING SUPPLY 5V @ 5 kHz 
up to 300 Hz 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 
0.5mV/V/unit MINIMUM I 3.6 mV/V/unit 
20 mV/V/unit MAXIMUM 
INPUT IMPEDANCE+@ 5kHz 50k 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE - 5V 
OUTPUT-INPUT FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
CHARACTERISTIC 2nd ORDER, LOW PASS 
BUTI'ERWORTH RESPONSE 
CORNER FREQUENCY 500 Hz I Up to 300 Hz 
DAMPING FACTOR 1.4 
ATTENUATION ABOVE 500 Hz-4OdB/decade 






BRYANS SOUTHERN INSTRUMENTS 
LTD. SERIES 10-6.50 
DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE 
GOULD ADVANCE TYPE 084000 
SPECH'I CAT I ON OPERATING CONDITION 
SENSITIVITY 20 - 0.1 V/em 
GAIN Xl0 
MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE 200V 
INPUT RESISTANCE 1 M 
FREQUENCY RANGE D.C. TO 7,00 Hz 
FLAT TO WITHIN ! 5'fo 
Up to 300 Hz 
TYPE OF GALVANOMETER 
SMI OPEN FRAME 1.1 kHz NATURAL 
FREQUENCY FLUID DAMPED 
PAPER SPEEDS 3 to 1000 mm/ s 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE 0 - 45°C AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 
DISPLAY 8 x 10em. CRT 
VERTICAL DEFLECTION TWO CHANNELS 
BANDWIDI'H DC - 10 MHz IN NORMAL MODE Up to ~OO Hz 
SENSITIVITY 5mV/em to 20V/em INPUT -2.7 5V MAX. 
ACCURACY ±3% 
HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION 
TIME BASE 1 us/em to 20see/em 
ACCURACY ±3% 
X EXPANSION CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE 
FROM Xi to XiO 
DISPLAY VIA STORE 
VERTICAL RESOLUTION 25 STEPS/em 
HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION 
DOUBLE TRACE 50 SAMPLES/em 
INSTRUMENT SPECIFI CATION OPERATING CONDITION 
OUTPUT UNIT GOULD AnV /ill CE ANALOGUE OUTPUT CHANNELS 1 and 2 
TYPE 4002 AMPLITUDE 100mV/em SCREEN HEIGHT with OV 
CORRESPONDING TO MIDDLE OF SCREEN. 
ACCURACY ±3% OF DISPLAY 
READ-OUT RATE 
RANGE 20s/cm - 200us/em BY SWITCH 
50s/em - ls/em PRESET 
READ-OUT BANDWIDTH DC = 16kHz (-JdB) 
ALCOCK VISCOUS AIR FLOW CALIBRATED RANGE 
METrn 
~ 
G. CUSSONS TYPE No.l003H o - 100 x 10-3 m3/ 16 x 10-3 m3/ MAX. 
s s 
o MULTI-RANGE MANOMETER 5 POSITION MANOMETrn CALIBRATED WHEN 
RICARDO ALCOCK FILLED WITH BLENDED OIL 
RD 0.784 at 20°C 
- --------------- -






































q=3 - -- ~ 
=4 ------q,
q=4 --- -~--
Z=O.4 Inlet ('(]ch index 
Z=O.5 
p = Inlet pipe half period. 
q~ = Pressure pulsation order. 
10 20 30 4D 50 60 
Eff8ctive inlet valve closing angjg. (degrees a.b.d.c . ) 
(FIG 5.5.1/1) REPLOT FROM REF(13) OF INERTIA 
SUPERCHARGING INDEX Z AGAINST EFFECTIVE INLET 


























Compression ratio = 11.26 : 1 
Valve li·ft/Valve diameter. = 0.2912 
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(FIG 5.5.2/2) Inlet flow per cycle agq1nst engine 






























Compression ratio = 11.26 : 1 
Valve lift/Valve diameter. = 0.2912 
Cylinder capacity = 500cc 
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FIG 5 .5.2/8. 
" -- ------------~ 
Inlet mach index. 
CJ .41 
Line of opti mum 
valve ti ming. 












60 70 80 
Inlet valve closing angle at 7000 rev/min. 
( degrees a.b.d.c ) 
(FIG 5.5.2/6) VOLW,1ETRIC EFFICIEtJCY AGAIN0T 
INLET VALVE CLOSING ANGLE FOR VARIOUS VALUES 
OF INLET MACH INDEX. 
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j~1 INDUCTION PIPE VOLUME 
~ 
PRESSURE PICKUP 
TRANSDUCER I ~ INTAKE 
IoIUL Ti-RANGE MANOMETER 
DIGiTAL STORAGE 
I IoIETER V TYPE cea r-- PIPE OSCILLOSCOPE ~,~ ~ 
~ ~ "',"", ""'"" OUTPUT UNIT PICKUP OR VALVE COUNTER TIMER FOR 
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(FIG 5.6.3/1) CALIBRATION OF R.D.P. PRESSURE 



































Engine speed. 1500 rev/min. ) f\ \ Inlet pipe length. 0.516 m 1"-
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(FIG 5.6.5/1) Experimental results of inlet pJp~p'ressure at node 7 



































Engine spe~d • 1500 rp.v/min. 
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(FIG 5.6.5/2) Experimental results of inlet pjp~Rressure at node 7 













Engine speed. 1500 rev/min. 
Inlet pipe length. 0.516 m 
Atmospheric pressure. 1.019 bar. 
Atu'K>spheric temperature .. 18· C 
Theoretical Theoretical average period during 
inlet valve closed period -54.3 degrees. 
Experin~ntal average period during 
.8 f4r f\ _ 
(/) 
I,,, \(1 
inlet valve closed period -52.5 degrees . 
Average phase lag z 34.4 degrees. 
i" 1\ 























Crank angle a.t .d.c (degrees.) 
(FIG 5.6.5/3) Comparison of experimental and theoretical results for 
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Engine speed. 2000 rev/lin. 
Inlet pipe length. 0.516 I 
Attnospheric pressure. 1.019 bar. 
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l Theoretical average period during 
inlet valve closed period. 72.2 degrebs . 
Experimental average period during 
inlet valve closed period. 73.0 degrees . 
Average phase lag .12.8 degrees . 
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(FIG 5.6.5/6) Comp'arison of experimental and theoretical results for 
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(FIG 5.6.5/7) ComP.Qrison between experimental 
and theoretical results for 
volumetric effic1ency~ 
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CHAPl'ER6 COMBUsrION MODELLrnG AND EFFEcrs OF MIXTURE MarION 
ON FLAME PROPAGATION 
6.1 Introduction 
An introduction to combustion modelling was given in 
Section 1.4. In this, two approaches were described 
to deal with the heat release rate. Firstly, the en-
trainment of a mass of unburnt charge by an advancing 
flame front at a turbulent burning velocity U
T
. This 
is related to the laminar burning velocity U
L 
by a con-
stant related to engine speed. 
= K 
The mass entrained is then burnt during the increment of 
time before the flame advances further. 
The constant K is determined experimentally for a partic-
ular engine and is usually expressed as K = 1 + AN, 
where A is constant and N is the engine speed. The value 
of A is usually about 0.002. 
The more complex method is to attempt to define the turb-
ulence structure and then analyse the combustion in two 
stages, (i) engulfment of the individual eddies at a 
rate governed by the flame front area, and the sum of the 
. 
laminar flame speed U
L 
and the turbulent intensity u , 
(ii) burning of the engulfed eddies at a rate determined 
by the characteristic eddy burn-up time. 
In the first method, turbulence effects on the burn rate 
are directly rated to engine speed, an external operating 
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parameter, whereas in the second, burn rate is related 
to internal turbulence parameters. 
In the following chapter, an attempt has been made to 
relate the burn rate to external operating parameters and 
geometric configuration through the development of an 
expression for the flame speed ratio UTI of the form 
UL 
1 + AN, where A is controlled by the geometrical arrange-
ment of the engine, the unburnt charge condition and the 
characteristics of the inlet tract. 
The derivation of the relationship is not absolutely 
rigorous, as the understanding of turbulent combustion is 
far from complete. It is based on previously reported 
evidence on the possible relationships between turbulence 
structure and engine geometry, physical intuition and, to 
some extent,mathematical convenience. 
6.2 Relevance of mixture motion on the initiation and 
progression of the flame in a spark ignition internal 
combustion engine 
It is well known that one of the major factors affecting 
the combustion performance of a S.I. ilc engine is the 
mixture motion at the point of ignition and during the 
subsequent perod of flame travel. In order to attempt 
to relate mixture motion to combustion, it is necessary to 
produce some parameters related to the degree of turbulence. 
Investigations have shown that the turbulence present can, 
in the absence of gross swirl, be treated as homogeneous 
and isotropic - i.e. turbulence of which the statistical 
t61 
properties do not vary with position and have no preferred 
directions. A measure of the degree of turbulence or 
random fluid motion at a point can be described by the 
root mean square of the fluctuating velocity about a mean. 
This is called the turbulent intensity u U ' - IT - ,Ju- . 
Hence at any instant the velocity at the point is the 
mean velocity U plus the fluctuating component u. 
As m~tioned previously, Section 1.4, physical scale of 
turbulence can be described in terms of a macro integral 
scale Le and a Taylor micro-scale A • If the turbulence 
is to be related to engine geometry, certain design para-
meters must be considered: 
(i) Bore and stroke and bore/stroke ratio 
(ii) Geometric compression ratio 
(iii) Valve geometry (lift, valve diameter, disposition) 
(iV) Inlet tract design 
(v) Combustion chamber shape. 
When considering a particular type of engine configuration 
such as the 4-valve pent-roof combustion chamber with a 
flat topped piston, certain factors are preset. Valve 
disposition, inlet tract design and basic combustion 
chamber shape are all to a large extent limited in scope 
for variation. Another factor which plays a large part 
in combustion performance is the spark plug position, which 
being central is already in the most advantageous position. 
(Ref. 41). 
Two commonly used methods of producing mixture motion 
within an engine are swirl and squish. The first relates 
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to solid body motion within the cylinder, usually produced 
by valve masking, be it by the proximity of the valve to 
the chamber wall or by shrouded valves. The latter 
relates to the motion produced by the movement of the 
piston as it approaches t.d.c. when there are areas of 
very small clearance. 
Recent work by Lucas et al (Ref.42) has indicated that 
any burn time reduction with a high squish chamber is more 
likely to be a result of the improved chamber compactness 
rather than the mixture motion. There is some indication 
that reverse squish when the piston descends may be bene-
ficial to reduced burn time. All of the initial motion 
of the mixture is induced by the piston movement, be it 
sqUish directly or swirl and turbulence from the inlet 
tract. During combustion however, the turbulence levels 
can be enhanced by the movement of the flame front and the 
change in properties of the unburnt charge. 
For purposes of analysis it is advantageous to divide the 
combustion process into four phasesl 
(i) Development of the flame kernel 
(ii) Transition from flame development to a fully 
developed turbulent flame front 
(iii) The fully developed turbulent flame combustion 
period 
(iv) Retardation and extinguishing of the flame. 
It is convenient for modelling purposes to put together 
the first two phases and term them the delay period. 
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The second two phases will be treated as one with a fully 
developed turbulent flame. Retardation can be accounted 
for by a reduction in laminar flame speed as the surface/ 
volume ratio increases in the end gas region. 
Consideration of these two phases of combustion will lead 
to a better understanding as to how the turbulence levels 
and hence engine design parameters may affect the com-
bustion duration. 
6.2.1 Development of the flame kernel and transition 
to a fully developed turbulent flame 
The development of the flame from the point of 
ignition has been studied by many researchers. 
Whilst studying the effect of turbulence on cyclic 
dispersion, Windsor and Patterson (Ref. 43), 
introduced the concept of a critical distance 
d that was related to the total distance from the 
c 
point of ignition to the chamber wall D, the mean 
burn time ~, the standard deviation of the burn 
time S(~), the mean velocity U and the standard 
deviation of the velocity S(u), by: 
d c = 
U 
~
ote: S(u) ij 
the turbulent 
intensity u' 
This critical radius was calculated to be about 
10 mm in this engine. The engine was a C.F.R. 
engine with a cylindrical combustion chamber, for 
which the minimum dimension was 15 mm. 
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The model used in this work defines the critical 
distance d as the distance within which all of c 
the disturbances leading to cyclic combustion take 
place. "Before this period the flame will be 
wholly contained. in one or two eddies and consequ-
ently will propagate at a slow rate, nearly that 
of a laminar flame. After this critical period 
the flame will be much larger than the eddies. 
Therefore each eddy will only locally disturb the 
flame front and the flame will average these local 
disturbances. The average flame speed after the 
critical period will be the higher turbulent flame 
speed which will depend on the average turbulent 
velocity in the mixture." No measurement of eddy 
size was made but an assessment of 2.5 nun for the 
eddy diameter was given. 
Work was also done on a C.F.R. engine by Lancaster 
et al (Ref. 44). He considers flame speed. ratios, 
FSR's at various stages of the flame propagation. 
Development of the flame from ignition up to what 
is termed a fully developed turbulent flame is 
divided into two regions. 'Ignition and kernel 
growth is shown to occupy a very small region up to 
a radius of about 5 nun. From there on 'flame 
development' continues to fully developed turbulent 
flame at about 30 nun. 
However, the figures show a plateau of flame speed 
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from about 0.5 - 0.75 cm to 1.5 - 1.9 cm. 
The flame speed ratio is approximately J for the 
shrouded valve test and 2 for the non-shrouded 
valve test. This effect is attributed to the 
interaction between the flame and the piston crown. 
It is interesting to note the rapid acceleration of 
the flame before this interaction or quenching 
takes place. It might be concluded that a pent 
roof chamber would allow greater flame development 
to take place before this retardation of flame 
acceleration. A higher rate of pressure rise may 
be exhibited which will perhaps be less sensitive 
to variations of mixture motion during this period. 
The mechanism of flame development offered here is 
as follows:-
Acceleration of the flame is assumed to be due to 
wrinkling of the flame front by eddies. 
Initially only small (micro scale) eddies can affect 
the development of the kernel and give an effective 
flame speed greater than the laminar flame speed. 
Large eddies at this stage only move the kernel 
bodily. As the enflamed area grows, larger eddies 
are engulfed and produce a greater flame front area 
and hence a more rapid apparent flame speed. 
However a stage is reached when the flame reaches 
a maximum FSR dependant upon the turbulent intensity 
of the mixture. 
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Flame speed ratio during the flame development 
period from these results has been described by 
an equation relating the flame speed ratio to the 
maximum flame speed ratio at the fully developed 




FSR( ) max 
= 
m-l 
= r:rmarxJ 2 L for this engine 
The importance of an effective model for the 
initiation and development of the flame is illustr-
ated by Lancaster's results. 
In the standard condition with unshrouded valves 
the flame development period, up to fully developed 
turbulent flame, occupied approximately 35% of the 
burn time whilst accounting for only 7 to 8% of the 
mass fraction burnt. This is reI event to the 
definition used in Section 6.5 for delay period. 
In addition to the scale of turbulence affecting 
the development of the flame kernel, it is necessary 
to attempt to assess the effect of magnitude and 
direction of the mean velocity present during the 
flame initiation. 
Work done by Curry (Ref. 28) which supports the use 
of a spherical flame form as used in the majority 
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of computer simulations, also indicates the dis-
tortion due to swirl from shrouded valves. 
Flame maps for the CFR engine with shrouded and 
non-shrouded inlet valves show considerable move-
ment of the end gas region, as well as flame 
propagation rates. Another factor is the apparent 
slow burning at high compression ratios. This 
appears to be due to quenching during the last 
third of the flame travel as there is a considerable 
increase in flame speed during the first third. 
Data on the effect of the magnitude of the mean 
velocity at the spark-ignition point are provided 
in work by Bolt and Harrington (Ref. 45) on lean 
limits, using a combustion bomb with paddle wheel 
induced swirl. Their Fig. 8 shows the very sig-
nificant effect that mixture velocity has in this 
context on the rate of pressure rise after the 
spark. 
Their conclusion as to the effects of mixture motion 
on combustion are summarised as follows: 
(i) Mixture velocity has a greater effect on the 
ignition and combustion characteristics of 
lean mixtures than on stoichiometric mixtures. 
(ii) For rapid combustion and minimum heat loss, 
it is preferable to have a high swirl velocity, 
especlally at very lean mixture ratios. 
1GB 
(iii) For minimum variation in rates of pressure 
rise, peak pressures, and burning times, it 
is desirable to minimise the variations in 
swirl velocity or, if this cannot be done , 
to use the highest nominal swirl velocity 
and avoid very lean mixtures. 
(iv) To ignite a very lean mixture it is advis-
able to have the velocity of the mixture at 
the spark gap as low as possible. 
Thus there is a need for high swirl velocities and 
minimum velocity at the spark plug for ignition and 
combustion of lean mixtures. 
It must be noted that the conditions in the bomb 
experiments differ quite considerably from those 
in an actual engine. There is, however, some 
correlation with the results of Lancaster regarding 
the basic development of the flame kernel and its 
growth through micro and macro scale turbulence to 
a flame speed dependent on the overall turbulence 
field or turbulent intensity. There is ~lso the 
restraint that account must be taken of the influence 
of a local mean velocity on the rate of development 
of the flame kernel. 
Attempting to categorise induction and piston 
induced motion into specific effects is extremely 
difficult. An attempt to study the effects of 
various ways of introducing mixture motion on the 
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combustion rate in a spark ignition engine was 
made by Mayo (Ref. 41). Here the addi tian of 
squish, swirl and high port velocities was studied 
using modified production engines. The difficulties 
in evaluating the contribution of anyone type of 
motion is illustrated here by the wide variation 
in combustion duration or burn time with the 
differing combinations. 
As far as delay period or flame development is 
concerned the follOWing tentative conclusions can 
be made: 
(i) Squish was not advantageous to flame dev-
elopment. In four chambers it resulted in 
an increase in delay time and in three others 
only a slight decrease. It was only in the 
central gap chamber that any appreciable 
decrease was noted:- an 18.5% reduction. 
(ii) Increased charge velocity, similarly, did not 
present a conclusive result. In five 
chambers, an increase in delay time occured, 
in two a medium reduction in delay time was 
indicated, but in the open chamber central 
gap chamber a reduction of 27.0% was observed. 
(iii) The effect of swirl on the other hand was 
more clearly defined. All chambers, 
except the open, central gap chamber with 
high velocity, benefited from the addition 
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of swirl. The open chamber, in particular, 
showed a considerable reduction in delay 
period, 33.2% for the standard. open chamber 
and 25.8.% for the central gap open chamber. 
The delay time is defined as the time between 
igni tion and when 1~ of the charge is burnt. 
6.2.2 Conclusions on effects of mixture motion on kernel 
growth and flame development 
The initial ignition of the mixture by the spark 
will be related to two main features of the charge 
dynamic conditions, (i) the prevalence and size 
of small scale turbulence, (ii) the bodily move-
ment of this small scale turbulence past the point 
of ignition. 
Development of the flame front will be influenced 
by the large scale turbulence and its relationship 
to the physical constraints of the combustion 
chamber. From the eriginal definitions of micro 
and macro scale, the methods of inducing mixture 
motion can perhaps be related to the type of 
turbulence produced. 
As the induction process is a transient feature, 
the mixture motion produced by the induction is 
likely to have, by the time of ignition, a large 
fraction of the turbulence spectrum in the small 
scale (or high wave number) region due to decay. 
Hence port velocity and swirl are likely to 
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contribute greatly to the initial flame development. 
On the other hand, squish being late in the cycle 
is more likely to produce large scale motion. 
Produced by the squeezing action of the piston 
and displacement of the roll up vortex (Ref. 46) 
created during the upward stroke. With a combin-
ation of squish and swirl, a situation can arise 
where the motion produced by the squish disorganises 
and reduces the residual motion from the swirl, 
leading to an increase in burn time. 
6.~.3 Fully developed turbulent flame front 
At the end of the flame development period, the 
flame is said to be fully turbulent and its speed 
relative to the unburnt mixture is termed the 
turbulent flame speed UT • 
The relationship between 
this and the equivalent laminer flame speed UL has 
been studied by many researchers and the results 
are far more conclusive than for the previous 
section. 
The work by Lancaster et al (Ref. 44) gives detailed 
analysis of FSR across the chamber. Relating fully 
developed FSR to the motored turbulent intensity u ' 
produced a linear relationship. 
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It is suggested that the intercept at zero u 
should be 1, i.e. the turbulent flame speed equals 
the laminar flame speed. It is. however. approx-
imately 1.25 and thus assumed to be due to experi-
mental error. It could alternatively have been 
a mean velocity effect. This linear relationship 
appears to be independent of most parameters for 
this engine. 
A further plot that ts of interest is his Fig. 17. 
which relates FSR to relative volumetric flow 
(corrected for manifold density changes) 
The results are very interesting as they show a 
linear dependence of FSR on volumetric flow for a 
particular inlet geometry. 
It is suggested that a characteristic velocity 
could be assigned to the flow taking into account 
reductions in flow area due to the valve shrouding. 
This would produce a single line for both tests. 
These conclusions should be regarded with caution 
as the engine does not have squish, or any apprec-
iable swirl, but it is certainly a step in relating 
flame development to externally measured engine 
parameters. 
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6.) The relationship between the turbulent and laminar 
burning velocities as dictated by engine operating 
and design parameters 
6.).1 Introduction and definition of terms 
The description of the movement of the flame front 
in the combustion chamber must be related to a 
datum. Two such data exist, (i) the ch~ber 
wall and (ii) the unburnt charge. 
The chamber wall provides a suitable reference 
from which the progression of the flame front can 
be studied. Usually by means of ionization probes 
or optically. The flame front movement relative 
to the chamber wall can be termed the flame prop-
agation velocity V
T
• (The suffix indicating that the 
propagation is influenced by the turbulence structure 
within the engine). A suitable reference for VT 
is often quoted as VL the laminar propagation 
velOCity. Here the chamber contents are assumed 
quiescent. 
If the unburnt charge is taken as the datum, the 
velocity of the flame front is termed the burning 
velocity or entrainment velocity. Again this 
velocity can be influenced by turbulence giving a 
turbulent burning velocity UT or in a quiescent 
mixture a laminar burning velocity UL• The effect 
of turbulence can usefully be illustrated using the 
ratio of UT/U
L
' the flame speed ratio (F.S.R). 
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The difference between the flame Propagation 
velocity and the turbulent burning velocity is 
due to the compression of the unburnt charge. 
Hence the propagation velocity will usually be 
greater than the burning velocity. In order to 
arrive at an empirical relationship for F.S.R. it 
is often quoted that it can be assumed that for a 
constant volume process: 
= 
In a changing volume situation, as in an engine 
due to the lower value of UL compared to UT, the 
value of VT will be influenced considerably by the 
piston motion. This is true especially at high 
engine speeds where the F.S.R. is large, or in 
cases where the duration of combustion is prolonged, 
due possibly to lean mixture operation, Fig. 6.J.l/1 
6.J.2 Development of an expression for flame speed ratio 
for use in diagnostic model 
The prediction of a turbulent burning velocity for 
use in combustion models has been the subject of 
extensive work. One of the most effective relation-
ships has been a linear dependence on engine speed. 
This has been used by many researchers using 
differing engines with remarkably similar results 
as shown in Table 6.1. These results, however, 
relate to engines running at 1000 rev/min to 
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)000 rev/min which gives a flame speed ratio of 
about 5. 
At the other end of the scale the work done by 
Nakamura (Ref. 4) on high speed petrol engines 
indicates that the propagation velocity during the 
latter part of the combustion increases exponentially 
Whilst the initial region shows a linear relationship. 
This difference is further emphasised by the fact 
that, whilst the initial period of combustion 
occupies about 420 of crank angle and is independent 
of speed, the latter part; actually decreases, redu-
cing from about 110 at Booo rev/min to about 40 at 
16000 rev/min. These results are said to also 
apply to engines running up to 2)000 rev/min 
illustrating the extent to which the flame speed can 
be influenced by turbulence. 
The use of the engine rotational speed to reflect 
the mixture turbulence is an over-simplification 
of the situation albeit a very useful simplification. 
An alternative to the engine speed is an actual des-
cription of the turbulence in the form of the turb-
ulent intensity u'. 
Many expressions have been formulated using a 
wrinkled laminar flame model which assumes that the 
significant effect of the turbulence is to make 
available a larger flame surface area for molecular 
transport. These expressions are summarised by 
Andrews et al (Ref. 24). 
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One such relationship is that by Shelkin (Ref. 62) 
used in the work on intake valve throttling by 
Stivender (Ref. 48). 
= 
where 
total chamber volume, and is an attempt to intro-
duce combustion generated turbulence. For high 
turbulent situations this reduces to U
T 
~ u'. 
Lancaster (Ref. 44) also quotes Shelkin's relation-
ship in the same form as quoted in Ref. 24, 
= 
A comparison of Lancaster's motoring tests and 
results using Shelkin's expression is shown in 
Fig. 6.).2/1. It was suggested that the constant B 
should be selected to suit the engine geometry. 
One conclusion made in this work was that -
"The F.S.R. for the fully developed turbulent 
flame is a linear function of turbulent intensity. 
There is no indication that turbulent scale affects 
this correlation". 
The statement about the non-effect of turbulent 
scale is not consistent with the analysis by 
Andrews et al (Ref. 24) who concluded that -
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"The microscale Reynolds number RA is an import-
ant parameter in turbulent combustion". 
This conclusion was arrived at by an analysis 
of various workers' results, using a wide range 
of mixtures, and a plot of UT/u against R)\ showed 
L 
an almost linear relationship. The micro scale 
Reynolds number can be shown to be the ratio of 
the integral scale to the Taylor microscale A 
so a relationship of the form UT 
UL 
could be proposed. 
= 1 + C [~] 
The inclusion of the integral scale in the F.S.R. 
expression was also suggested by Sanematsu (Ref. 50), 
who produced the expression: 
= 
Where C and D are constants (said to be dependent 
on equivalence ratio), and b is a characteristic 
length (the grid size used for producing turbulence 
in this case). 
It has been shown that u' is a strong linear 





at zero turbulent intensity, a relation-
ship of the form below could be proposed: 
= 1 + F [f e' b, UL ] N 
where b is a characteristic dimension related to 
engine geometry. 
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A further relationship for the F.S.R. is quoted 
by Hire et al (Ref. 26) when developing their 
turbulent combustion model: 
= 
= 
where Li is a characteristic eddy size and is 
eqUivalent to fe • 
The ratio ;oi/pu ' the ignition density over the 
unburnt charge density is intended to take account 
of variations in spark advance and equivalence ratio 




If the strong function of U with N is maintained, 
together with the characteristic dimension b, an 
expression of the form below is suggested: 
= 1 + K [fe~ d2 b-1 UL j ~~t} 
where d is introduced for dimensional correctness 
, 
and is associated with U and N. This seems 
reasonable as it reduces the dependence on scale. 
In order to relate F.S.R. to engine geometry, use 
is made of relationships proposed by Blizard and 
Keck and McCuiston (Ref. 21, 23). 
t7.9 
Here an attempt has been made to describe the 
characteristic eddy size in terms of the valve lift 
and the piston position at ignition, the argument 
being that on decay the characteristic turbulent 
scale approached the minimum chamber dimension. As a 
disc type combustion chamber was used in this work, the 
minimum chamber dimension was the chamber height, this 
agrees with the statement made by Andrews et al (Ref .24) . 
The expressions used were: 
L = 0.17 [:~ L i v 
by Blizard and Keck (Ref. 21), and: 
Li = 0.5 [~~ L v 
by McCuiston et al (Ref. 23). 
where hS/h
i 
is the ratio of piston clearance at 





It is now required to determine which characteristic 
dimension to use as b and how this and the valve 
lift L can be related to the inlet port flow 
v 
conditions. 
One possibility is that b should be the inlet throat 
diameter D
T
, which is related to the flow aperture 
at maximum lift. 
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ITT 
1 + K ([~:] 
1.. 1.. r;fJ 3 L 3 d2 = v UL DT ~ U 3 L 
If DT is squared and the top multiplied by the 
stroke S times the stroke/bore ratio Q, the 
expression becomes: 
= 
This can be done as DT/ = constant as shown 
B 
in Fig. 6.3.2/2. 
N 
N 
2 An obvious choice for d is the bore, B, and if ~ 
is modified by C the mean inlet discharge co-
m 
efficient to give an effective area, then: 
= 
1 1 




But, ~- -J 2 2. Sc N -- Za, 
DT m 
where Z is the Gulp 
factor or inlet mach index and 'a' is the inlet 
sonic velocity. 
= 
This is the relationship used in the analysis of 
engine geumetry effects on combustion. 
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The relationship between UTI and Z is 
UL 
supported by Hires et al (Ref. 26), who used the 
, 
mean piston speed to relate to U rather than the 
engine speed. It is suggested that this is a 
better correlation when dealing with variable engine 
geometry. 
6.3.3 Evaluation of the constant in the flame speed ratio 
eguation 
Data for a cylindrical combustion chamber on the 
C.F.R. engine (Ref. 49) are applicable. 
Engine data: 
Bore = 82.55 mm 
Stroke = 114.2 mm 
Compression ratio = 8.72 : 1 
Inlet valve closing = 210 a.t.d.c 
Inlet valve lift = 6.8 mm 
Ignition 
o = 30 b.t.d.e 
Inlet mach index at 2,000 rev/min: 
- - 2 
Z = 2~gO x 21~0;14.3 x rr x ¥ X 
1 
341 x x 0.485 x 82.55 x 6.8 x 0.4 
= 0.349 
(Note: this assumes Inlet valve dia. = 0.485 x bore 
and a mean flow coefficient of 0.4.) 1 
At 300 b.t.d.c timing of ignition tS/hJ 3" = 0.575· 
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= (0.575 (6.8)"t 
1 + K ~ 10 x 0.349 x 0.722 
L 
x 0.85t 
= 1 + K l2.3~:! x lO-j 
(assuming sonic velocity is 
incorporated in K) 
(Note: this assumes: 
= 0.857 or, 
= 
\ 600l; 
L2400J = 0. 857, as, 
From Lancaster for fully developed turbulent flame: 
UT = 1~.24 mls UL = J.85 m/s 
4.218 = 1 + K ~.J222t x 10-2~ 1.5 7J 
K = 214.419 
+ 214'419[:~ 
1 1 
~1j ITT "3 L 3" 1 V Z Q = ~ UL U 3 L 
where LV is in mm 
Note: for Lancaster's data this reduces to: 
= 1 + 0.001609 N 
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6.3.4 Effects of changes in engine geometry on flame 
speed ratio 
6.3.4-1 Compression ratio 
If the compression ratio of an engine of fixed 
swept volume and geometry is raised, this 
1 
entails a change in value of [hs/hJ3 in the 
expression for F.S.R. Raising the compression 
ratio by 4 points from 6 : 1 to 10 : 1 would 
change this factor from 0.62 to 0.56 (Fig.6.3.J/1) 
i.e. a reduction of 9.6%. This would produce a 
reduction of F.S.R. of about 7.4%. 
Lancaster (Ref. 44) shows a small consistent drop 
in F.S.R. with increasing compression ratio. 
From his Fig. 12, a drop of about 5-6% seems to 
be indicated for a 4 point raising of C.R. 
6.3.4-2 Bore/stroke ratio 
Changing the bore/stroke ratio with a fixed swept 
volume has three effects on F.S.R. 
(i) It changes the Gulp factor by its effect 
on the valve flow area. 
(ii) It could change the valve lift. 
(iii) It has a direct effect on the equation. 
Taking the Lancaster re sul ts as a datum. 
Increasing the B/S ratio to square i.e. 1. 
The cylinder capacity is 611.7 cc. 
18~ 
New bore = 92.0 mm 
New valve lift = 11.16 mm 
z = 2000 2 x 92.0 Ii x 92
2 X 
~ x 1000 x 4 
1 
341 x IT x 0.485 x 92 x 11 .16 x .4 
= 0.191 
Total effect on F.S.Ra 
= 1 + 0.001609 x g:~E~ x 
= 1 + 0.001439 N 
This assumes that the valve lift is t of the 
inlet valve diameter. 
The reduction in the flame speed ratio illustrates 
that a compromise must be reached between a large 
bore, large valved engine with good breathing and 
low turbulence levels and a small bore, small 
valved engine with poor volumetric efficiency, 
but improved turbulence and hence higher F.S.R. 
6.3.4-3 Reduction in valve lift 
Here two effects occur: 
1 
(i) Reduction of Lv3 
(ii) Increase of Z. 
Assume a 20% reduction of L . v 
1 
L 3 reduces by 0.9655. v 
Reducing Lin will reduce the mean valve flow 
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coefficient by 0.785 (Fig. 6.3.3/2) and the 
valve area by 0.9. The Gulp factor Z will hence 
increase by a factor of 1.415. 
The overall effect will be to increase the 
F.S.R. equation to: 
= 1 + 0.0022 N 
i.e. an increase of F.S.R. by 28%. 
However the volumetric efficiency is probably 
reduced by 0.948 (Fig. 6.3.3/3) and Z is very 
close to 0.5. This indicates the possibilities 
of inlet valve throttling. 
6.3.4-4 Engine speed 
Changes in engine speed directly affect the F.S.R 
due to its relationship to piston speed in Z. 
6.3.4-5 Changes in combustion chamber geometry 
Some effects of combustion chamber geometry have 
already been considered as related to the com-
pression ratio. The other term ~ in tlh1. expression 
requiring investigation is the (i1'j 9 term. 
This will be determined by factors related to 
the movement of the flame front across the 
chamber. 
The two major quantities related to the advance-
ment of the flame front are: 
(i) the enflamed volume as a function of the 
radius from the spark plug 
lB~ 
(11) flame front area and the total burnt 
region area as a function of radius. 
The use of radius here is an attempt to describe 
the flame front progression as a spherical pro-
gression as observed by Curry and supported by 
other workers. 
Plots of V f/ V against r / R are shown in 
Fig. 6.3.3/4-7. Fig. 6.3.3/4-5 are for a 
cylindrical combustion chamber with a central 
spark, Fig. 6.3.3/6-7 are as used by Blizard and 
Keck for a cylindrical combustion chamber with 
an offset spark. 
The actual effect of these geometry changes can 
only be determined by a combustion calculation. 
However, perhaps an attempt to evaluate their 
potential can be obtained by plotting an equi-
valent spherical diameter against chamber radius 
where the equivalent diameter is defined as 3V/A 
which will give a sphere of the same surface to 
volume ratio of the burnt region. This techni'lue 
has still to be investigated but it has possibilities 
as far as comparing geometrically different chambers 
and also accounting for swirl and mean velocities 
within the chamber. 
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6 Description of combustion model used .4 
6.4.1 Introduction 
The combustion simulation used is a thermodynamic model 
on conventional lines, but uses expressions for ignition 
delay period and flame speed ratio developed from turb-
ulent entrainment models. 
The philosophy behind the simulation is to combine the 
simplicity of the thermodynamic model with the specifity 
of the turbulent combustion model in order to be able to 
undertake a parametric survey of the effects of changes 
in engine geometry. 
6.4.2 Basic assumptions 
(i) The engine cylinder volume is treated as a 
variable volume plenum in which the pressure 
is uniform throughout. 
(ii) The charge is assumed homogeneous during 
compression. 
During combustion two zones exist; a burnt 
zone and an adiabatic unburnt zone. Each 
zone is assumed uniform in temperature and 
composition. 
(iii) Heat loss is determined using the Eichelberg 
(Ref. 60), heat transfer coefficient. 
(iv) After ignition a delay period occurs in which 
10% of the charge is burnt. This delay 
period is determined using an expression 
developed by Hires et al (Ref. 26). 
During this delay period the mass fraction 
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burnt is determined using a Wiebe function 
(Ref. 56). 
(v) After the delay period the flame progresses 
through the unburnt mixture at a rate deter-
mined from the expression for flame speed 
ratio and the calculated laminar flame 
speed based on the unburnt charge conditions. 
(Vi) The flame front is assumed to be that of a 
sphere radiating from the spark plug inter-
sected by the cylinder walls and piston 
surface. 
(vii) The relationship between cylinder gas 
internal energy and temperature as suggested 
by Picken (Ref. 51) and as used by Soliman 
(Ref. 52) was used to determine the mean 
charge temperature and hence the burnt 
temperature. 
The unburnt zone was treated as subject to 
an adiabatic process. 
6.5 Details of the calculation procedure 
Two versions of the combustion model were used, one written 
in BASIC and used on the PET mini-computer, the other 
written in FORTRAN and used in conjunction with the complete 
cycle analysis on the Burroughs main frame computer. 
The BASIC version, AppendixAS, was used to carry out a 
parametric study on a cylindrical combustion chamber 
geometry and is initiated at 900 b.t.d.c. with a fixed 
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charge, and terminated at 900 a.t.d.c. It 1s this ver-
sion that will be described here. 
6.5.1 Compression and expansion procedure 
The mass within the cylinder at 900 b.t.d.c. is 
calculated from the volume at b.d.c. and an assumed 
pressumof 1 bar and a temperature of JOO K. 
This is then multiplied by (1 - F) where F is the 
residual fraction. 
The Eichelberg (Ref. 60 ) heat transfer coefficient 
is determined from: 
1 
h = 2.265 (V )3 
p 
and the heat transferred calculated based on a mean 
wall temperature of 500 K, the charge temperature 
and the total chamber surface area. The specific 
internal energy of the charge is calculated from 
the polynomial previously referred to in Section 6.4. 
Work done is determined from the volume change 
during the crank angle interval considered. 
The new internal energy is calculated from the first 
law, and the mean temperature calculated by solving 
the polynomial. By applying the perfect gas law, 
the new pressure is determined and taken as the new 
ini tial value. 
6.5.2 Initiation of combustion and calculation of the 
delay period 
The concept of an ignition delay period stems from 
an examination of a pressure crar~ angle trace for 
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a firing engine compared with that of a motored 
engine. 
The ignition delay period can be defined as the 
interval between the time of the spark and the 
point at which the pressure trace deviates sig-
nificantly from the motored trace. This delay 
period can be interpreted as the interval required 
to initiate the flame kerne~ and establish a turb-
ulent flame. 
In previous thermodynamic models, several attempts 
have been made to include the delay period. 
Soliman (Ref. 52) assumes a flame kernel consuming 
0.001 of the total mass of the charge, after which 
the flame progresses with a turbulent burning 
velocity. Lucus and James (Ref. 18) take a spark 
energy of 20 mJ which is released in the chemical 
reaction that begins the combustion process. 
Phillips and Orman (Ref. 19) also take 0.001 of the 
total mass but indicate that ignition delay effects 
can be accounted for by initiating the calculation 
procedure at a different point to the spark. This 
allows for a match to be made between experimental 
and calculated values for the mass fraction burnt. 
A different interpretation on the delay period is 
used by Heywood et al. (Ref. 53) in their cycle 
simulation. (Appendix A9.) 
The delay period quoted here, 6. 9 id' can be 
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interpreted as development of the flame kernel 
and (119~d - 119id) a's the period to establish a 
fully turbulent flame. So the definition of 'delay 
period' as the 0-10% mass fraction burnt period can 
be related to the discussion in section 6.2 and 
this is the definition that will be used in this 
work. Determination of the 0-10% delay period and 
its relationship to engine design parameters, 
requires reference to the turbulent entrainment 
models. 
An expression derived by Hires et al. (Ref. 26) is 
based on the assumption that the delay period (here 
stated as 0-1%) is proportional to the time to burn 
a turbulent eddy: 
= 
This is developed to produce an expression for the 
delay period in terms of degrees of crank angle. 
1 
119ig = Cig (V P )3 (hi UL
) 
where V = mean piston speed p 
V = kinematic viscosity 
h = instantaneous chamber height 
UL = 
Laminar flame speed 
Cig = constant 
The assumptions made in this derivation can be found 
in the paper, the two most significant being that the 
turbulent intensity u at t.d.c. is assumed proportional 
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to the mean piston speed and-that the characteristic 
eddy size is proportional to the chamber height. 
It is stated in the paper by Hires (Ref. 26), 
regarding the 0-1% definition of ignition delay 
period, that, "Although this definition of the end 
of the ignition interval is somewhat arbitrary, it 
represents a convenient reference state near which 
significant energy release begins and a fully dev-
eloped turbulent flame front has been established". 
With reference to the discussion in Section 6.2, it 
is considered that the definition of 0-10% mass 
fraction burnt is justified and that as this period 
will be related to the turbulent conditions in the 
chamber during this period, the use of the Hires 
equation will give an adequate representation of the 
delay period as related to the engine geometry. 
6.;.3 Heat release during the delay period 
Heat release during the ignition delay period was 
determined using a Wiebe function for the mass 
fraction burnt. (Ref. 56) 
This can be written as: C 
- - 9 ] m + 1) 
- - A [~ ~c 0 -
x = 1 - e 
In order for this expression to match with the def-
inition of delay period, x must equal 0.1 when 
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The value of m can be determined from: 
= ~
6gigf ] em + 1) 
-A ~ 9 c 0.1 1 - e 
m = 
The correct burn rate at x = 0.1 will depend on 
the value of A. By differentiating to find . x 
and equating to the burn rate expressed in terms 
of the turbulent flame speed and a spherical flame 
front will give an expression for determining A. 
,69 ~(m+0 
-AL ~ ~:J [I'::, 9 ] ( m+1) 
(m + 1) I'::,~g 
c 
A e 
where = Rate of entrairunent of cha.::::ge 
M = Total mass of charge 
V = Total volume 
dVF 
UT AF UL·FSR..AF but = = d t 
By substitution of the expressions for FSR and ~ 
a quadratic in A can be found and solved. 
A value of A = 1 was found to be satisfactory 
in all cases. 
6.5.4 Heat transfer 
Allowance for heat transfer has been made using 
Eichelberg's (Ref. 60) equation, which has produced 
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satisfactory results in previously reported work. 
The two zones, burnt and unburnt, have separate 
heat transfer areas, AppendixA5 and the heat 
loss has been determined according to the 
expression: 
= 
where E = Eichelberg's heat transfer coefficient n 
~ = Surface area of burnt zone 
Au = Surface area of unburnt zone 
6.5.5 Calculation of flame speed ratio and the 
turbulen t flame spee4. 
The turbulent to laminar flame speed ratio has been 
determined. at each 20 crank angle intervals as the 
combustion progresses across the chamber (See 
Section 6.4). 
FSR = ITT = 1 + K 
UL 
The laminar flame speed UL was determined from the 
expression used by Annand (Ref. 54) and modified by 
Soliman, Fig. 6.5.5/1 
1.647 
UL = 57.0 Rjti Tu f(¢) 
where f(¢) = 4.69 - 8.72(1.1 _ ¢)2 
¢ = equivalence ratio 
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R =·gas constant 
jU = viscosity of unburnt charge 
Tu = temperature of unburnt charge 
6.5.6 Procedure during the step of the combustion 
process 
The calculation procedure during the combustion 
period is slightly different between the delay 
period and afterwards. During the delay period 
the mass fraction burnt (~) is determined from 
the Wiebe function. This is then used to obtain 
the increment of volume burnt (VB) using the 
relationship. 
where M = total charge mass 
V = chamber volume 
The new inflamed volume is found and a flame 
radius determined by a loop routine in the 
enflamed volume sub-routine (Appendix A5). 
In the fully turbulent region, a new flame radius 
is determined from the turbulent flame speed and 
the time increment for 20 crank angle rotation. 
This radius is now used to find the new enflamed 
volume and hence the volume burnt. The mass burnt 
is found using the previous expression for VB 
arranged to give ~. 
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Heat release is now found from the mass burnt, 
the equivalence ratio, the stochiometric fuel/ 
air ratio (FA)' the residual fraction (F) and 
the heating value of the fuel (C
h
): 
Using the first law, at constant volume with no 
heat transfer and the expression for internal 
energy, enables a new mean pressure and temper-
ature to be determined. 
The charge is now expanded to the new volume at 
the end of the 20 interval with allowance for 
heat transfer. A new mean temperature and 
pressure are determined. If the process occurs 
during the delay period, no attempt is made to 
determine burnt and unburnt temperatures, and the 
calculation proceeds to the next interval. 
When the delay period has passe~ the unburnt 
temperature is determined using the expression: 
The subscripts refer to the initial and final 
states. 
The internal energy (Eu) is determined using TU
2 
and the burnt zone internal energy found from: 
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~ = [M E - Mu Eu] /1\ 
This enables a burnt gas temperature TB to be 
determined. 
The new unburnt zone volume is calculated from: 
and hence the new enflamed volume. 
This enables the new flame radius to be found. 
The flame propagation velocity is determined 
from this new radius and the radius at the end 
of the previous step. 
During the calculations the characteristic gas 
constant R has been given a fixed value of 
0.287 kJ/kgK, but the ratio of the specific 
heats ~ has been determined using the following 
expressions taken from Ref. 52 by Soliman. 
-23.787 + i.08ST + 6.933 x i0-5r2 
-23.787 + 0.792ST + 6.933 x i0-5r2 
Ci /C
2 
T = Absolute gas temperature (K) 
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6.6 Observations on results of combustion model 
Results of the output from the combustion model as applied 
to the geometry of the cylindrical form combustion chamber 
as quoted in Section 6.6 are shown in Figs. 6.5.7/1-7. 
The graph of temperature and pressure against crank angle 
shows fairly typical values for this engine configuration 
and running condition. The graph of the burnt zone 
temperature should start at the ignition temperature of 
approximately 900K, the rise from the unburnt temperature 
being due to the use of the concept of a mean temperature. 
The blending of the Wiebe function for the mass fraction 
burnt during the delay period and the values calculated 
using the flame speed is shown in Fig. 6.5.7/1, giving 
an acceptable graph of mass fraction burnt. 
Also shown in this figure is the instantaneous flame 
radius against crankangle. The convex region is 
during the delay period and is in the region where the 
enflamed volume is hemispherical and increasing with the 
cube of the radius. Subsequently after intersection 
wi th the piston crown, the rate of change of volume with 
respect to time or crank angle becomes nearly constant 
and the slope of the radius curve is dependant on FSR 
and the flame surface area. With FSR constant, the 
radius curve will be proportional to the inverse of the 
flame front area. Hence the gradual steepening of the 
curve as the flame front area decreases with increasing 
radius. 
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The effect of piston motion on the enflamed volume and 
flame front surface area is shown in Fig. 6.5.7/), which 
is plotted for a 10mm offset of the spark plug. The 
only significant effect of the piston motion in this 
case is due to the change in the position of the inter-
section point with the piston crown. This is significant 
when considering Lancaster's comments regarding the step 
in his graphs of FSR against radiu5. 
It is beneficial to ensure that full turbulent flame 
development has occurred before intersection with the 
piston crown, so as to prevent this delay in the develop-
ment of the FSR. This is perhaps most significant in the 
case of high compression lean burn engines with an extended 
delay period and is conceivably one reason for the success 
of the high compression lean burn engine with a recess 
under the exhaust or inlet valve, as used by May (Ref.55). 
The 4-valve pent-roof chamber with a flat-topped piston 
also has this advantage. 
The flame velocities of propagation and burning are shown 
in Figs. 6.5.7/4-6, together with the FSR's. Determination 
of the velocities and FSR during the ignition delay period 
using the present model is unlikely to be of significance 
due to the assumptions made regarding the heat release 
rate. 
The graphs show very large propagation velocities and 
burning velocities during this period, and this is 
directly related to the plot of flame radius against 
2.00 
crank angle, Fig. 6.5.7/2. The convex region, as 
mentioned previously, being the reason for the high 
velocity values shown. 
Subsequent to the delay period, the predicted values of 
propagation velocity, burning velocity and FSR are in 
good agreement with the trends and values given in 
Lancaster's paper (Ref. 49). The values shown in 
Table 6.2 are for the CFR engine run in the datum con-
dition as stated in the paper. 
One point that does result from these plots is the value 
The propagation velocity VT is the combination of 
the burning velocity and the component of the expansion 
of the burnt volume into the unburnt charge. 
If the rate of compression of the total charge is suffic-
iently high at a time when the burning velocity is low, 
it is conceivable that, due to the reduction of the burnt 
and unburnt volumes, the propagation velocity could be 
less than the burning velocity. 
That the piston motion greatly influences the flame 
propagation can be seen from Fig. 6.5.7/4-6. With 
reference to the combustion of the mixture VT has little 
relevance and it can be seen that UT VT -=1=-UL VL 
where VLis the propagating velocity when FSR = 1 
The effect of ignition timing on the burn rate, Fig. 
6.5.7/7, is as expected and can be compared with Fig. 6.5.7/8, 
which is taken from the paper by Hires (Ref. 26) 
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6.7 Application of the combustion model to the geometry 
of the cylindrical combustion chamber 
The geometry of the combustion chamber will have consid-
erable effects on the progression of the combustion 
phase. These effects will be the result of two main 
factors: 
(i) Influence on the FSR due to variations in the 
factors in the FSR expression, notably 
hS/hi , LV' Z and fi/fu' 
(ii) A direct effect due to the shape of the volume 
against radius characteristic, the slope of this, 
dV~~ being most significant. 
The chamber compactness will considerably affect 
the heat loss during the combustion phase. 
The spark plug position is the controlling factor when 
determining the enflamed volume characteristics and as 
stated in section 6.2 will greatly influence the duration 
of combustion. The other main parameters that can be 
varied are the bore/stroke ratio and the compression 
ratio. 
The comparisons made in the following sections are based 
on a datum case with the following parameters: 
Capacity 2.50 cc 
Bore/ stroke ratio 1 
Bore 68.28 mm 
Stroke 68.28 mm 






Inlet valve diameter 0.43 x bore = 29.36 rom 
(Single inlet and exhaust valve) 
Inlet valve lift 0.25 x inlet valve dia 
= 7.34 rom 
Mean inlet valve flow coefficient = 0.357 
Ignition advance 300 
Height of chamber at T.O.c. 9.75 rom 
Height of chamber at ignition : 15.63 mm 
A parametric survey was carried out initially for the 
central spark plug geometry and gave the following results: 
Holding the bore/stroke ratio at 1 and varying the com-
pression ratio from 6 to 12 indicated little if any effect 
on the combustion duration. This was in spite of (i) a 
reduction of 26% in the delay period at the higher com-
pression ratio, Fig. 6.6/1., and (ii) the decrease in 
FSR caused by the reduced chamber height affecting the 
turbulent scale. This reduction outweighed the improve-
ment in laminar flame speed due to the higher temperature 
at the initiation of combustion. 
The conclusion that compression ratio does not significantly 
affect the burn duration is confirmed by Mayo (Ref. 41), 
and a comparison with his Figure 9 is shown on Fig.6.6/2. 
One factor that will have a significant effect on the 
combustion duration is the equivalence ratio. This is 
mainly due to the change in the laminar flame speed UL 
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as shown in Fig. 6.6/3. However, with fixed timing, the 
point of 50% mass burnt occurs at significantly different 
piston positions which affects the FSR. The comments of 
Lancaster et al (Ref. 44) regarding this point agree even 
though his points of .5C% mass fraction burnt were much 
closer together, Fig. 6.6/4. It is not therefore correct 
to assume that the FSR is indend~nt of equivalence ratio. 
The bore/stroke ratio parameter influences the FSR in 
several ways as stated in Section 6.3. It also changes 
the enflamed volume characteristic, the chamber surface 
to volume ratio and hence the heat loss, Fig. 6.6/5-7. 
However the major effect on burn duration is caused by 
reducing the delay period with increased bore/stroke ratio. 
This is due to the reduced chamber height which decreases 
the characteristic eddy burn time. 
The combination of the two effects, which indicates a 
slight reduction of combustion duration with increasing 
bor~/stroke ratio is shown in Fig. 6.6/8-9. 
Engine speed, or more significantly, mean piston speed 
has a direct effect on both the delay period and the FSR. 
1 
The delay period is proportional to (piston speed)3, 
and hence shows a decreasing dependence on engine speed 
as the piston speed increases. 
The FSR contains the piston speed in the Gulp Factor 
directly. However, due to the fact that the FSR = 1 




the ratio will become more directly dependent on V as 
p 
FSR» 1. 
This leads to the combustion duration approaching a 
nearly constant value at high engine speeds, Fig.6.6/10 
[Note: This presumes that the Gulp Factor remains below 
0.5 and hence the volumetric efficiency is not adversely 
affectedj 
Two other engine geometry parameters have to be considered: 
(i) the effect of inlet valve and port geometry, as 
represented by the inlet valve size and mean 
discharge coefficient, and, 
(ii) the cylinder swept volume. 
Including the mean discharge coefficient in the expression 
for FSR is a means of reflecting the 'effective' inlet 
tract dimensions as related to the actual throat diameter 
This concept enables a term directly related to inlet 
flow quality to be represented in the FSR expression. 
A more detailed explanation is included in Chapter J. 
The effect of variations of C are shown in Fig. 6.6/11 m 
where a 20% reduction of the discharge coefficient 
produces a 21% increase in FSR and a 16% reduction in 
10-90% burnt region, the ignition delay period remaining 
constant. 
By comparison, Mayo in Ref. 41 reports that the high 
velocity port gave 24% reduction in burn time in the 
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open standard chamber and a 23,% reduction in the open 
chamber with a central spark plug. These results were 
obtained using a port with reduced area, with flow 
characteristics as shown in his Fig. 4. This figure 
indicates a reduction of mean discharge coefficient of 
about 18,% with the high velocity port. 
Reduction of inlet valve diameter whilst maintaining the 
mean discharge coefficient means a reduction in valve 
lift. Both the valve diameter (or throat diameter) 
and the valVe lift appear in the FSR expression and a 
reduction of either will increase the FSR. Therefore 
the burn time is more sensitive to this parameter than 
the discharge coefficient. The effect is shown in 
Fig. 6.6/12 where a 20% reduction in valve diameter 
and lift produced an increase of F.S.R. of 39.8.% and 
a reduction of the 10-90% burn time of 32.9%. 
Changes in engine cylinder size, whilst maintaining the 
same geometry, will change three parameters used in 
determination of delay period and FSR. The major 
influence on the FSR will be due to changes in mean piston 
speed, as contained in the Gulp Factor. Secondary effects 
will be due to the reduction in valve lift, reflecting the 
reduction in turbulent scale. These two effects combined 
give a 2~ reduction in FSR between 500 cc and 250 cc 
swept volume. This reduction in volume of 50% results 
in a reduction in dimensions of 21% and therefore the 
10-90% burn time increases slightly. 
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However the reduced piston speed and chamber height will 
cause the delay period to decrease by 21% and hence the 
0-90% burn time decreases slightly. 
The results are shown in Fig. 6.6/13. 
Finally the total flame travel path and enflamed volume 
characteristic can be altered by the offset of the spark 
plug. The result of offsetting the plug on the enflamed 
volume characteristic for a fixed chamber volume is 
shown in Fig. 6.6/14. 
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TABLE 6.1 
REFERENCE EXPRESSION ENGINE 
PHILLIPS & ORMAN tTT 1 + 0.002N (Ref.19) = RICARDO E6 UL 
HOGETTS (Ref.47) tTT 1 + 0.0017N = FORD ZODIAC UL 
LUCUS & JAMES UT = 1 + 0.00197N (Ref.l8) UL 
RENAULT 
GURGIS & TIDMARSH UT 1 + 0.0016N (Ref20) = CHRYSLER UL 
TO 1 + 0.0013N AVENGER 
TABLE 6.2 
COMPARISON WITH VALUES FROM Ref. 49* 
~ UT rn/s lfT m/s FSR 
COMBUSTION MODEL 0.8 7.49 12.41 3.2 
LANCASTER 
UN SHROUDED VALVE 0.8 9.2 12.9 2.9 
SHROUDED VALVE 0.8 16.0 21.7 4.2 
* ALL VALUES AT .50% MASS FRACTION BtTRNT 
Data for this run was as stated in the paper. 
Bore = 82.55 nun 
Stroke = 114.3 nun 
Con. rod length = 2.54 rom 
Compo ratio = 8.72 
Speed = 1500 r.p.m. 
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FIG 6.6/12 . 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FOR FURTHER 1l0RK 
7.1 Summary of conclusions 
(i) A cylinder head of the 4-valve config-
uration as used in current manufacture 
has been mathematically modelled to give 
accurate detailed dimensional data 
This modelling technique can be applied 
to any cylinder head whose geometry can 
be mathematically described. 
Information has been gained from the 
geometrical analysis on the I~obable 
design limitations on breathing perform-
ance and mechanical limitations. 
This enables a wide range of design 
options to be readily assessed without 
resorting to detailed layouts. 
(ii) The 4-valve configuration has been 
shown to be able to provide a high com-
pression compact combustion chamber with 
an acceptable surface to volume ratio 
without detrimental effects on volumetric 
efficiency. 
(iii) A method has been developed whereby the 
spherical flame front plot for any 4-valve, 
pent-roof, configuration can readily be 
produced in order to study the probable 







(iv) It has been shown that the 2-inlet valve 
configuration exhibits a high inlet valve 
flow coefficient that is insensitive to 
valve inclination. 
(v) The effects of changes of engine geometry 
on volumetric efficiency can be rapidly 
determined using the 'Inertia supercharge 
index' as defined in Reference 13, and 
fixed induction pipe periods. 
(vi) If inertia effects are considered, the 
value 0.5 does not constitute a limit 
on inlet mach index beyond which improve-
ments in volumetric efficiency are 
possible. 
(vii) The method of characteristics for 
homentropic flow has been shown to pro-
vide a usable method of analysis for the 
dynamic effects in the induction system, 
but it has problems with stability at low 
engine speeds and with large valve overlap. 
(viii) An expression for the flame speed ratio in 
the fully developed turbulent burning 
region has been related to engine geometry 
and gives a good indication as to the pro-








(ix) The results indicate that the 4-valve 
configuration could be the basis of a 
lean-burn engine, if designed in a high 
compression ratio, low surface-to-volume 
configuration, with reduced valve lift. 
This will still maintain an adequate 
breathing performance. 
Suggestions for further work 
(i) Extension of the geometric analysis to 
provide graphical output of the combustion 
chamber geometry. 
(ii) The addition of exhaust pipe dynamics to 
the engine cycle simulation and further 
e~perimental verification at higher 
engine speeds. 
(iii) Conversion of engine to run on gasoline by 
the addition of a strengthened piston and 
reduced compression ratio. (It is designed 
to run on methanol.) 
(iv) Experimental determination of flame speed 
and relationship to inlet duct conditions. 
(v) Build engine to a configuration suggested 
by the analysis to give satisfactory operation 
at lean mixture conditions, whilst maintaining 
adequate volumetric efficiency, and verify 
experimentally. 
2..4-3 
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APPENDIX Ai 
Historical development of the 2-inlet!2-exhaust valve, pent-roof 
configuration combustion chamber 
The pent-roof combustion chamber having 2 inlet valves on one 
inclined plane and 2 exhaust valves situated on a similar plane, 
with the planes intersecting on the engine axis, dates back to 
1912. 
The first of this design to use the central spark plug position,as 
used in this investigation, was the 7.76 litre 4-cylinder engine 
of the 1912 Grand Prix Peugeot racing car. This design was the 
work of Swiss Engineer, Ernest Henry, possibly resulting from ideas 
from two Peugeot drivers at the time, Zuccarelli and Georges 
BoUlot. 
The design was immediately successful and as such was soon copied, 
in some cases in detail. In 1914, Sunbeam, Humber and Vauxhall 
all produced versions of this design to race in the Tourist Trophy 
of that year. The design became popular in America after the 
importation of Sunbeam and Peugeot cars in 1915, and was adopted by 
Chevrolet. The design is also evident in the engines of Harry 
Miller and subsequently his plant manager, Offenhauser, whose 
engines are still used for racing in America. 
The development of the current engine is evident from Table A1. 
Another noteworthy design was that of Dr. H. Ricardo (later 
Sir Harry Ricardo), who in 1922 produced a J-litre design for 
VaUxhall Motors Ltd. The bore/stroke ratio at 0.64 was an increase 
on the value of 0.5J/0.59 current at the time and enabled him to 
run this 4-cylinder engine at crankshaft speeds similar to an 
24-9 
8-cylinder engine with a mean piston speed of 3,900 ft/min. 
The valve included angle of 900 enabled large valves to be used and 
was possible with an acceptable piston crown at the compression ratio 
of 5.8:1 used. 
Development of the 4-valve/cylinder design in the racing car 
engine was to a great extent terminated by the introduction, in 
1923, of the 2-litre limit of swept volume, and later the develop-
ment of supercharging, which did not require the benefits of volu-
metric efficiency made available by the use of multiple inlet 
valves. 
Use of the pent-roof type combustion chamber continued in the field 
of sports cars and motor cycles, some notable examples being the 
Sunbeam, single O.H. camshaft 3-litre engine of 1922, and the Rudge 
motor cycle engines built from 1924 up to 1939. Some of the later 
Rudge engines did diverge from the classic pent-roof design, having 
the exhaust port arranged radially in the part spherical chamber. 
Current use of the configuration is also found in racing, both car 
and motor cycleJ the most successful racing engine being the 
Cosworth DFV V8, which employs a flat piston crown and a valve 
o included angle of 32 • This enables a compression ratio of 11.75:1 
to be achieved with a bore/stroke ratio of 1.]2. 
It is interesting to note that with the advent of turbo-charging, 
the advantages of high volumetric efficiency with the multiple valve 
layout is not quite so necessary. However, the use of multiple 
valves has other advantages, particularly in the field of valve 
dynamics and thermal loading. 
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The predominant engine used in speedway racing is the Weslake '1t'R 275 
engine produced by Westlake and Co.Ltd., which is manufactured in 
push-rod, single and double overhead camshaft form, all with central 
spark plug position. 
The field of production vehicles presents several examples of this 
type of combustion chamber, Lotus and British Leyland (Triumph 
Dolomite Sprint) producing engines for cars, and Yamaha and Honda, 
engines for motor cycles. 
Details of some historic and current engines employing the 4-valve 


































DErAILS OF SOME HISTORIC AND CURRENT 4-VALVE/CYLINDER DESIGNS 
DESIGNER V N B S B/S 
VALVES/CYL 9VLV NCAMS Lt cyls mm mm IN. EX. 
E.HENRY 7.60 4 110 200 0.55 2 2 45 2 
E.HENRY 2.98 4 78 156 0.5 2 2 60 2 
E.HENRY 5.60 4 100 180 0.55 2 2 60 2 
E.HENRY 2.47 4 75 140 0.54 2 2 60 2 
E.HENRY 4.49 4 92 169 0.54 2 2 60 2 
L.COATALEN 3.30 4 81 160 0.51 2 2 60 2 
L.COATALEN 4.40 4 94 160 0.59 2 2 60 2 
T .BURGESS 3.30 4 82 156 0.53 2 2 2 
P.DAIMLER & 4.48 4 93 165 0.56 2 2 60 1 
WALLINGER 
4.88 4 97 165 0.59 2 2 1 
E.HENRY 4.82 8 74 140 0.53 2 2 60 2 
E.HENRY 2.96 8 65 112 0.58 2 2 60 2 
L . CHEVROLET 2.98 4 79 152 0.52 2 2 60 2 
BHP @ NREV BHP/V M.P.S 
ft/min 
130 @ 2200 17.1 2,890 
90 @ 2900 31,2 2,970 
80 @ 3000 32.4 2,760 
112 24.9 
99 @ 3000 33.0 3,150 
100 @ 3200 30.3 3,270 
115 @ 2800 25.7 3,030 
130 26.6 
140 29.0 
108 @ 4000 36.4 2,790 
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B S B/S 
VALVEs/eYL 9VLV NCAMS BHP @ NREV BHP/V M.P.S 
nun nun IN • EX. ft/min 
65 112 0.58 2 2 60 2 108 @ 4000 36.4 2.940 
85 132 0.64 2 2 90 2 129 @ 4.500 43.0 3,900 
109 110 0.99 2 2 70 2 402 @ 6000 97.8 4,375 
86 65 1.32 2 2 32 2 410 @ 9000 137.0 3.838 , 
86 69 1.25 2 2 40 2 222 @ 9000 139.0 4,074 
75 56 1.22 2 2 22 2 495 @ 11250 165.0 4,170 
90 78 1.15 2 2 35 1 127 @ 5700 63.5 2.917 * 
95 69 1.38 2 2 40 2 140 @ 6500 70.0 2,942 * 
- -- -
* PRODUCTION ENGINES 
APPENDIX A2 
Derivation of equations used in determining cylinder head and valve 




A2.l Calculation of cylinder head volume 
Volume of element dV = 2JR2 _X 2 ydx 
Bu t Y = ( Xl - X ) tan 9 
:. Volume dV = 2JR2 _X 2 tan 9 (Xi -X ) 
254-
,', Total volume between limits of Xl and X
2 
v " 2 tan Q [Xl ¥[X}R2 - X 2 + R2 51n-1 liD) 
+ ~ h2 -x2i]:: 
With radiused edges 
L--L I__ --.--y ----.I~ Section AA 
--1yt- ~ 
Xl 
Vi =f [(2JR2 -X2 -20 y + IT/2] dx 
X2 
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A2.2 Calcula Hon of the surface area of the cylinder head 
Area of sloping face 
Xl 
A = ~JR2_x2 
1 j~ Cos 9 dx 
X
2 
= 1 [x J R2 _ X 2 + R2 
Cos 9 
With radlused edges 




+ J( y dx 
Cos 9 
NOTE: The last term is an approximation that underestimates at 
one limit and overestimates at the other. 
Xl 
A2 = CO~ {x [dR2 _X2 + Y (rr -~J dx 
2 
A = A + 2 1 
2 
= A + 0.570S sin2g (Xl - XJ 1 cos 9 
PIN = CODI/tan 9 
Xs = ID/2 - PIN 
X7 = ID/2 
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ABCOI = area of base of inlet cut-out 
ABCOI 
Xa 
= [X J ~D12f _X2 ~~y 51n-1 i~] 
X
1 
This is a function in the program termed HCAL, 
,', ABCOI = HCAL (xa' ID) - HCAL ex?, ID) 
Calculation of the side area 
y = (X - Xa)tan 91 ¢ = cos-~ 2Xa/ID) 
ASCOI = area of side of inlet valve cut-out 
~1 
ASCOI = f 0 ID tan 91 (X -X8 ) dI! 
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A2.J Valve pocket geometry 
Inlet side: 
K2xB \ , , , \ ~ --
IID = inlet insert diameter 
ID = inlet valve diameter 
B = cylinder bore 
D1 = IID(K1 - 0.5) - ID/2.0 
D2 = D1 tan 91 
D
J 
= K2B/cos 9 
CaDI = KJID - (D2 + DJ ) (maximum depth of pocket) 
258 
A2.3.1 Partial cut-outs 
PIN<ID 
Volume of partial valve pocket 
VIeo = Volume of inlet valve cut-out 
fX82JGny VIeO = 
X? 
but y = tan 91 eX -Xa) 
VIeo = 2 tan 91 
2 







tan 91 ABeOI 
which is in the form of a function in the programme: 
VIeo = veo (X?, ABeOI, ID, XS, THETA 1) 
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A2.J.2 Full cut-out 
PIN >ID 





ASCOI = fa ID tan 91 (x - Xs) d~ 
= - rr Xs ID tan 91 
VICO = - rr x (ID/~ 2 s tan 91 
2.60 
APPENDIX AJ 
Derivation of equations used for determining spherical flame front 
area and enflamed volume 
AJ.1 Flame front area excluding valve pockets 
From AppendixAl the limits on the radii are given by: 
R1 = K1 x lID sin 91 + BB x B x tan 91/ + K22 x BB 
2 
R2 = BB/2 - K1 x IID sin 9
1 
RJ 
K22 includes the effect of piston motion and is calculated 
from: 
K22 = K2 + K21 
where K2 is a constant and 
K21 = [ ~s/ ~ (1 - cos 
where SS = stroke 
L = connecting rod length 
, = crank angle measured from b.d.c. 
The flame front area is calculated from a basic area which is 
that of the sphere radiating from the point of ignition inter-
sec ted by the two valve planes. This is then modified at 
each limit on the radii. 
The basic area is: 
A = 
where ¢ is the included valve angle. 
If R >R1 intersection with the piston crown occurs: 
Reduction in area = 2R(R - R1)R. 
2(;1 
If R > R2 account must be taken of the effect of the curvature 
of the sides. In this case , expressions were derived using the 
lengths of bore wall intersected by the curved areas. 
Certain assumptions were made in order to simplify the calc-
ulations, but these introduce very little error. 
The three area reductions for this region are given by: 
DRl = HI [ 1 - } - ( R ~1 R:) 2r 
AAl = ARCI x DR! 
AA2 = ARCE x DR1 
AA3 = 2 x BB x B x DRl 
where ARCI = Arc length of curved intersection on inlet side 
ARCE = Arc length of curved intersection on exhaust side 
AAl = Reduction of area inlet side 
AA2 = Reduction of area on exhaust side 
AA3 = Reduction of area on centre strip 
If R >R3 the flame has progressed into the region under the 
squish areas. In this case, an additional area must be added 
to compensate for the fact that the valve planes do not project 
this far. 
Additional area = 4(R - R3)R sin (~2) sin -l[J 1 - r:2R~OS ~J l \..2 ( 2) 
All that is now required is an allowance for the valve pockets. 
This is given in the next section. 
2.G2 
AJ.2 Contribution of valve pockets to flame front area 
AJ .2 .1 Partial valve pockets: PIN < ID 
Y1 = jPIN x ID - PIN2 
R5 = ~ Y12 + GAPI2 
R6 = 
~ sln-1 [ [(rn/2 + c ~ BB) Y J/ Rj 
f1 = sin-1 (GAPI/RC) 
Arc length ARL = RC (T( /2 - 0<. - (3) 
HJ = (RC - GAPI) CODI cos 91 /PIN 
Area = HJ x ARL/2 
AJ.2.2 Full pockets: PIN> ID 
RR = (ID/
2
)2 + (KJ x ID - CODI (2 PIN/ID - 1.0))2 
DC = J RR - H12 
R5 =}oc2 + «C x BB + ID)/2)2 - ID/2 
R6 calculated as before. 
PS ' tan-1 [((rn + c x BB) /~ / ( rn/2 cos 91 + GAP0J 
AR = 2 RC(PS - 0( ) 
The rest of the calculation is the same as for partial cut-out. 
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APPENDIX A4 
Derivation of equations used for detennining the heat transfer areas 
AREA 1 = T( R2 
If R > Rl intersection with piston: 
AP = rr (R2 - R12) 
(NOTE: Val ve pocket surface taken as plan area) 
If R > R2 intersection with curved sides. 
This region is dealt with with a summation routine: 
ARl = ARCI + B x BB/2 
AR2 = ARCE + B x BB/2 
AREA 2 = (ARl x DRl / (Hl - DR1) 
AREA J = (AR2 x DR1/CHl - DRl) 
AREA 4 = AREA 4 + AREA 2 
AREA 5 = AREA 5 + AREA J 
ADA = 2(AREA 4 + AREA 5) 
+ DRl x) (1 + 
+ DRl x) (1 + 
(AR1/ Hl)J)x DR 
(AR2/ H ) l)x DR 
1 
(Burnt area) BAREA = AREA 1 + 2 x R x B x BB + ADA + AP 
UBAREA = SURFA - BAREA 
2E>4 
APPENDIX A5 
Enflamed volume and heat transfer area subroutine for cylindrical 
combustion chamber-. 
In order to investigate the effect of combustion chamber geometry 
on the combustion process, it was decided to use the cylindrical 
combustion chamber with provision for spark plug offset, as the 
simplest to analyse. 
The output from the subroutine that is required in the programme 
is as follows: 
(i) At any flame radius: 
The enflamed volume 
The burnt region heat transfer surface area 
The unburnt region heat transfer surface area. 
(11) At any enflamed volume: 
The radius of the flame. 
The geometry using an offset spark plug in a cylindrical combustion 










The plan area across any section AA is determined from: 
Area = B2~ + 0<. R 2 _ R B sinp 4 d sIT 
1 
Hence the volume can be found by integration. When the cross-
section is circular the same expression can be used by putting 
f= 0 eX. =T( 
The burnt region heat transfer area can be found from 
2 
= 
for the bore area and the area from equation 1 at z = 0 and z = HT. 
266 
The heat transfer area of the unburnt region is determined by sub-
tracting the burnt region area from the total chamber area. 
These areas and volwnes are calculated at every crank angle interval, 
having first determined the chamber height HT. 




80mputer program used in determination of valve flow coefficients 
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S jl~ j~T(l&1 
6 ~E~tI7~IS p~C~~~~ C~LCUL~TES TWE FGRT FLGW COEFFICIE~T,;:L~MET;:C :L:~ ;;TE. 
7 ~E~tILIFTI~IA ~~TIO ~~D EFFECTIVE ~REA OF ~ ?~IR OF ;~L~E; ~~~ ~C~T :r ; 
3 ~E~tl~E~IES OF ~~L~E LIFTS. 
Q ~E~IIFLCW TH~O~GH !HE :~L~ES IS ~;5~~E~ TO H~~E BEEN ~E;SU~E~ ~3;~6 : I.:SI~ 
10 ~E·tIDI~~ETER ORIFICE I~ A 4IN LINE ~ITH D&Df2 T~PF:\G5 ~CC:F~I~6 TJ 551GI: 
. II ~E~IITHE S;SIC ~RE~ IS T~KEN :S TWICE THE 7HROAT ~~EA ~F : 3i~GLE ~:L~E. 
12 ~EMIITHE EFFECTIVE ~REA IS C~LCUL~TED USING THE CONST~NT F~E;;UPE .:~EL 
IJ RE~II~SSU~IN6 SUBSONIC FLGW AT THE THROAT. 
:0 FRINT'llltFLOW COMFFICIENT PROGRA~IIII' 
:5 PRIN7'INPUT THE FOLLC~IN6 DATA SEPARATED BY CD~~A5' 
2b PRINT'THROAT nIA :M~)1' 
~7 pql~T'~MBIENT FRESSURE (M~ HSl" 
~8 ~"iNT'H~BIENT TE~PERATURE (DES Cl1" 
30 INPUTD,PA~,T:~ 
40 HR=D':11.57IE-b 
55 PRINT'I~PUT RUN DATA IN THE SA~E FQR~AT" 
56 PRINT"VALVE LIFT (~")1" 
57 PRINT'ORIFCE HEAD (C~ WATER),I 
S9 PRINT"DOWNSTREA" PRESSURE (C~ WATERl" 























:62 8$='CUB M;SEC' 
263 CS='SQ ~" 
270 PRINT'VALVE LIFT=';~L;AS 
271 PRINT'FLOW CCEFF=";VFC 
~7~ PRINT"LIFT/OIA RATIO=';lL 
~73 PR:NT'VOLU"ETRIC FLOW RATE=":Q:BS 




APPENDIX A 7 
The Polydyne cam design method 
Various methods are available for determining a desired cam profile 
for a defined valve motion. The Polydyne method was thought most 
suitable in this case as it progresses from a selected valve motion 
back to the cam via the valve train. This would take into account 
the valve dimensions and hence mass, as derived in the geometric 
analysis, and so provide another link in the design chain. 
It has also been shown by Fawcett (Ref. 32) the polydyne cam should 
give better motion than a polynomial cam where the Follower motion is 
described by a polynomial, at all speeds above W1ijz where ~.{1 is 
the polydyne cam design speed. This is the most important part of 
the speed range as large vibrations would not normally occur at low 
speed. 
With regard to cam excited vibrations in the Follower system, the 
polydyne cam is only theoretically superior when the design speed W1 
is some way from the valve crash speed. It has been shown, however, 
that by the use of dual valves and a multiplicity of cylinders, the 
valve bounce speed can be as high as 25000 r.p.m. (Ref. 13). 
The valve bounce speed can be determined from: 
N fl!y = 2C wC-Y) e 
where N = engine speed (r.p.m) e 
F = Valve spring force at maximum lift (kgf) 
2 
(g = 9.81 x 103 rnm/ 2 ) K = g [~J s 
w = Equivalent inertia weight of valve train (kg[) 
270 
y = maximum negative acceleration (mm/rad2) 
C = Constant - the value of C is 0.85 for valve jumping 
or 1.0 for valve bounce. 
The Polydyne method of designing a sui table cam profile to produce 
a polynomial valve motion, was originally suggested by Dudley (Ref.33) 
and later refined by Thoren, Engemann and Stoddart (Ref. )4). 
Further work, using computer techniques, was done by Nourse et al 
(Ref. 35) and it was this work that formed the basis of the current 
programme. 
For a push-rod design, the valve train is idealised into the single 
degree of freedom shown below. 
Valve spring 







Valve end element 
effective weight 
\'f\\\ 
(Val ve motion) 
Note: There is a 
rocker ratio 
between y 
and z which 
is not shown 
z (tappet motion) 
Basic equations: 
The valve motion is described by a 5th order polynomial: 
The constant coefficients Cp ' Cq ' Cr ' Cs and Ct are determined from 
the boundary conditions: 
C = - grst,Ym - ~g + r + s + t - 6)v + AA 
p (q - p) r - p)(s - p)(t - p) 
C = - prst,Ym - fp + r + s + t -6)v + AA 
q (p - q) r - q)(s - q)(t - q) 
C = -pgst,Ym - ~t + 9 + s + t - 6)v + AA 
r (p - r q - r)(s - r)(t - r) 
C = -pqrt,Ym - ~t + q + r + t - 6)v + AA 
s (p - s q - s)(r - 5)(t - 5) 
Ct = 
-pgrs,Ym - (t + 9 + r + s - 62V + AA 
(p - t) q - t)(r - t)(s - t) 
V 
XRJ ,VR = ¢ 
AA 
AR,XR4 = -r 
where XR = Cam lift period (deg) 
VR = Velocity at end of ramp (in/deg) 
AR = (in/ 2) Acceleration at end of ramp deg 
~ = Dynamic deflection coefficient 
The equivalent cam motion, neglecting the rocker ratio (RR) is given 
by: 
Yo = Y + Py + ~y r / 
272 
Tappet motion z o = Y/RR o 
Velocities and accelerations can be determined from the differentials 
of these expressions: 
~ = static deflection coefficient 




and ¢ = 0.09J WKN 
o 
where W = Effective weight (WEP + WER + WEV ) 
WEP = 
WP/RR2 Pushrod weight/rocker ratio2 
WEB. = WR x RR/5 Rocker weight x rocker ratio/5 
= WV+ WS/J Valve weight +1 spring weight WEV 3 
Using this method and selecting suitable polynomial powers and ramp 
exit valves, a suitable cam design can be produced. 
The ramp used in this particular programme was a constant velocity 
































































fILE 3{KI~0=PRINT EP) 
r r L ( 2 = K ;: E PI C 0 A 14 • U IU T = '). ) K 
C 01114 0 14 F A ( I OJ ) • F L ( 1 00 ) • R 4 ( 10 J ) • R L ( 11) I) ) • 4 I • A 2. 'J. a 1 • ) 2. 8 ! 
COI1'4GN ITYP-. ~ .~) 
OI~EN'iIO" lC100).llC100).Y(100)oYI(l OO) 
JIMC:NSIO .~ i)U(16) 
RE~L ,".10 .1'(1. Kf.LC.li 
1 WinrEC3ol0l> 
101 fO~I1AT<lrl .2JH CA '1 DESI GN PR OGRAM) 
10 DO ~u I = 1.100 





leI> = 0.0 
'f1<I) = 0.0 
'«I> = 0.1) 
20 CONTl~U:: 
In READ( 5.1) ITYP E 
If ClT'fPE.(f).2.) :>O"J I n 9 
If C! T'fP E. E ').9.) CAlI.. P: IT 
IF(IT'fPE.EQ.l.) ~OTl 60 
~RITE(3.50) ITYP~ 
51 FiJ~HAT(ZOH I ,~'HLII) TYPE tiD. .xl> 
GOT l 30 
41 FO ,iHATCIlO.2fl0.0} 
61 REAO(2,/)S\.ROLLLR.8ASE 
IF(Nt.LE.IOO)GOTO ~O 
RE~O <2.1) (P.Q. I=I.~l) 
GOTQ 30 
8'1 R E " 0 ( 2 • I ) ( F 4 ( I ) • f L ( ~) • r = 1 • N 1 ) 
90 FOiHAT (3flO.4) 
WRITE(3.JS) (FACI) ........ (!).I=I.Nt> 




DO 100 I = Zdm 
"I = FU I ) 
A2 FUI-I} 
A 3 = FU 1+1., 
31 = FACI} 
dZ = FACI-ll 
a3 = FACI+I) 
C ALL CALC C"C 1» 
100 CO~Tl ,'WE 
NN = N'i - I 
DO 110 I = 2.NN 
AI 1(I> 
AZ = 1<l-1) 
,3 = Z<1+1> 
'31 = FAn) 
3Z = FA(I-l) 
83 FA(I+l> 
C4LL CALC (71 <1+1 » 
11 0 C O~ Tl ,'W~ 
II 14= ~ 1 -I 
DO 120 I = Z.NN 
TUIA = 4TANZ(-5T.23.!<I-l), ~+FUI-1» 

















































































TA 'jC : 'T. I .... (-S7.?I\.LCI.l).P..FLCI.1l> 
.\1: (q.FLC{).COS<TU9)-Q JLL::;{ 
'2= (rt.FL<I-l».C1snANl)-ROLLrR 
Al: ( R. FL<I.l ».COS(fA NC)-FOLL~R 
i1 A ( I) = T A ' j 8 • ') 7 • 2" • FA ( ! ) -
i1A<t-ll: TAIU • ')7.~8 • FA(I-t) 
rtAcr·U : T~~C • ')7 • .:e + FA(r+u 
al: ilA(r) 
o3l = RA<!-l> 
n : RA(r.l) 
RL<I) = U 
RL<!-l) : A~ 
RUltl> = A~ 
CALL CALC (YO» 
CO~TIHU:: 
tI N : NN - 1 
00130 I = 2. NN 
AI: H[) 
A2 : Y<I-ll 
A3: Y<Itl) 
31:RAlI) 
62 = RA(I-ll 
:33 : RA<I+ll 
CALL CALC (Ylntl» 
COH 1 NUE 
WRITE(3.1"~) ROLL~q.BAsr 
fOR'iAT <1HI.20X.l')H i1ESULTS FOP I 
" 1 5'i R 0 L L ERR AD. = .f 1 'j. & 11 J i1 BAS E ;U 0 • • F 15. & ) 
WRITE(3ol5i)1 
fO.( :~AT (Hi11 ANGLE LIFT V::LOCITY ACCEL::RATI ON 
101 ~ I T E (3. 1 I) 0) (F A ( I>.:: L ( T > • Z ( I > • II ( 1 ) • I = 1. N) 
f OR MAT (H 1 1. 0 ) 
WRITEO.t501 
loI iUTE (Jolon) (RHf).RUU.Y<I>.Y1<I).r=I.N) 
GOT:) 10 
i4RIIE<0. 2 01 ) 
FI) ,~ ~1AT<Ui .13H rlPu· IpoNT 
RE~~(5.210) IPR~T 
fORHAT<42 ) 
If( rPR:'4J. 1 i.2HAB> GO"J 200 
If<IPRNT.15.2HB ) GinO 2 00 
IrcIPRNT.15.2HA ) G1TO ZO O 
IoIRITi(].JOOl IPR~T 
fO~~UT<2&H '": ,'HALI() I'JJTPUT REQUEST .A2> 
GO TLI 10 
WRlTU&.202} 













C 14= 0 • It 
RE\D(5./)ZR.YM.XQ.P.Q.R.S.T 
WRITE(&·~03' 
FD~'1~T<lfi .1lfi DATA READ) 
~ R'I T E ( 3. 2 2 I) ) '4 • Y R , I'<; 0 • ~ 1 • \I P • \I R • II V • W S • 'f .... x R • ~ R • R ': . R F , PL • 
"KF.Cw .P.I).R.S. T 




































































- 251 WRIrE:,{6.21l> 
Z II f OR ~A T ( I H 0 .2 J( • I 0 H R A ~p 0' T 4 
20r; RE40(5.n XRM?YR.VR.4R 
WRlrEC1.212)XRMP.YR.iR .~R 
zp f~I4ATCIHO.8H XRMP 2 .F't2.6/G H YR a .F'IZ.61 
.GH iR 2 .rlZ.G/6H 4:2 .Fl2.G) 
WRIT[(1.2J2) 
WRIrECG.232') 





22" fO~I1~TC1HO.Z5H QAT4 fOR RU~ TYPE 2:.1/ 
*6H N:: .F'lZ.5/6H YR :: .flZ.61 
*GH KO :: .rlZ.G/Gri K1 :2 .fI2.G/6H ',/P :2 .F'l2.G/6H WR '2 .f12. 61 
*6H WW 2 .fIZ.G/GH WS ::: .fI2.6/6H Y~ .F'lZ.G/6H XR .f12.6/ 
*GH ~R = .FlZ.61 
*6H R8 :: .flZ.6/6H Rr :2 .f1Z.G/6ft ?L ::: .FI2.GI 
*GH Kf = .fIZ.GI 
*6H cw :: .flZ.G/GH p:: .flZ.G/6H g:: .F'lZ.61 
*GH ~:: .fIZ.G/6H 5:: .flZ.6/6H T:: .F'l2.G) 
211 fORI4AT(4HI X.GX.IHY,7X.2HYl.IOX.2HY1.11X.ZHY4.9X.2}no. 
*aX.1HYOl.7)(olHZ01.7X.lHZOZ) 
21 t f OR ~A T ( 4 H I )( • G X. 2 H Y2 • 7 X. 3 HY 0 Z • lOX. 2 H Z O. lOX. 2 ~ C • ex. 1 H ( • 
* 7 X. ?: Ii Sf. 7 x. ~ H LV. 6 )( • ?;-il C. I) X .2 H S B. 9 X .2 H f c) 
NN=XR:1P+1.O 
IfEP=W P/{ RR**2) 
WEil = W R*fi .~ 15.C) 
WE'I=WV.WS/LO 
W = WEP + If~R + WEV 
PHI = 0.091 * If * N **2 I KO 




Z 01 =- AR* C (X~MP+ XR) - ;() 
ZO=.4.R*{( XRHP+XR)-X)** 21Z.0 
IfCZOI.GE.V'U GO TO 209 
W!U T£ C 6. 204 ') 
204 fOR~AT<lH ,tSHCONSHJjT VELOCITY 
wRIT£C3.20~) 





If(ZO.GE.lR,) GO TO 208 
If«.LE.XR) GO TO 207 
GO TO 2()~ 
2Q~ WRIT£C6.2051 
20"1 f0l1HATC1H .~IH RAHP HEIGHT DECISION.YES OR NO) 
RE40 '5.,) DEC 
IfCDEC.EQ.-YES-) GO TO ~07 
GO TO 251 
201' YR=RR *l~ 
VR-:iN-RR 
v = XR .... J * VR I P,i I 
44=(A·XR*.~}'PHI 
p 2 2.0 
CP=C-Q • R • S * T .. YM 
* «Q - P') * (R - P) 
C Q2 (- P * R * S .. T .. YM 
UP - 'l) • <'1 - J ) .. 





• (S -- (P 
• ( S -
.. R .. S + T - 6.0) 
P) * <T - P)) 
+ R + 5 .. T - G. 0) 
Q ) * <T - Q)) 
• a + 5 .. T - 6. 0) 
R) .. ( T -R» 
* W .. U 
* W .. ... -






































































cs=( -p • Q • RIOT • y~ - (P + I) + R + r - 5. 0) 
• «P-S)·(O-J).(P- S).(r-s» 
CT=(-p • Q • R • 5 Y" (P 
• rr- +Q+R+S-S.O) 
• «P - Tl • () - T) • (R - T) • (5 - T» 
X ='( R 
• 'i • A. 
o V • A 4 
24" XXII=X/XII 
YT=TH.CP.XX~··P.:Q·X~R·· a 
• • CR • XX~ •• R • CS. XX!;. •• S 
• • CT. X '( .~ •• T 
TT1=CP.P.XXq •• (P-l").Cq·Q.XXRoo(Q -l.O) 
• • CR • R • XXR *. (R-l.O) • cs • S • XXR •• (5-1.0) 
.. CT. T • X X~ •• (T -1. 0) • 
Y T 2 = C PlOP • (P -1 .0 ) .. C Q • ..1 • ( Q -1 .0) • Xl( R •• ( '1 - 2. a ) 








.. CS • S • (5-1./') • XXR •• (5-2.0) 
.. CT • T • (T-l."1) • XXR •• (T-2. 0 ) 
T T J = ca. Q • ( Q -1 .0 ). ( Q -2 .0). X XR •• (:;)- 1.0 ) 
.. CR • q • (R-l./') • (R-Z.O) • XXR .0 (R-l.O) 
.. CS • 5 • (5-1.') • (5-2.0) • XXR •• (S-J.O) 
.. CT • T • (T-I.") • (T-~.O) • )XR •• (T-l.O) 
T Tit = L: Q. Q • ( Q -1 • 0 ). ( Q - 2 • o) • ( a- J • a ) .. x ) R" • ( Q - 4 • a) 
.. CR .. R • (R-l.") • (R-2.0) .. (R-J.O) .. XXR •• (R-La 
.. CS .. S .. (S-l./) • (S-~.O) • (S-J.O) • XXR •• (5-4.0 










Z02= t T02 1 RR 
'z 09 R "" = Ii 8 + R r 
R l=RAA.ZO 
R HJ 1 ~ - { { R 1 • • 2 • ( Z 01 " ' 7 • 2:'1 ) • • ~ ) " • 1 • '5 ) 
R HJ 2 = C R I • ,,2.2. CZO 1. --., .2") • .. ~ - R 1 *S 7 _28 • *2 · Z 02 ) 
If (A8S(RHOZ).LT.0.nuaOll GO TO 2 
R HO I( -:: RHO I 1 R Hil 2 
GO TO .3 




Sf=PL + I'll "TY 
L,/=O.09.3·W,,-t •• 2*YYOZ 
L C= Rrl • (L V • Sf) 
5 B-::( L O.~ 3 +E )157.2 
FC=l(f*Sg~TCAaS(LC/(~~*CW») 
ALPHA=ATA~2(-57.2~*Z~1,(Rr+Rj+lO» 
E=R .=-. SIN C ALPHA' 
IFCt.GT.XR) GO TJ 2~1 
IFCX.LE.XR) GO TO 2)'+ 
213 W R I r .;. (5. I ) X .l O. R G. (X + 57. 28 " AL PH 4) 
~~ITE(J.2J51X.ZO,RG.(X.~7.28*ALPHA) 
ZJS rOR'4~T<lH ,:X,J5.~X.flZ.5.zx.rlz.&. 2X. f'1Z.&) 
IFCZ01.U:.'/'" GO TO 215 
GO r J 217 
2 ~ C O~ T.i ~UE 
E =~ G 
rC=CAlP~A.51.28)+X 
IF(IPR~T.E~.2HB )GOTJ 600 
WRlrE().700U.YY2,Y'f'J:? 10.RC.E.Sf.lv.lc.sa,rc f a 
7 on FOil '1 A T ( 1 X • F S. 1 • 2 ( 1 x • f 9 • Ii ) • 1 x. r 1 2 • f) • 1 '(. E 1 0 • 10 • 1 X. r 8 • 5. 1 X. ' 
• 2 ( 1 X , fT. 1 ) , 1 X • f 7 • 5 .F 1 2 - I) ) 
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Z61 0 () 
zezoo 
Z8 JO () 
GOT) 24~ 
60" 04RrTE(l.300lJC.yy. y n. yn . YY4. YYO.YT01.lIJ1 . ZJ2 
3 00 r 0" 14 ... T ( 1 X 0 r 5 • 10 1 X 0 r '. 6 . 1 X. F" Q • & . ::' ( I x • F" 1 2. 6 ) • ~ ( 1 X • r 9 .5 ) • 2 ( 1 X • r 1 2. 
241 NIf : ~m .. 1 
r r (N ~~ • Li: • 5 8) GOT U 2 50 
rrCIPRNT.EI).2HI3 ) IIRITE n o ZJ I) 
rrcrPRNT.EQ.2HA . 'J R.I? RN T.EO. 2H AIj) ~RIT E (3.231) 
~.N = 1 
250 X=X-l.O 
rrex. GE.O.U) GO TO 240 
LOCr« 2) 
., AR:: A = x ''* (y 1140 C!> I( P tot • r) h CO I ( Q + 1 • 0 ) .. C R I (R . 1 • 0 ) 
·"C'i/(S"1.0)+CTICT t l.O » 
I r ( I P R ~ T • E I) .2 H A B ) ~ q .. T E ( 1 • 51') 0 ) 'H R EA 
500 r O~ MA TC 9 H 0 OR E A = 0 _ 1J. r> 
rr<IPRNT.NE.2HA3) GO-J 11) 
I p~ N r = Z H3 
108 5 TJ P 
ENO 
SU3RJUTINE ,.ALC (X) 
COM~ON OU~/1Y(401).At. A2.43.11. 82 . 9 3 





(i) Combustion progr am written in BASIC for use on the Co m~odore 
PET micro-computer. Used for combustion anal ysis. 
(ii) Full geometry and cycle analysis pr ogram written in 'FORT~~ I V' 
for use on the Burroughs 6700 . 
For use in analysing the performance of a 4 - valve/cYlinder 
configuration spark i gni t i on engi ne . 
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100 INPUT'H;'ROCOPY'j AS: IFAS='N' Tfi ENI40 
IIOOPEN7,4,2: 0PEN4,4 
120 PRI~T£7, '999 99.99 9999.9 99999.9 9999 .9 99 . 99 ~. ;99 Q9.1 99.9 ;9.9 99. 9' 
1300PEH6,4,1 
140 ~=2.2 

















310 COI=0. 357 
320 01=.4 318B 
"}30 YI'I=01l4 
340 OC=60 
::50 CAO= 3U 
360 N=RE / 60 
370 PE=OT / i;E 







440 PR= I: PC=PR 




49 0 605U8 20 10 
500 VI=IJ 
505 ~T=P R ' U I'1 00/( .28 7 'TU) 
506 TH= IT 
507 60SUB2,)1 0 
508 V5=V 
510 TH=2J.J 
5~ O 60SUB~ O I 0 














670 EI=2.265l(PS) AO.333 lSQR(PR lTR) 
690 HI=SS+HI 
700 HSP=VSIIE+914/(l8S~ 2) 
71 0 HT= VC lIE+9l4/(ISS' 21 
711 HT=HTIIOOO 
714 AT=(SS /2000) A2112+1(8B/IOOOIIHT 
71 5 IFTH(=ITTHEN718 
716 IFMM=ITHE~7Ia 
717 QL=Ell(ABITB+ AU lTU-T~IAT l ll. OE- 3:60T0730 
718 QL=EIlATl!TR-TWIII. OE-3 
730 R~=S9R(((BB/2000)+RS) ~ 2+H T ' 2) 
732 IFTH >=ITTHEN736 
734 QB=O:PA=PC:TA=TC:60T01 390 
736 IFMM=OTHEN7~O 
739 QS=O:PA=PC:TA=TC:60T01390 
740 HF=(HSP/HI) AO.333 
750 SOSUB2080 
760 UL=U 
770 RI=PRll. OE2 /(R6ITS) 
780 RU=PRII.OE2/(R6ITUI 
1QO RHF= ( RI / RU) ~ O.llll 
8006U=2l(BBiDI) A2lSSIN/( CDIICAOII 000 1 
805 PRINT6U 





360 S=I OO .!TU 
a70 "U=(TUA .5/(.55 28+2.81115 A I3.50 83IS ~2+3q.~5~086 IS ·3-Jl.41q3871~ ' l l ) 1 1 0 ,~-7 
880 IS=Cll(PSIMU /RU) ' ,333l (HSP /UL) · .6667 
890 IFA$='N'THEN910 
'100 PRINH4,' I6NITION DELAY PERIOD='; IS 
qlo PRINT'I6NITION DELAY PERI OD='; IS 
q20 IS=INT(IS /2)12 
Q30 TS=I SnM /DT 




?80 IFNN=l THENI OIO 
;90 M= (-2.25037 -LOS(AI) /L06i IG /GCI-1 
10C, I) NN= 1 
281 
101 0 IF =H~P (-A I((TH-JT) / O C ) A (I+~) ) 
1020 II=[NT (IOOOIIF )/[ OOO 
1030 82=IFm 
1040 118=82-BI 
1050 U2=~ T- B2 
1060 V 8=118t \i C / ~T 
1070 VF= VF+V8 
1080 VU=VC- 'iF 
1090 60SUB 2280 
11 00 U= ( R -R I )!T ~ 
111 0 RI=R 
1115 RO=R 
11 20 FSR =U /UL 
11 30 60TO[2QO 
II~O U=ULtFSR 
11~5 UI =U 
1150 FI=SQR( 1+ ( 1. 823E-811 . 30) t (( BB tRU/( 20.) (.tI1U )) t WI+ 12 tPS' I, 75 ) \ ' I. m 
1160 UX=FltUL 
11 70 IFA8 S ( I-U~ / UI) ( O. 0 IT HENII QO 
11 75 PRINTTH,FI , UI,UL 
1180 UI=U~:60TOI150 
1190 PRINTTH, FI ,U I, UL 
1200 DR=UJTII 
121 0 R=R+OR 
1220 GOS UB 1780 
1230 VF=VE 
1~40 VU= VC-VF 
1250 V8=VF -'n 
1260 118=/lH VB /VC 
1270 82=8 2H'8 





1330 E3= (QO-DW) / IIT 
1340 E2=EI+E3 
1350 M=AI-El 
1360 TA=( -~2+SQR(A2 A 2 - ( 4.0tA 3 tA4) ) )/ (2 tA 3) 
1370 PA=PCJTA / TC 
1380 EI=E2 
1390 GOSU820 10 
1400 VO =V 
141 0 QD=W QL 
1420 DW=PR t (VO -VCl t IOO 
mo E 3 = (Q0- D W I / ~T 
IHO E2= EI +E3 
1450 A4= AI-E2 
282 
1460 TR=(-~2. SQR (A 2 A 2-(4. 0 IA 3 I A 4 )))/ (2 I A3) 
1470 PR~AIVCITR/(VOITA) 
1475 IFTH<ITTHENI600 
1476 IF~}r-ITH ENlbOO 
1480 IFTH i=IIT+I6)THENI500 
1490 T2=TR:T1=TR:60TOI570 
1500 T= nJ:605UB2190 
1510 T2= IPR/PC) A (16A- 1) 16AltTU 
1520 EU=4I+A2IT2+A3IT2A2 
1530 E&=I"TIE2-EUIU2)/B2 
1540 A4=~ HB 
1550 TJ=I-A2 t SQR IA2A2-14. 0IA3IA4)) )/1 2.0IA3) 
1500 XF=a2I"T 
1570 VIJ='JUIIPA/PR) AII/6Al 
1580 VF~JO-VU:60SUB2280 
1590 IFXF )ITHEN2 330 
1595 TU=T2 












1720 R= RII OO O 
1730 IF~S='N'THENI 7 50 
17'0 PRI~Ti6.TH.PR.TRITB.TU.U,~F,R, V T, ~SR ,Fl 
1750 PR I~iTH ,PR,TR,T8,TU,U, X F,R, VT,FSR,FI 
1760 R=i< : I') OO 
1770 6QTC ·~40 
1780 IF i ~ < HT ) ANO I R \ iBB / 2 000))TH E N IQ 60 
1790 IF IR < HT)~NDIR ) 18B / 2000))THENlq30 
1800 I~ i ~ : riT ) AND I R (I BB / 2000))THENlq OO 
1810 IFR, =R"THEN23 30 
1820 ';3= I i 88!2 ~)')W2 H SQR i RA2- I 8B I ~ ,) ,)O I ·2 ) Hi R· ~-HT· 2) 
1830 HH=fiT 
1840 H~=S~RiR ' 2-IBB / 2000) ~ 2) 
1850 AF=1 2IRI IHH-H2) 
1860 VI=I IBBJ2000) ' 2IH2 
1870 V:=I IRA 21IHH-H2)- IHH ' 3-H2'3 )/3 ) 
1880 ~E= :'; I. V 2 
1890S0TJ j?QO 
1900 H2='!: ';H=H T 
283 
1910 AB=lRA2+l (RA2-HTA2) 
1920 60TOl850 
1930 HH=R:H2=SQR (RA2- (BB/2000) A2) 
1940 AB=a (B B/2 00 0) A2+aH2lBB/I OOO 
1950 60TOl850 
1960 AF=2UR '2 
1970 VE=2llRA3/3 
1980 AB=aRA2 




2030 S3=SIN (T H/57.2958i 
20 40 V= l (BBnn a (551 (CR-I) + (SSi2 i l (I +52 ) +L -LlSQR (1-i :3 : !2lU ) ' : l53' 2) ) 
2050 V=V.1. OE-9 
2060 TH=TH-180 
2070 RETURN 
2080 FI=4.69-a.72'(I.I-~~ R)A 2 
2090 TL=TU 
2100 U=57. 0l0 .287l 4.83E-7aTL ' I.647lFI 
2110 RETURN 
2120 TH=TH+180 
2130 S3 =SIN(TH!57.2953) 
2140 S~=SIN ( THl2 /57 .295 3 ) 
2150 14= (54lS5 / (4.lLl) 1 (SGR(I-(SS I (2. lU n lS3 ' 2) -5:; ) 
2160 VD=('2 l8B '2 !NlSS / 4. 0E+9 I lT4 
2170 TH= TH-180 
2180 RETURN 
2190 C1 =-23.787+( 1. 085lT )+6.933E-5 lT ' 2 
22 00 C2=-23.787 +(. 7Q25lT )+6 . 933E-5 lT ' 2 
2210 5A=CI /C2 
2220 RET UR N 
2230 Y~=140l~FlFA 
2240 AI=-23.787+5. 797lIX+0.8lII A 2 
2250 ~2=O. 7 98-. 00 5 3 8l~I+. 0 011 9 9 6 l~I A 2 
2260 A3 = (6 .9 33 +0. 3 283lll+0.0 36 l~~ · 2) l. OOOOI 
2270 fl ET IJR N 
2280 F ORR =ROTO R~STEP1E-4 
2290 6QSU 81 780 
2300 IF UE(VFTHEN2320 
23 10 50T0 236,) 
2320 NEllR 
2330 IFA ' ='N'THEN2350 
2340 PRINT£4,'TOTAL VOL ENFL ~"ED'. V E. V F. U0 . R.R~. U E iJ0 ,~ : ~~ ,B: ; ~T:"~ = I : GOTOI595 
2350 PR INT,'TOTAL VOL E~FLA~ED' , ~ E ,V F ,VO,R,R ~, U E i U 0 ,~ . ~~,B: : ~T:~~ = 1 : 60 TOI595 
284-
2360 VF=VE:RETURH 
2365 II EP =DP 11 80 
2366 PRINT£ 4, ' II EP=' jIlE 
2367 PRINT£4, '~=' j W 
2368 PRI NT£4, ' Q=' jQ 
2369 PR IHT£4 , ' BB=' jBB 
2370 PRI NT£4, 'SS='jSS 
237 1 PR INT£4 , 'FF=' jFF 
2372 PRINT£4, 'EQR=' jEQR 




200 FILE 3 ( <. L IJ =?R l' I T~f( ) 
3,0000 ~ O?Tl f i l ::,\ T I ,J:1 ?RJ ',:{',' ,: '-' C" ); ~ I\ - V'" ';'- S ? " ~ '< l ~ lI T I ) 1 
4 ~ E T , I :e: I\ Un lJ, ~ I . \ . I~: ',,;LY i . - 17. 1 r 
500 O I .IC::IS I '): 1 :):,T (1 0 ), • J 
600 - V J ~ ,( 1 0 0 ) , U T ( ~ ') U ) :. l X 0 ( 11) ,) ) , J : IF ( 1 J 0 ) ,J =: T \ ( ,~ , .2 'J ) 
700 _ C J~ '10 I ~~ , P H~ , :r: Ie. T \ 1 ~ T He: T ,\ 2 , I I J , :<.< , i< 1 , :<,? , K 3 , :'\.2.! , J 1 , ~3 , 
aoo A~L.. I, ,\ R C e. , C " ~ ,J I ) I, r:O 'k , ? 1 i , ?C:l.i': J , [J , H1 , S ~F \ 
900 Rt..AL L , LO , ; I , ,; u , : i T" ) I , , ; .j IT, ~ < <1 () .;' ' I I 1< ' 1:> ") ' 11 \ \ , ! I . I X , ' " . • . ~ } , , " I • , ' I , -' , 
10 J J - 11.-) i?J , . i~ , : 11, .IIIT, 1, :<',i , U= , I J ,Lr" I?,L.\ .1( 2 , 2J ) , '1F ( 10 0 ), 
1100 - ;«<' 1 , <~(2 ,,\K3 , KKL\, K , 10 , 110, K ,~2 , i'1 U, 1 ~ , . 13 
1200 l ' n c::;t::R TS , XTC ,P,R, S ,T, EVO , C:V C 
1)00 RAOCO i l= 2 . u - 3 .1 4 15J2S5/J -S O. 
1400 DO 65 1=1, 2 , 1 
1500 DO 6~ J=1, 2l) ,1 
1600 i3e:TA(I,J)=1. 0 
170 0 LA ~ (I,J)=1. 0 
18 00 65 CO~T I dUe: 
19JO 61 L L IE=6 
2600 RC:AD ( 5 , / ) QQ , PH I I , YV 
.3000 B 1 =0. 06G 
)100 C=0.0<17 
3200 KK=1. 0496 
)300 K1=1.09 
)400 K2=0.0 20) 
) 500 K3 =0.206 
) 60 0 URITE (), 6 ) QQ,PHI I,VV, 3 1 , C , KK ,K1 , K2 , KJ 
)800 63 F OR :'fAT(15H1 I r-lPUT OATA'-/ / 
)900 -7H QQ = ,F1 0 . 6/8H PHil = ,F1 0 . 6/ 
4000 -7H VV ,F1 0.6I7H B1 = ,F1 0 . 5/ 
4100 -7H C = ,F1 0 . 6 I7H KK = ,F lO . 6/ 
4200 -7H K1 = ,F1 0 . 6/7H K2 = ,F1 0 . 6/ 
4)00 -7H K3 = ,F1 0 . 6 ) 
4400 PH IA =PH II 
4500 900 F ORMAT( 9E14.7 / 1X) 
4600 64 8S=(4.0-QQ-YV /) .1 4 15 9265 )--0 . 33JJJJ - 10 . Q 
4700 SS=BB/QQ 
4800 PI=).1415 9265 
4900 PHR=PH I I -R AO COI'-l 
5000 THETA1=ATA N«SIN(P HR » / ( KK +COS(PHR») 
5100 THETA 2=PHR-THt::TA1 
5200 E=(COS(THE TA1) -( K1-0 .5)-( K1 /2 . 0 )-( COS( THC: TA1) 
5)00 -+COS(THETA 2 ) /KK » 
5400 410 E1=(B8 /2 . 0 )-(1. 0 - B1) 
5500 E2=( BB/2 .0)-( 2 . 0 - C+B1) 
5500 AA1=(1. 0 +E-E) 
5700 881 =( 2 . 0 -E 2 - 8B -E+ 2 . O· E 1·t::) 
58 00 CC1=(E 2 ·E 2 - 8S - E 1+t::1.E1 ) 
5900 IID = (-B8 1 +SQR TC BB 1"C: - 4 . 0 - AA1 - CC 1) ) / (2 . 0 - M1) 
6000 B 2=0 . 07·II D/BB 
6100 lFC A8S CBB -( 81 - '32 ».u:. o . o n GOTO 400 
6200 B 1 =32 
6300 GOTO 410 
5400 400 t:: 10 = I 1D /i<.K 
6500 0 T I = C ( -1 • 1 27 + S QR T C 1 • 27 + 4 • 0 • I 10 ) ) /2 • 0 ) e • 2 
6600 ATI =PI-DTI·· 2 / ( 2 . J E+6 ) 
6700 10 =O T I +SQRTC O. 635 · OT I) 
6800 DPI=0 . e77-oTI 
6900 OTE = «-1.1 27 +SQR T(1. 27+ 4 . 'J e C: ID )) / .! . O)" Z 
70 00 ATE =P I-DTE ·-Z / ( Z . QE +5 ) 













































11 ) 00 
11 40 0 
11 50 0 
11 600 
11 70 0 
11 800 












iJ ?i': =0 . ": 17 - f) TC:: 
, ~ = I I J - ( - ~ 1 - ( s ') S ( 1'1 e: T -\ 1 ) + ~ ) :3 ( n c: T \ 2 ) / r<. '< ) ) + '3 3 • ~ 
Xl =!\ ; / : . ) 
X 2~X 1 - < 1 - I I ,) - C')5 (1' I:: 1,\ 1) 
,\ I : { = (,.; L ,., L (;.( 1 • 3 J ) - L1'>\ L ( X .2 • 3 g ) ) / C J S ( T ; 1 c: 1\ 1 ) 
X3=id /Z . O 
X, i = X J - r< 1 . :: I J - r: ) S ( T il :: 1,\ 2 ) 
H 1 =;: 1 - I I J - S I ; (T It: T \ 1 ) 
A::I= (; IC \ L (X ) . :33 )-H: ,\UX tl . J3) ) /COS(THe:n2) 
A TS = ? 0 . J.J · ,11 • ( SQ ~ T ( ( :3 3 /' ~ . 0 ) • - 2 - X 2 - - 2) - rj 1 ) 
A ~ S I = (3 3 / ,~ . U ) - ( ;,RC S I ; I (X 1 - 2 . 0/ j 3 ) - A Res I 'l (X 2 - 2 . J /3 3 ) ) 
::; :3 I =\l • j 70 7 ') ; -s I i (T I Ie: r; 1 ) - ( X 1 - X 2 ) - - 2 / ::; J S ( T 'I e: T \ 1 ) • - 2 
AR C = ( :3:3 / ,~ • 0 ) - ( AR ': S 1' 1 ( X J - 2 . 0/3 3 ) - ,l. RCS 1 N (:<4 - 2 . 0 / 38 ) ) 
C S:: =0 • 5 7J 7 'J) - S r: I ( T ! IE T A. 2 ) - ( X J - X 4 ) .. 2 / CO S ( n e: n 2 ) - - 2 
ASS =33 - :l 1 - :-1 1 - 1 • 57 1) 7 9G J - 2 • 0 
X 5 =9d / .2 . U 
XS=,\ 3 /Z . Q 
ArL= 2 . J -( as -- Z - 0 . )92 7- HCA L(X S . 38 » 
ACYLH=AFL+ASS+ATS+AIH+AE H+CS I+CSe: 
B WA=KZ -PI-Si3 -- 2 
ID= 1. 07-1 0 
D 1 = I I t) - ( r< 1 - 0 . :i ) - I ) / 2 . l) 
) :>0 1 - 1\ : (1' I ~ T , 1 ) 
)3= ,-: - ~ ; / CCS (T :ETrl1) 
' : OD I =K) -1 0 -(0 2 +J) 
IF ( COO I. CH.O.O) e.o TO 95 
ABCO I =0 . 0 
A3CO I =O . 0 
e.0 TO 11 0 
95 C O~lT I NUE 
PIN =COO I / T AN (T HE TA1) 
x7 = 10/Z . O 
x 8=X7-Pl i'l 
IF(pI ~I. cn. to ) C,OT O 100 
PARTI AL VALV E CUTOUT. ' 
ABCO I = ( 10 -- 2 - 0 . J927 - HCAUX8. 10» 
A SCO I = 10 -T Ai l (T He: T A 1 ) - ( SQRT ( ( 10/ 2 . 0 ) - - 2 - xa -X3 ) -x 8 eA RCO S ( 2 . 0 -
-X 8/ ID» 
e.0 TO 11 0 
FULL VALV e: CUT OUT. -
100 ABCOI=P I-« ID /Z . 0 )"2 ) 
ASCO I=-1 0 -TA N (T~TA1) e X8 -pl 
110 EO=1.07-EO 
E11 =t::10-(K1-0.5)-EO/2. 0 
E2Z=£ 11-TAN( T HE TA2) 
E) J=KZ - SB/COS (THETAZ) 
CODE =i<) - ED - (E22+E) J ) 
IF( CODE. a T. O. O) e.0 TO 115 
ASCOE =0 .0 
ASCOE=O. O 
e.0 TO 1) 0 
11 5 CONTI NUE 
PE N=COOE / T AN (T HE T A2) 
X9=E O/2 .0 
x10=X 9 -PE N 
IF(PEN. GT. cO ) e.0 TO 120 
PARTI AL VAL VE CUT OUT. ' 
,\8 COE=(cO --Z - 0 . J 927 HCAL(X 10 ,EJ» 
A sc o t: =E: O -T Ail (T HE: T A 2 ) • (S QRT ( (E D / 2. 0 ) - - 2 - X 10 eX 10 ) 
--X10 eAR CO S ( 2 . 0 ·X1 0 / EO ») 





13 ~J J 
13 }nJ 
1 ) .:00 
























15 60 0 
15700 
15800 C 






















F U~L '1 ,\ 1 '/ l:. '':: UT OUT • . 
1c IJ A 3 C )~=?I -( e:07 2 . () " ? 
\.3 CO e: = - i::o - n il (r-I ':: T \2 ) - x 1C - P 1 
130 i\ PISC~ =PI - ( J :l/ 2 • . ) " 2 + : . J - \S CJ I+ Z . J - ~SCJC: \ -;~3 ) v - ,\ i l CI) 1 - (1 . 0/; :) 5 (n:::T; 1) - 1 . J ) - 2 . J - \3:0e: - ( 1 . o/eOS( TH'::T ~ 2) \ 
--. ;\ I' I =!. 1 - I:J - C ,)5 (T :E T A 1 ) +:l r. - 3 1 /2 . 0 - :'(2 -'is - T \ ~ ( T -i r Po 1 ) - roo 1/ 
-s 1 i( T Hf-~ T '\ 1 ) c. v 
~ ,\ PC: = r: 2 - e: 0 - C OS (T HE T,\ 2 ) +' ) a - 3 1 / 2 • 0 - i<2 - 33 - T ~ .~ ( T ,-i C: T 0\ 2 ) -c 00 E / 
- S 1. 1 (THe. HZ ) 
C,A P=GA P I + :?,A PE 
SURF A =AC YL :-\ +glJA +AP 1 SCR 
VCYLI =VCA L(X1 . as .T Y E T A 1)-VCA L( X2. 38 . T Y ~TA1) 
'1 C YLC: =VC A LeX ) . 38 • T He: TA 2 ) -v CA L (x 4 . 3;:3 • T ,-{ ::: T\ 2 ) 
'/ C YL C =A TS - 133 - 9 1 
'1 C I =0 . 14 )06 -T A rl (T HE T A 1 ) - - Z - ( x 1 - X2 ) - - J 
'1 C~ =J .1 4J06 -TAN (T HE T AZ )-- 2 -( xJ - X4) -- J 
VSS=H 1-H1-93 - S1-1.j70 796 
VCLS=PI-( 3a / Z . 0 )-- 2 - KZ - 3S 
VOCH=VCYLI +V CYLE +V CYLC - VC I-V CE +V SS 
IF(PI ; I . L C: . to ) VI CO =VC O( X7. AB O I.I r:J.XB .THETo\1) 
1 F (?E ' 1 • u:: • ED ) V E C 0 = v C 0 ( x 9 • A 8 C 0 E • f. 0 • X 1 r) • THE T,\ 2 ) 
1 r ( P I i I. (H. 10 ) V I CO = - ( 10 / Z • 0 ) - - 2 - T A ~ ( T H ET 0\ 1 ) - PI - X 8 
IF (PE ; { • CH • ;: D ) V E CO " - ( E 0 /2 • 0 ) - - 2 - TAN ( TH e: T A 2 ) - PI - X 1 0 
CLV OL=V OCH +VCLS+ 2 .-VI CO +2 .-VECO 
POCV=(V C I +'1 CE )/ CLV OL 
5QA=4 . 0 - AFL/ ( J .141 59 - sa -- ,? ) 
CHT =H 1 +K'? - SS 
STVR=SURFA /C LV OL 
CCR= (VV-1 000 .+CLV OL) /C LV OL 
EO=EO/1.07 
ID= 10/1. 0 7 
CLV OL=CLV OL / 1000 .0 
E ND OF ~ E O i1E TR Y CAL CULAT l Ol l S OUTPUT ,'1A I ~ P<\RA ,'1ETERS • . 
WR I TE ( ) .41 ) 'IV. QQ . sa . 55 . 10 , c O . CLVOL. CCR . 5 T'lR . CH T. coo I • CODE . 
-POC V. SQA 
41 F ORMAT( 24H 03 AS I C GOE~ET~Y OU TPUT // 
-1 9 '1 SWEPT VOLU:1£ = ,F1 0 . 6 . 2HCC/ 
- 2 1H BORE /STR OKE RA T 10 = ,F1 0 . 6/ 
-1 9H BORE = ,F1 0 . 6 . 2HMM/ 
-1 9 H STOKE = ,F1 0 . 6 ,Z HM l1/ 
-1 9 '1 I nLE T V ALV e: O IA = ,F1 0 . 6 . ZH:1M/ 
-1 9H EXH VALV E OIA = ,F1 0 . 6 . ZHM M/ 
-1 9 H CLEARA NCE VOLU ME= ,F1 0 . 6 , 2HCC/ 
-1 9 H CO MP RATIO = ,F1 0 . 6/ 
-1 9 H SURFA CE / VOL RATI O=.F10. 6 , 2X, 4H 1 /C M/ 
- Z5 11 CHMIBER HE IGHT AT TOC = ,F1 0 . 6 . 2H ,'1 ,'1 / 
- 29rl DEPTH I NLET VALV E POCKE TS = ,F1 0 . 6.2 HI'1 .'1/ 
-2 9H OEPTH EXH VALV E POCKE TS = ,F1 0 . 5 , 2HI'1:1/ 
- J4 H VAL VE POCKE T VOL /C LE ARAN CE VOL = .F1 0 . 6/ 
- 2 5 H SQUI SH AREA / a ORE AREA = ,F1 0 . 6 ) 
CLVOL=CLV OL-1 0 GJ .O 
Gor 027 0 
WRITc:(J, ) 10 ) QQ . 10. Eo . I ID,THETA1 ,rHETA2,t OC H. Cu OL , STVR,PIN , 
_PC:; I. C,,i\P I. :::',l, PE,ARC I. ARC E,V CLS .VI SO . Ve: CO , COO I. C09E _ 






17 50 0 
1760 0 
17700 







18 60 0 
18 700 
18800 










































270 RE ADI.9./)N 
L=1·99·sS 
::: VO =<-1 4 4 • . 
C:V C=55 • . 
IV !) =:> .: I, • 
I VC =;: :>0 • . 
Y:II=9 · 5 25 
Y;·1c: =') . :5 ~ 5 
LPIP= 30 0 . 0 ·(V V/ ) OO . O) ··0 · J J 33 
i l : I P= ~O 
DP 1?=1 • .114 2 eD T I 
P=2 • . 
Q= 1 U • . 
R= 20 . 
S= ) O. 
T =40 • . 
CP= -14. n 0 100 7 
CQ=9 · 5 2t1 95 !l 84 
CR=-6. ) t1 ,),)53 58 
CS=2. 7 2 140 545 
C T = - 0 • 5 0 1 ) 1 0 97 
C1=-o . 004 5 2 
C2=)·72 25 3 
C) =-o. ~ 1 26 4 
C4 =-1 5 ·4 ,)552 
CDM=C 1·(YHI / I D )+C2 ·( Y~I/I D )·· 2 / 2 _ 0 + C ) ·( Y~ I / I D ) ·· 3 / ) . O . 
.C4.(YMI / ID) .e4/4.0 
CD : ' I = C D:1 eI D / Y ~1 1 
T S=3JO . O 
TC =75 • . 
XTC =20 • . 
HY=20000 • . 
EQR=1.0 
F ARST =0 . 06455 
DPH I =1. 0 
PO =1.0 





MOT =O . O 
TW=227· . 
NCYLS=3 
WR I TE (J .107 ) BB , SS , CCR • L, E vo. E VC. I vo. I VC • Y M I , Y ME . D T I , DTE • 
eID,ED. N.P. Q.R.S.T. 
• C1,C 2 . C) . C4. TS.TC.X TC .HV. EQR.FARST.D PHI.PO .TO.PE.TW\ 
\,NCYLS 
107 F OR;1AT(1 6H OPE RA TI NG DA TA / /7H BORE = ,F10.6.4H ~11 /10H\ 
\ STROKE = • 
• F1 0 . 6.4H MM / 14H COMP RATI O = .F10.4 / 
• 1 8 H CON ROD LE N G T H = • F 1 0 • 4 • 4 :1 M H / 
• 7H EY O = • 15 . 5 H DE G / 
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[tiJ~ '! e V 3 /V C 
3:~2=3 ~ .~ + : i 3 
U 2=: -3:: ~ 
[-{:::: ,\ T P.ELEASC: AT CO ' ISTA IT VOLU:1i:: . 
a5 \13 - iJ - HV - t. ;2R eF A!'tST· (1 . 0 - F ) 
<\)u=Ql:J 
CA L L.. l , iT ':: (XF . EQR . i\ .'\ 1. AA2 . AAJ ) 
D \'I =O . O 
E)= C Qu-D ~: ) / :1 
E2 =E 1 +E J 
AA4 =AA 1-E 2 
T i\ = ( -A A2 +S~RT( AA2 ee 2 -( 4 . 0 e AAJ e AA4 ») / ( 2 . 0 e A AJ ) 
PA=PC -TA/ TCC 
QHu= 'H F R(PA . TA . VP . Tt l . SURF i\ ) 
E 1 =E2 
HEAT T RA :ISF ER tJ I T H vOLUI Ii: CCl MIGE . ' 
VO - VOt! ( P !-l l , BB • SS • CC R • L , P I) 
QJ =T : i · Q:-1IJ 
J'.J =?p' - (V ,; - ve ) 0 1 JJ . 
:::J=(QJ - O:. ! ) / ' ; 
c: 2 =E 1 +E) 
AM=AA1-E2 
TR=(-AA 2 +SQRTC AA 2 -- 2 -( 4 . 0 - AA ) - AA4 ») / C2 . 0 eAAJ ) 
PR=PA -Y C -TR / (Y O-T A ) 
IF(PH I.L:E.(TS +I G » :,OT O JJJ 
IF(PHI. QE . (T S+ IG » C,OTO)J 4 
T 2=TR 
T3 =TR 
~OTO 3 35 
334 K=GA Cru ) 
T 2 =(PR/ PC )--« K-1. 0 ) / K )-TU· 
EU =A A1+AA 2 -T 2 +A AJ -T 2 --2 
EB= C i1- E 2 - EU .U 2 ) / 8 2 2 
AA 4 =AA 1-EB 
WRITE ( o , / )PR , PC ,TU ;M,E 2 .U Z , B22 
WRITE( o . / ) K , AA1, AA 2 ,AA),A A4, T 2 , EU,i: a 
T J= (-AA2 +S QRT( AA2 --2 -C 4 . 0 · AA) eAA4 ») / C2 . 0 - AA) 
XF =8 22/i1 
3J5 VU =VU·CPA/ PR )--(1. 0/K ) 
VF =VO -VU ' 
CA LL F LF RNT C2 . Q, 0 . O,VF , iW S , 3AREA , U3AREA) 
RD=RQS 
IF(XF . C!E . 1 . 0 ) GOT O 86 
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RU ilGE KU TTA SOLUT ION 
52 CO NT I ilUE 
IF ( ili'l.c Q.4 )GOT01 04 
IF( N N .EQ.) ~OT 0 10 ) 
IF ( NN. E Q. 2 )GOT0 1 02 
IF ( 1'1I~ .EQ.1 )G OT010 1 
P01 =PR 
i<K 1= ri eFXY(R~ ,QHD,V, CV,P0 1 ,VD, K,E O, 10 ,EI, II) 
P02=P01+ i<K 1/(Z. OE5) 
PHI =PHI+DPHI/Z.O 
QHD%HTF R(P02,TR,VP,TW, SURFA) 
VD=VDT(PHI.PI,BB, SS,N, L) 




1 0 1 K K 2 = H eF X Y ( R G , Q HD , V , C V , PO Z , V D , K , EO , I 0 ,E I , I I ) 
PO) =PQ1+ KK2/(2. QE S) 




102 KK3=HeFXY(RG,QHD,V,CV,PO),VD.K,EO, 10,E I, II) 
P04 =P01+K K) /1. QE5 
PHI=PHI+DPHI /2 .Q 
VD=VDT(PHI,PI.BB,SS,N , L) 





103 KK4=HeFXY(RG,QHD,V,CV.P04,VD, K, EO, 10,EI, II) 






104 CaNT I NUE 
NN=O 
IF (PH I • LEo 64 8.0 )GOT089 
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3 Y : :E T' em OF C'lARA CTe:R 1S T ICS 
: iIJ H;:- ,\ T TRO\ ' ISr:::R '10 FR l eT 10 ' ( , 
IF( n: I. \T . TJ ) -::O J TO 2 1 
C A 1 =SQRT ( K · R~ - 1 0JJ . O · TO ) 
,,0 T J 2 : ~ 
2 1 C A 1 = S'lR T ( I : · R ,~ - 10 00 . ') -E1) 
22 C AR = 3'Jf- ~T ( , - ~c. - 1,] 00 . \) ern 
CO A=CA1 /CAIJ 
C'; rID =C '\~ /:::;A8 
UDA =UU / CArj 
u. ;1( 2 . TIP) =LA: I ( 1. 'I.IP )+DZD X - O . 0 - LA :1( 1, ' ' IP ) - 2 . J - 3e:TA (1. :-1'lP» 
.. (LA : 1 ( 1 • :U P -1 ) - LA II ( 1 , I ;~P ) ) 
Ir( PH I. LT . I'IC ) ::, OT O 26 
IF «?H I • .:,::: . IV O) . ANO. Ep rl l.LT.(I VC +7 20 ») ':' OTO 25 
cE F L =-C T 10 I F ii O:1 CLOS e: O VALVe: . ' 
BE TA ( 2 . : :; ;P) -LA ;1( 2 , ~(' IP ) 
PP=PO - ( ( 3::: T 'I ( 2 . : Ii i P ) +LA ,'1 ( 2 , :1c(P) ) 12 . 0 ) " 7 
c:,OT O 53 
REF L£C TI Oi l AT OPE \1 VALVE . 
26 IF( PH I. LT. 64 0 ) c:,OTO 11 2 
112 3 X=PR--0 .1 43/PO 
CX =( CO I - AT l /AP) --2 
8X 1 =8 X - -1 0 
c:,X=5 . 0/BX 1 
c;.X1 = 1 0 . 0 - U. ~1( 2 , NNP) / aX1 
c:, X 2=5 . 0 - LA:1(2 , IINP) " 2/BX 1 
00 =00-0. 0 1 
IF( 00 .LT. O. 92 ) c:,O TO 122 
c:,OT O 44 
122 00 =0. n 
44 00=00+0 .00 2 
IF(PH I.LT. tV O) c:,OT O 222 
222 CO:H I :IU E 
OX1 =DO --1 0 
DX 2=c:,X - ox 1 eOO - 00 - c:, X1-0X 1-00 +GX2 -0X1-
- 0 . 0 - CX - DO -D O +1 0 . 0 - LA i1 ( 2, tiN? ) - CX - 00 -
-5.0 -LAi1( 2 . i l i'IP) --2 - CX +BX - - 2 - CX 
IF(DX 2 ) 25 . 92 , 803 
803 DAX =DD 
DX4=ox 2 
IF(DD. QT.l. 20 ) GOT O 93 
c:,OTO 44 
93 DO=LA :1 ( 2 , NNP) 
c:,oro 92 
25 00 =DAX+DX4 -(OO-DAX)j (OX4-0XZ) 
92 BETA (2,~NP)",~.ueOD-LAM(2,NNi'} 
CARD =0 • 5 - ( LA i1( 2 , N 'I P ) + 8 ETA ( 2 , N NP ) ) 
UDA =- 2 .5-(BETA( Z , NNP)-LAM( Z , NNP» 
PP =PO - CARD "7 
58 CO iH I NUE 
DO 2J 1=2 . ~ IN P .1 
LA iH 2 • I ) =LJ\ n ( I , I ) ~ ill A· lL.A ri l I • 1-1 } -LA ~ ( 1 , I ) ) • 
- CJ . 0 • LA M (1 • I ) - Z • 0 - 8 ETA ( 1 • I ) ) 
23 COIH I :IUE 
DO 24 J=1. ( NNP-1 ) .1 
aE TA( 2 . J) =BETA (1. J)+OZOX · (3E TA (1 . J+1 ) - 9ETI\( 1. J» -
- O . 0 - gcT A( 1.J)-Z . 0 - LA ,'1(1.J» 
IF ( 8 ETA( 2 .J).LT,1.5) c:, OT 0444 
SC:T.-\(2. J)=1·5 
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1\ J.'~ /:.- ( J. !:: . 1 ) ~ ) T J.2 d 
L \, :( 2 .1 ) =:, . 'J - l':: T,\ c.~ . 1 ) 
2": .: J .r 1 .T: 
J O 2; 1=1 . : :P . 1 
~ " . : ( t • 1 ) .= ' . \ : ( ..: . 1 ) 
3":: T \ ( 1. 1 ) =,~": ; ', ( : . I) 
27 C).T 1 .:.:, ~ 
, ,J =:< 1 + . 1 + X , + : ~ 
jOL J )=i~J .J - ' . • : 
':-~ J 1 =i"~ J 1 + ' 11- ,-; 
r- LC:O= ,=- L":: O-X0 - ~i 
i" I"':: 1 =f L'=: 1 + XI - :-1 
:i =. : +:0 - ,I 
Ll Zr\ =) : ,\ t-J Z 
IF (JZ-\ - Jzz)7 1. 2:l . 2 .3 
7 1 ) ZT =J:: ::-O Z- \ 
P i lI =? : I I -;) ~ :-i I 
X I =0 . 0 
'I I =J . J 
XJ=;J . J 
: IfJ =U . J 
:: I =0 . 0 
:: 0 =J • oj 
1 I ='J . 0 
10 =0 . J 
:,OT 0 1 jO 
2 3 co : IT 1 :U::: 
P7 =P J • ( 0 . 5 - ( L A : I ( 2 , 7 ) +3 c: Tr\ ( 2 • 7 ) ) ) .. 7 
~W=PR ·V J -1 0~ . J - H2 
'j =~1 +0 ',I 
I F (P :-i I. =~ . 72 0 . 0 ) :'OT O 11 1 
4 IF(PH I. :!C: .I'I : ) :' O T O 6 
r = (11- (F LO I -F L OO) ) / 11 
ilO 1=0 . 0 
j'IO IT =O . 0 
T :I I =0 . 0 
o TR=PR -1. 0E2 -V / ( ~ - RG ) 
'1='1 -1 . I)E +6 
PV C: L =CAJ -U JA 
:'OT OBO 
WR ITE(3 , /) P :-1 I, p q , PP,PV ~L . U~A 
10 3 F ORHA T(1 r-l , IJ , 5X, 4F 10 . 4, :: 10 . 4) 
80 COiiTI ' iU:: 
V =V -1. 0;:: - 5 . 
C,OT O 9 
111 VOLEF = (FLO I-fLOO )-R'4 -T O e1. 0E +6 / ( POev 'l ) 
VOL T R = (F LO I +F L C: 1 -f L OO -F L i:: 0 ) eR::' eT 0 e1 • OC: +6 / ( POeV v) 
WRITC:( ) , / )W /H2 ,V OLC: F,V OLTR , FL OI, FLEI,FLOO ,F LE O 
W=O . O 
FLO 1=') . 0 
FL tJ O= O. O 
F LE: I =0 . 0 
F LC:O= O. 0 
PH 1=0 
LLL=O 
:~ C = , IC +1 
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9 Ir C:;C . :::~ . · IC VLS) C.O T J 5 
C: :) =0 . 0 
:: 1 =0 . 0 
I .)=U . IJ 
1 1 =.j • 0 
X I =0 . 0 
:11 =J . 0 
XJ =0 . 0 
:IO='J . O 
,~JTO 1 
'5 :"JT J '-'.7 J 
:: . ;) 
F 'J~ '::; T 1 J . I C) 1 C\ , A 1 . ;\ = , '" J , i\4 ) 
~J 1-A 1+A.::' - A + .'\; - i\ -- :~+A4 - A -- J 
itc: n JR .1 
:: ; :u 
r-U .ICTI J I FP1??(P1 ,P 2 ) 
P 1 ~-P1/P2 
IF(P1 2 . :'T. 0 . '528) :,OT O 1 
P 1 2= 0 · 528) 
1 C,r< =1.4 
FP1 P2=S'J" T(P 12 --( 2 . 0/:;K ) - P12 "« ~K +1. 0 ) /:;K » 
FE: llJ R. ! 
c: :D 
FU :i CTI J : Z ( CD 1. D ,?, ;·I, '.' , rC T :I ) 
CP':.- 1. rFj5 
RC,=Q . 2'31 
P I =) • 1 ,11 '5 9 
A=? I-u -- :::/2 . 0c:6 
Z=CD 1 - ,,\ - S ;~R T ( 2 . 0 - CP::' - P - ,,1-1. OC:S / ( R .... - V) ) - FCT Cl 
nt:llJRI 
c: :'lD 
rU :1CTI O;1 Z1 ( C0 1 ,D,p, T, F Cn) 
nC,-0 . 2 (; 7 
CP\4= 1. 005 
PI =J .1 4 1')9 
A=P I-D--2/2 . 0 E6 
Z 1 =C01 -/\ - P -1. 0E 5 - SQR T (2 . 0 - CP::;/ (R C - it ::; -T-1. 0 ::J » -F Cnl 
~TU RN 
c: ; ID 
~AL FU :ICTI O I LfT( THET i\ , YM,P. Q . RD , S ,T, CP . CQ , CR , c s , CT) 
LFT =Y ;·1 +TH ~ T A - - P - CP +T HETA - - Q - CQ+T Hc.. TA - - RD - CR +T :-! c. T A - - s - c s + 
• T H.t: T A - -T - CT 
R£ ruR ~1 
E i lD 
FU :1CTl O;\1 FXY( RD,QO,V,CV,P,VO, K , EO , 10 ,EI, II) 
FXY-RD-QO / (V-CV) P e1. 0 c. +5 -v o eK!v +E O+1 0 +c.I+ll 
RE:TURN 
END 
FU 1CTI ON HC AL(X,a) 
H CA L = X - S Q RT ( ( a /2 . 0 ) .. 2 - X eX) + ( 8 / 2 • 0 ) .. 2 - ARC S I : 1 ( X - 2 • 0 / 3 ) 
REruRN 
ElD 
FU NCTI ON ARCS I N x) 
Y=SQRT 1. 0 - X - X ) 
ARCS I \I=ATMI( >/ Y) 
iETURi l 
E ND 
FUN CTI ON VCAL (Y , B .T HE T A ) 
V CA L =:~ . -TA;-l (THEP. ) - (X/ 2. • (X -S QR T « 8 / 2 . ) - · 2 - X · X) 
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77 6 0 0 
77 70 0 
77 3 0 0 
77 900 
78 000 
78 1 () O 
78 200 
78 J'J J 
73 J I) 
r 'J 1CT I ): '1 ' · , ) (X. i\ . 3 . X 2 . T ' I ~ T .\ ) 
'( :- ) - ~ . ~ . - T .\ I (n:: T \ ) !J . ) - (( 312 . ) " ':? - X - X) ... J 
- - ( U / .. . ) - - ? - X.: - X.: ) - - 1 • J ) - T \ I ( T He: T ·\ ) • X ., - -'I 
:E TU,n -
c: ' 0 
3U J ROU TI ' IC: r L r.~ : T ('( X . { · , J . \.' r . K D S . 3\ K e: -'I . J:3 -'1 : l E -'I ) 
. ~) ~ : ' J . i o li ~ ' ~ 'l ~ . Tf l~ ~ \1 : T E ! \ 2.: I 10 . -<:< . (, 1 . "( 2 . ";3 . :< 22 . 31 . A3 . 
\ !1 C 1. lI c,C:. • ..., . vU) I . ~ 'J-, ~_ . ? 1 . ' . ? .:.. ~ I . E O . IJ . rl 1. 3:.J RFA 
Ij~ =VF -1 • OC: +'j 
P I =3 ·1 41592o ) 
'( 1=0 . 0 
V·:: =0 . 0 
AR.::A 4 =') . O 
-\::;>"'::' \ )= J . O 
OR= 1. 0 
RD =:J . 0 
V =U . O 
ARc A =0 . 0 
5 R1 = : ! 1 + (J a - 31/~ . · -' ) - T ':\: ( T >1::: T \ 1 ) +.C:' o'1! 
,.: : . : :/ : . '; - : 1 
::3=( , ;,'2 . J )/COs ( r> ' I;:t /2 . 0 ) 
R4= (SS/2 . 0 ) /COS ( PHR/ 2 . 0 ) 
IF ( X X • c Q • . '2 ) GOT :J 10 
0 0 170 RO =O R . ;:tAO . OR 
10 DO 17 U RO=JR . RJ. DR 
20 RT =~O 
3 ,\ 3 Ie F LA ; ;C:: F KO::T A;:tEA . 
,\ ?i:,\ =:2 . 0 - rtO ·-2 - ( p I-PIlR ) 
3 .-". S Ie 3U;:t IT ZO:IE AR e:."' . 
Ar\ c A 1 =? I - iW -- 2 
I F (RD . ~T . 0. 1 ) ~O T O 30 
70 IF( C{0 . ·:'T. ? 2 ) ::,0 T O 40 
11 0 IF (:m . ::n . R 3 ) ~ OT C) 50 
C,O TO GO 
l >iTe:RSECTI O:I t·l l n l P I S T O~ I . 
30 AR e: A= ARE .'\-( r10 - ;:t 1 ) - 2 . 0 - P 1-r.J 
A P =P I - ( RD o. 2 - R 1 - - 2 ) 
C, OT O 7 0 
40 RT =22 
l : iT C: RSC::C T 10 ,1 1I 1T rl CURv:: r) REG I J~ I • . 
IF(RO . QT. 3a/2 ) GOT O 80 
OR 1 =H 1- (1 . ,J - SQRT ( 1. 0 -« RO- R2 ) /H 1 ) -·2 » -- 2 
C,OT O 90 
80 0R 1=H 1 
90 AA 1 =ARC I -OR 1 
AA2= ,\ RC E - OR1 
AA)= 2 . 0 - S3 - 6 1 - 0 R1 
A Ri: i\ =,.\ RE A - ( A A 1 + I\A 2 + A A 3 ) 
IF( RO. QT. 33 / 2 ) GOT O 100 
AR 1 =AKC 1+8 1 -86/ 2 . 0 
AR2=ARCE +B1 -88/ 2 . Q 
ARE t\ ::: = ( A ~ 1 -0 R 1 / ( H 1 - 0 R 1 ) +D R 1 - S ~ rH ( 1 . 0 + ( -\ R 1 / n 1 ) 
- - - 2 ) ) - 0 R 
A ~~ :::A 3 = (,\ R2 - OR 1 / ( H 1 - OR 1) +D R1 - SQR T ( 1 . 0 + ( AR2 / H1 ) 
-·- 2 » · DR 
ARE A4= AREA4 +AREA2 
AR.C: i\) =AKEA5 +AREA 3 
r\ l) ;\ = ~ • J - ( r\ R t:.\4 + ARC: r\ 5 ) 
10u::, JT .J 11 J 
50 ~=~~RT ( 1 . 0 - ( R3 / R O )- - 2 ) 
U = ~ l' . : c::; ..:, . :T ( ~ . , - ~ 0 -' .: ; ) 
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Y =J . J · ( 2J - ::n ) . R J · 311(P '-l ,~/ ~ . J) · U 
1\ R,:: ,l.. =/di:::\ +Y 
GO 3 ,\ 2'::: \ = ,\~c. ,\ 1 ~ 2 . j . ~ -;- . I I • ; ; +I\')A +;" P 
I r C1J • L T. : 11 ) ~ J T ) 1 : J 
IF (C J J I • ,... l . } ) -:. ; T ) 1 )) 
A '/ =u . 0 
C.OTJ l ~J 
2:) 0 IF( CJO~ . ~T . O • .) '"C T ,) 1 /'J 
1'1'1=0 . 0 
c:.OTu 12 .; 
1)U t'!: I=U 
G<,.\P I 
P=P 1:1 
I 1= IJ 
CD =C Jt) I 
T =T <lc:. T,\ l 
C,OTO 1:5:) 
140 :1>1=1 
c:. =c, A pc:. 
P=P:: :I 






V =V +Vl 
IF(VF .E Q. O.O) C, OTO 160 
IF(V. ~E .VF) C,OT O 250 
C, OTO 17 0 
160 IF(RD. ~E .RAO ) ~OT O 250 
170 CO ~'IT I , IUE 
1 50 RC=SQRT (RD ee 2 - Hl· e2 ) 
!F(P.LT. t I) C,OTO 180 
FUl.L CUTOUTS • . 
R R = ( I I / 2 • 0 ) .. 2 + ( K J e I I - C 0 - ( 2 • 0 - P / I I -1 • 0 ) ) - • 2 
OC =SQRT(RR-Hl· e2 ) 
R5=SQRT(OC ee 2+«CeSB+ll) /2 . 0 )-·2 )-11 /2 . 0 
C,OTO 1 90 
PA RTIAL CUTOU TS • . 
180 Yl =SQRT(pei I-P··2 ) 
R5 =SQRT( Yl ee 2 ~"2 ) 
190 R6=sQRT( ( c, +P /COS(T»·e 2 +« II+C - 99 ) /2 . 0) -- 2 ) 
IF(RC. QT.R5 ).A NO .(RC .LT. R6» ~OT O 200 
AC =0 .0 
C,OTO 240 
VALVE POCKET AREA CA LCULAT I ON • . 
200 E=(RC - C. ) !COS( T) '-(P 11 /2 . 0 ) 
IF (c: • QT. t I /2 • 0 ) C. OT 0 240 
n=SQR T( ( I 1/2 . 0 ) " 2 - E - - 2) 
Z3=« II+C·BB)/2.0-n) /RC 
AL=ATA ~I( ZJ/SQRT(1. 0 - Z3 -· 2 » 
IF (P. l T. t I) C, OT 0 210 
FU LL CU T OUT • . 
PS =A TA N ( ( ( I I +C e80 ) /2 . 0 ) / ( I 1/ (2. 0 - C as (T ) ) +G) ) 
AR= 2 . 0 · R~ e(pS-A L) 




























































P \ R T !.~ L e u T JU T • 
Z2=C/RC 
JE =A T.·\'I (::: 2 / Slj RT ( 1 . 0 - Z2 • - 2 ) ) 
AR=RC -( ? 1 / :~ . u -i\L - J C: ) 
H 3=( R= - ~) - CJ - : O S (T ) / ? 
AC= U - A2 
IF ( ' I 1 . ~ CJ ·1) :'. ,) T J 230 
A" I =AC 
"I ='1 I +r\V I " OR 
~0TO 2:;0 
AVe. =AC 
'I e. =V'C. +A Ife. - 0 R 




RE TU Ri'l 
END 
FUilCTI O: 1 V0 I1 (P HI,8S , SS , CCR ,L,PI) 
PHI =PH I+1 80 . 0 
PHIR=PHI-0. 0 17 4533 
~0I1=P I-88 -- 2 /4 . 0E+6 -( s s / {( CCR -1. 0 )-1 00 0 . 0 )+( SS / Z O OO . 0 ) 
--(1.0+c OS (PH IR»+L/1 00Q . 0 - L - SQRT(1. 0 -( SS/ ( Z. 0 - L» -- Z 
--SIN (PHIR)-- 2 )/1 000 . 0 ) 
PHI =PHI-1 80 . 0 
E ND 
FUNCTIO N VDT(PHI,PI, 3S , SS , N,L) 
PHI =PHI+1 80 . 0 
PHI R=PH I-0. 0 17 4533 
VDT = (PI-- 2 - SS --2 - N- SS/4 . 0E +9)-{( S I N(P HI R- Z. 0 )·SS/ ( 4 . 0 -L» ; 
- ( SQ RT ( 1 • 0 - ( S S / ( 2 • 0 - L) ) - - Z - S I N ( PH I R ) .. Z ) ) - SIN ( PH I R ) ) 
PH I =PH I-1 80.0 
END 
FU ~CTIO N HTFR(PT,TR,YP,TW, SURFA ) 
HTCO=2 .465044 -(YP--0 . 33333) - SQRT(PT-TR) 
HTFR=HTC O -SURF A - (TW-TR) -1. OE-6 
END 
SUB ROUTI I'-IE I NT E ( XF , EQR, AA1 , AAZ , AA3) 
XX=1 40. 0 -XF eF ARST 
A A 1 = - 23 . 7 87 + 5 • 7 97 - XX +0 • 8 - X X - - 2 
AA 2 =0. 7 98 -0.00538 -xx +0. 00 11996 - XX -- 2 
AA 3 = (6.933 +0. J2 8 3 - xx +0. 036 - xx - - 2 ) - 0 . 0000 1 
RETIJRN 
END 
FU~CTION UCE QR ,TL) 
FI=4. 69 -8.7 Z-(1.t-EQR )--2 
U=57. 0-0.287 -4. B3E -7 -TL- -1.647·F I 
END 
FU NCTION GA (T) 
C1 =-23.787 + (1. 0 85 -T )+6 . 93 3E-5 -T -- 2 
C2=-23. 7 87+(Q. 7 925 -T )+6 . 93 3E - 5 -T-- 2 
GA =C 1 /C 2 
e. IID 
3 0 L 
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Sche[Qtic of mass fraction burned profile. 
8s is spark timi ng, 80 is start of combustion, 
68id is the ignition delay and 68£ is the 
combust i on durat ion. 68i d and 68b are the 
uSlJal empirical definitions of ignition delay 
and combustion duration ( 0-100% and 10-90% 
burned respectively) 
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